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•The purpose of the thesis is to analyse Hilary's

interpretation of the Bible, particularly in his strictly

exegetical works, in order to clarify the relationship

betucen his exegetical method and his systematic theology

as a whole♦

First the development of the commentary structure

in the history of interpretation is traced, with particular
reference "to matters of structure and interijretation

relevant to Hilary's own work. There follows an analysis

of the commentary on St. Matthew's Gospel, and of the

central role of the interaction of literary structure and

basic theological conception in the interpretation of the

texts.

Attention then turns to the Be Trinitate, in which the

interplay of exegesis and theology in the rather different

relationship arising from more strictly systematic theology

is examined. This study then serves as a guide to consider¬

ation of the relationship in Hilary's exegesis of the Psalms.

The results may be summarised as follows: beginning
from the traditional western exegetical techniques in the

work on 3t. Matthew, Hilary develops, with the aid of the

theological concentration on the incarnation in the Be

'Trinitate, a greater versatility in the use of new techniques,

some from the eastern tradition, the latest stages being

exemplified in the work on the Psalms.

After the assessment of the various stages of development
Use other side if necessary.



an attempt is made to relate the problem of exegesis and

method in Hilary to similar problems in contemporary

theology, and to indicate areas in which the use of

patristic texts nay assist the development of solutions to

modern problems.
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General Introduction

Hilary of Ioitiers?s first extant work is his

commentary on St. Matthew's gospel, and all his later

theological work is intimately connected, even in the

so-called 'historical' works, with the interpretation

of scripture.

Throughout the history of theology, and particularly

in the patristic period, there has been, with some notable

exceptions, a constant interconnection and mutual influence

between the process of the exegesis of scripture, the

results of that process, and the systematic development

of theological thought. The de facto presence of and even

the need for some degree of interconnection are not a matter

of serious dispute today.

In the past, however, and at no time more acutely

than in the present, there have^of course, been great
differences concerning the nature of these interconnections,

both in understanding and in practice.

To explore these interconnections in a theologian

of the early Church will in itself provide no solutions

to the problem in the present. If we analyse that theologian

simply in tho light of modern discussion, the result will

cf. the reports on 'Scripture and Tradition' of the groups
on biblical hermeneutics and patristics in 'New Directions
in Faith and Order, Bristol 1967' (WCC, 1968).
(N.B. .-/here not given in the text, details of biblio¬
graphical references may be found in the Bibliography.)



tell us little that v/e did not already know. If wc

seek to analyse the interconnections in their historical

context, then we may reach some new understanding of that

context, which though bearing the marks of our own age

may provide a new piece of evidence by enabling us to

view related problems in a different context to our own.

But this will still contribute little to our contemporary

theological concerns unless v/e can make comparative

theological assessments of the different contexts, while

still recognising the significance for the method we

choose to follow of the historical differences. Such

a combination of historical and theological considerations

is attempted in this study. It is notorious that the tv/o

spheres are often confused. One cannot pretend to stand

above this danger, but perhaps one may try to remain aware

of its presence.

The more precise purpose of this study is to take

Hilary as an example of a patriotic theologian and to examine

matters relevant to the use and place of the Bible in his

work, that is to say the nature, background and development

of the exegetical process itself, its place in his thought

as a v/hole, and the interconnections between theology and

exegesis in detail, in terms both of method and conclusions.

Finally we shall consider briefly the value of

information gained from this type of study for the assess¬

ment of contemporary theological problems, illustrating
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this by a sketch of an example in the field chosen here,
p

of the interrelation of exegesis and systematic theology."

It is not claimed that the topic and the theologian

chosen by us are in any sense representative or paradeig-

matic for 'patristic theology' as a whole. Had we

chosen another theologian, e.g. John Chrysostom or

lieodore of Mopsuestia, or another topic, e.g. the

doctrine of creation or the understanding of evil, we

would probably have found a very different situation

which we might wish to relate in a very different manner

to contemporary issues. The choice of the present topic

and of Hilary stems from the beliefs that a) the role of

the Bible in systematic theology remains a matter of great

2
My purpose in beginning this study in September 1966,

and in choosing the topic of the interconnections of exegesis
and theology, though at that time deflected in other
directions, was similar to that suggested in 'Bristol
19 7'» of a new study of the authority of the Bible in
the context of a study of the fathers and the Bible
(op.cit.152,154-) •

further examples, each very different from the present
study in structure but sharing the concern to illuminate
contemporary theological issues from studies in the
history of theology, may be seen in John Hick's ' vil
and the God of Love'(hacmillan, 1966) and raul van Buren's
'Christ in our flace' (Oliver and Boyd, 1957).

The sharp dichotomy between historical and systematic
theology which has characterised much research in this
century appears to me to have been to the advantage of
neither branch of study. Continent at-leant,—one
r.i-ght traoo it baok to tho split between—the right
(dogmatic) and left (historical)•wings~o£—the- school
of—-ft*—■itnehl, Herrmann and Hahler on—t-ho—one-hand,- and
hoofs,—Ilarnaok and .['rooltso-h—en—fee—other; but it has
not boon without its oOfect--e4-sewhore9
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uncertainty but also of great importance; b) Hilary

is a considerable but neglected theologian who remains

interesting for his own sake; c) certain aspects of

his thought - particularly sections of his doctrine of

the incarnation - may be capable of fruitful development

today and d) other aspects of his thought, though no

less important to Hilary, may well have no value today

except in enabling U3 to clarify our account of why we do

not move in certain directions, and e) that the work of

past theologians, viewed in its historical context, may

provide models for comparison which can play an important

role, though not of course an exclusive role, in the

development, constructive and critical, of systematic

theology. Such an exercise will clearly be of most

value to those ttfho share in all or any of these beliefs,

but it may be hoped that if consistently carried out,

the study may be of use even to those who do not share

even in e), as a model case upon which to demonstrate

the grounds for the falsity of that belief.
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The state of work on Hilary's exegesis to date.

The choice of lilary, though desirable for the

reasons outlined above, complicates our study in one

important respect. Compared with e.g. the amount of

published material relevant to matters of exegesis and

theology in Luther, the work already done on Hilary is

still in its infancy, and at the present rate of progress

it will be several centuries before many of the issues

discussed below can be regarded as established with a

comparable degree of certainty. But this does not mean

that our exercise, granted its provisional and limited

character, is not worth carrying out at tho present, as

a step in a forward direction.

Previous studies, some of which will require to be

evaluated below, consist of 1) attempts to establish the

dating and context of the exegetical works, 2) textual

studies, still very incomplete, 3) analysis of basic

theological themes and the tracing of their historical

background - in which the diversity of speculation

indicates the paucity of solid evidence, 4) analysis

of passages dealing with the different levels of meaning

in scripture (especially for the Tractatus in fsalraos:

which we shall refer to as In Ps,) 5) for the De

Trinitate (hereafter De Trin.) apart from analysis

of its theology, work begun on the role of biblical
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quotations in the argument and in the anti-Arian

controversy and 6) an investigation, partly simultan¬

eous with this study, of the theological background of

the commentary In Matthaeum (hereafter In lit.). There

is as yet no study which takes into account and correlates

the many different strands involved in Hilary's exegesis

and theology at different periods and the interconnection

between these, the highly complex nature of such a task,

involving historical, literary, philosophical and theological

questions, can scarcely be underlined enough: as we have

said, this present study can provide at best only a 3tep

in this direction.

Considered more precisely, previous study may be

grouped under a) text and b) interpretation.
e r- M tl * 3

a) The H33 tradition is exceptionally old and good.

The best discussion is that of lingerie in his

iraefatio to the In Psalmos (CSEL 22). A useful report

on the most important of the MSS, D 182 Basilicanus (c.510)
was given by A. ilmart in the Festschrift for E.K. Rand

/
p/?29';ff 'L' Odyssce du manuscrit de Jan lietro qui referne

les oeuvres de Saint Hilaire'. The gist of lingerie's

discussion is reproduced by Gastaldi, ppx-xii. A

scientific account of the text of the In Matthaeum and

De Irinitate must await the editions of Doignon (30)

and Hanslik (CSEL) respectively. The text of the Tractatus

Alysteriorun is ably discussed by Hrisson ($c); ■ pp. 01-70.

3
cf. too the list of MSS in F.L. 9 219-20.
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Printed editions begin with that of Leonard Iache1, i ilan

1189. Inprovements and commentary were added by the Paris

edition of 1310, by Jrasmus in 1323, and by a series of

editions (listed with description in Migne) up to 1789,

of which the best, by the Maurlsts (1693 and 1730) was

the basis of the fiigne text of 1844. Zingerle produced

a critical edition of the Fsalms in 1896 (CSEI|22) and

Peder of some of the historical fragments in 1916 (GSEL 65)

The Tractatus rlysteriorum was edited excellently by Brisson

in 194-7 (SO), and an edition of the De Trinitate is in

preparation by Prof Hanslik (CSEL)^ who tells me that he
hopes to complete it in two or three years. There is no

a
modern edition of the In Hatthaeum.

b) The first modern student of Hilary's exegesis was
*

diehard Oimon, in his "Histoire critique du vieux Testament

(Paris 1680) 439-59 and 'Histoire critique des principeaux
1

commentateurs du Kouveau Testament (Rotterdam 1693)j>|pl25ff•
On the Psalms, Simon follows rasmus in seeing the wide¬

spread influence of Origen and deploring1 this. 'Gette

methode n'est pas exacte: outre que sous pretexts de

donner un sens spirituel on va trop avant, et 1'on donne

ses imaginations pour les spiritualities'. On the

exegesis of the New Testament, he noted that the De

Trinitate pays more attention to the literal sense of

the text than the In Matthaeum. For him the commentary
( f) /*/> r CZ ic(4 ^ )^

on Romans by Hilary the Deacon is also by Hilary of Poitiers.
A

4
A new edition of the In ht. is in preparation at present

by K. Doignon (30)
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The fundamental monograph of J.H. Reinkens,

(Gchaffhavsen 1864) superseded all previous work, and
7.

provides still, along with Poofs' article in PRE (largely

dependent on it) the best introduction. At the sane time

Diestel added some insights on the In Psalmos in his

excellent 'Geschichte der AT in der christlichen Kirche'

(1869 ) ?p74~80 , as did S. Watson rather later in the

excellent introduction to his translation of the De Trin-

and three of the Psalms (I7PITF 1898) cf//xl-xliv.

After a long gap much light has been thrown ixpon

the exegetical situation recently, for the be irinitate

by F. Loffler (1958) (esp 85ff) and by Martinez Sierra (1964),
and for the In Hatthaeum by M. Sinonetti in Vet,Cnr. i

(1964) Bari. 'Note sul commento di Ilario di Poitiers'.

Further work on the In Hatthaeum and In Psalmos is in

preparation by W. Wille (Hamburg) and R.J. Nestor Gastaldi

(Argentina/! aris) respectively/1"0' Work on Hilary's

theology as a whole is summarised by Loofs, Loffler and

by C.P.fj.Borchardt.

(Diestel's work supersedes that of such predecessors

as Rosenmuller and Schrbekh(Hist. Lccles 12.252f) and

often follows Simon;cf>,78n. on the In Ps. 'Die Auslegung

eilt gern von dem rein exegetischen Tenor zu dogmatisierende

Faranese. Wr verrath sich als Schuler des Grigenes, doch

ohne dessen Geist. Bemuht er sich bisweilen, den

Unterschied der Testaments hervortreten zu lassen, so

4a
cf note on p 2^0.
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bloibt doch ler eigentliche Of Cohbarungsinheltin boidsn

derselbe. ' dimon we recall followed .rasmus. fhis

example may serve for hundreds to illustrate the striking

tendency to repetition, not seldom vain repetition, which

characterises the history of Hilariusforschung and is not

unlike the formulaic epithets which in heroic verse link

the present with the mists of time - pius Aeneas: imitator

Hilarius etc. )

Before turning to an analysis of the structure of the

works themselves, we shall pause to set them briefly in

their context in the events of Hilary's own life and

background. 'i'he details of Hilary's biography have

been described often enough, and we shall repeat only

what we consider to be the salient facts for our present
5

purpose.

Hilary was born in Limonum, later Pictavi and today,

Poitiers, some time during the second decade of the fourth

century." fhe high standard of education reflected in

his works indicates that he came from a prosperous family.
n

His parents were probably not christian, and the date of

his baptism, like the date of his episcopal consecration,

remains unknown. It is not known where ho went to school,

but the nearest and most likely place for him to have

acquired the sound classical education which he possessed
o

would at that time have been Bordeaux. At the/synod of Aries

cf.Loofs, Borchardt, wille etc. cf Jerome, Comm. in Gal.
5 6

7
cf esp-the account of his
conversion,highly stylised,in
De i'rin. 1.1-14.

8

2.J. 'Gallus ipse et
Fictavis natus'.

cf below f1"18 ^ -
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(953) he appears to have played no major role, and this

would suggest that, if already a bishop, he had not long
q

been consecrated at that time.

In the sane year (335) Constantius cane to power in

the /est and began to support the Arians, thus bringing

to a head the conflict between Arian and anti-^rian parties

in the Latin church. Two years later Constantius brought

together the synod of Lilan, v/hich exiled the old leaders

of the H-'eene party and so brought Hilary to the head of

the liicene cause. Row with other bishops in Gaul , Hilary

dissociated himself officially from Saturninus of Aries,

Ursacius and Valens.^"^ Saturninus then presided over a

synod at Beziers (356) which condemned again Athanasius,

only Hilary and one other bishop dissenting. 'This

was enough to set in train the emperor's banishment of

Hilary (the precise details and official grounds of which
IP

are un rnown).

Lost of Hilary's literary work dates from the period

after his banishment. Before then however, he had written

the first part at least of the historical work 'Adversus

Valentem et Ursacium.' He had also written the commentary

In Fiatthaeum. Fne detailed evidence for the dating of this

work will be discussed below. Though he probably knew

9
This is also the force of the aliquantisper of the

famous sentence from De Synodic 91. Tegeneratus pridem
et in episcopatu aliquantisper manens, fidem Ricaenum
numquain nisi cxsulaturus audivi.
10 11
c. oust, 2. (PL 10, 5790) Ibid .(PL 10, 579A)

12
cf Lille 13 and 257f
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something of the Arian controversy at the time of writing,

he was clearly not as acutely concerned with it as he was

to be later in the De frinitate. ' No reference to

exile appears in the work. As we shall see in detail in

a later section, the influence of Origen and of Greek

exegesis is much less direct than in the later In Psalmos

and even the Do Trinitate. The lack of mention of the

exile, coupled with the comparatively mild influence of

Greek exegesis and of the Arian controversy suggests a

date after 353, when the controversy began to be discussed

widely, but before the events of 355«

Exile produced the challenge and stimulation from

eastern theology which was to make Hilary a great theologian.

Here he wrote the De frinitate, the separate books being

spread over a considerable period, beginning from 3fS/7.

Here too came the De Synodis, in which he sought to link

the eastern 'homoiousians' and the western 'homoousians'

against the 'homoeans'. Slightly later he produced the

'Ad Constantium' in which he sought to defend his position

and bring the emperor round to the true faith, and the

'Contra Constantium', in which he attacks the emperor as

the Antichrist.

The precise reason for the end of the exile is not

clear, but Hilary was back in Gaul around the turn of the

13 14-
cf.below p. 122f He may have returned without

permission :cf.c. Const 11. 'fugere
mihi sub Nerone licuit.'
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year 360/61.^ The fall of Oonstantius and the rise of

Julian cleared the way for fresh efforts against the Arians.

To this period belong the 'Ad praefectum Sallustiurn sive

contra Dioscurum' and the two tracts directed, without

success, against the Tomoean Auxentius of Milan.

Hilary returned in his last years to the predominantly

exegetical concerns of his first work. To this period

belong the 'Tractatus super psalmos', extended meditations,

which as we shall see, were probably first delivered in

church and later put together to be read. Towards the

end of the meditations on the Psalms he also produced his

'Liber M/steriorum', an allegorical meditation on Genesis
IS

in the manner of the work on the psalms.

Apart from these, Hilary also v/rote hymns, though not
17

all of taose in his name are authentic. ' He may have

written further exegetical works and even compiled a book
1 Pi

of liturgies, ° but the evidence for such works is only

fragmentary. The exact date of his death remains unknown,
19but it was at the end of 367 or the beginning of 368.'

Exegesis was done by Hilary in three connected but

clearly distinguishable contexts. These also correspond

to the early, middle and late periods into which both his

15
Hille makes the very reasonable suggestion of 361/2 for
the former and 364/5 for the latter.

16
ex. -relow and the excellent introduction by Brisson.

17
The best text is that of Bulst,18 cf.the discussion of Wille

19 op, cit. 16f
According to Jerome (Chron. GC3 47,245) and Gregory of Tours
(hist. Franc. 1.39) who is probably dependent on Him, Hilary
died in the fourth year of the reign of Valentinian and
V -, , it • -I f* ' , i I _ . • i. TO AT G-L • Xi vJU IIUW

I^e.n%benlSS Hllalre
in 'Hilaire et son temps'107-H G. prefers 1 Jov.367 hut
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fortunes as a churchman and his literary career may be

usefully divided. The considerable connection between

the periods reflects the fact that probably not much more

than a decade separates his earliest and latest extant works.

The first of these periods, represented by the

commentary on St. Matthew, involves continuous exposition,

commentary and theological interpretation of the gospel

narrative in groups of verses, corresponding roughly in

appearance, if not in method to a modern exercise in

exegesis and biblical theology. It is.of course, for all

practical purposes the first extant commentary on a

complete book of the Bible from the western Church.

The second period, represented by the De Trinitate,

involves the use of argument fi'om and exegesis of the Bible

in the systematic exposition of doctrine, corresponding

roughly to some forms of modern systematic theology.

It has been shown that much of the exegesis is done in

direct refutation of Arian argument from scripture.

The third period, represented by the tractatus on

the Psalms, involves the exposition of scripture in a

devotional context, for the moral and spiritual edification

of Hilary's congregations, and would correspond to some

modern devotional and meditations! commentaries. It has

long been known that Hilary is here indebted to Origen

on the psalms: the nature of this debt will be a matter

for our concern.

19 (cont.)

provides no fresh evidence.
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Other writings of Hilary, especially the Tractatus

Hysteriorum, will concern us on occasion, but are not of

primary importance for this study.

It will he convenient to conduct our study of

Hilary in three main sections corresponding to those

outlined above, with a further section on comparison and

assessment of results.

The commentary on St. Matthew is as we have said,

the first nearly complete extant commentary on a complete

book of the Bible in the western Church. The sources of

20
the work are far from clear. Was it purely accident

that Hilary chose this particular form, as a vehicle for

his exegesis, and if not, why not? Did the medium itself

make any distinctive contribution to the development of

his exegesis? It is astonishing to discover that despite

a flood of literature on the interpretation of scriptures

sacred and profane in the ancient world, there exists, it

would appear, not a single investigation of the history

of the literary form of the commentary as such. In order

to assess the significance of the role played by the

commentary form in Hilary's exogetical method, we shall

attempt to fill in something of this historical lacuna.

It is not however suggested, as an important group of

20
The exact sources of the In Hatthaeum remain unclear.
A search of exegesis on the gospel reveals no direct
borrowing by Hilary. Bchoes of the western tradition
of Tort, and ICovatian, of Oyprian and Irenaeus have
Ion;- been noted, but detailed evidence is lacking.
The proposals of Tillc, and the possible assistance
of the literary structure in providing clues we shall
consider below.
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PI
patristics scholars Ion" believed.,- that the form can-

provide the 'key' to the nature of the process of

interpretation by itself. It is simply not the case,

as we shall see, that for Hilary, form determines content.

As with many literary documents, there is an

pp
important sense in which the 'content' is the 'form*,

and closer inspection will reveal the existence too of

powerful influence from philosophical, theological and

historical as well as literary traditions in the final

shaping. The content of the In Matthaeurn is itself

quite remarkable. It has long been observed that the

gospel narrative is explained almost entirely in terms

of the contrast between the law and the gospel, between

faith and unfait'h, the disciples and the scribes, the

Gentiles and the Jews, the Church and the Synagogue.

21
The real founders of this school were Fr. Uverbeck,
[cf/ttber die Unfange der patristischen " itcratur ' (1882)J,
and H. Jordan, 'Geschichte der altchristlichen Literatur'
(Leipzig, 19H)i but its influence in patristics studies
is far from dead. The limitations of the approach are
well brought out in the conclusion of his dissertation.,
'Die paulinische Fredigt.1(1910) by the youthful A
Bultmann, who though forced to conclude that similarity
in form must indicate 'ahnlichkeit in Geist', charact¬
eristically prefaces this by the comment that ' /ir wollen
uns sum Gchluss niftht verhehlen, dass der indruck der
Verschiedenheit grosser ist als der der whnlichkeit'.
Irovided that the method is restricted to the analysis
of the technical structures, without thereby forgetting
other and often more important factors in the development
of a theologian's thought, much useful information may
however be gained.

22
cf. R. Jolles, Sinfache Formen, passim. (Jolles'
point is well illustrated in thei(context of Lew
Testament Formgeschichte by E. Junr.-el, . aulus uud
Jesus 291f).
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At the save time, in this particular period, examination

of the literary structure may be an important source of

new information on the exegetical activity as a whole.

In the all important middle period between the early

and late works of strictly oxegetical character, the

pattern of interconnections changes. This weans that

the exegesis of the late period cannot be understood

adequately except in the light of the exile in Asia minor

and the intense exegetical activity of the De frinitatc.

The work of the early period, as will be shown below, contains

few direct traces of the 'Alexandrian' tradition of exegesis,

xvhile that of the tractatas on the Psalms is steeped in that

tradition, -with its carefully worked out rules of inter¬

pretation. The same influence is traceable to some extent

in the De Trinitate: but here the decisive factor is

greater development of strictly dogmatic considerations,

both in the course of the exegetical process and in the

application of its results. The roots of this movement

we shall examine at length.

The exegesis of the late period, principally in the

tractatus on the Psalms ( a work made up from homilies

spoken in Church) will be considered mainly in terms of

its relation to the Alexandrian tradition to which it

owes much, but from which it also differs in important

respects.
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2 Text and Commentary in the historical

background to Hilary's exegesis
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Text and Commentary in the historical
background to Hilary's exegesis.

Though countless books have been written on the

interpretation of scripture in general in the patristic

period, and oven the detailed interrelations between

interpreters are comparatively well established, very

libtle work indeed has been done, as already mentioned,

on the history of the commentary as such.^* Because of

the importance of the subject for this and similar studies,

we shall attempt to reconstruct a sketch of the relevant

factors. In doing so, we shall seek to avoid reduplication

of findings in the history of interpretation and of

discussions of Hilary's sources which are already available,

but we shall include selected aspects of interpretational

practice which have a bearing on the development of the

commentary form or upon Hilary's own interpretation of

scripture both in his commentary and in his other exegetical

works, in view of the still problematic nature of his

sources.

The question 'what is a commentary?' is not, on

the face of it, difficult to answer. In describing those

extant works which in ancient and in modern times have

1
On the commentary form as such cf• J. Geffcken 'bur
Entstehung und zum v'esen des griechischen Wissenschaft-
lichen Kommentars', Hermes 67 (1032) 397-^12, and the
arts, on Hypomnemata (very weak) and Gcholien in PWK.
I an also indebted for advice on this are$ to Irof.
ii, den Boer, Leiden and Prof. A. Bible, Koln. 'The
evidence for the history of the commentary has never
been assembled in detail.

Tor the standard discussions of Hilary's sources cf.
Heinkens, Loofs, Watson, Wille, Borchardt, Gas baled,
Kannengie s ser.
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been regarded as commentaries (a form which has been
p

described by different words at different times) we may-

say that a commentary is an independent literary work which

provides a continuous scholarly exposition of a given written

text, the continuity distinguishing the commentary from

e.g. the scholion.

'./hen however we ask for a fuller description of the

form of the commentary in the sense of a detailed literary

structure with recognised standard characteristics (as in

the case of the dialogue, the written homily, the 13th

century novel) problems arise. For the evidence is that,

up to the time of the great Byzantine commentaries and

with some few exceptions, the commentary need have no

essential form whatever beyond the above minimal description.'

2
Typical of modern definitions is that of Ileinrici (art.
Hermeneutik in K*e57,741) 'hafyrend Glossen und Scholien
ein Hilfsmittel fur das Verstandnis des Zinzelnen sind,
stelft sich der Kommentar die Aufgabe, das Ganse zu
erklaren, also das inzelne als Teil einer literarischen
Cinheit und das Ganze als in sich zusammenhangendes
literarischen Frodukt .verstandlich zu machen'.

3
The salient facts of the ancient usage may be found in
L- 3 J. Hypomnema is used of Aristarchus' commentaries
to Homer (3ch.ll 2.4-20 al.), and these are contrasted with
his syngrammata or full treatises. This usage corresponds
exactly with Galen's c1assification of Hippocrates' works
(15.424 cf-ilipp. 16.552.543) and with the sense of
explanatory notes at 3ch. Ar. Av. 1242. (Other uses, as a
reminder, mention in a speech etc. need not detain us here).
Scholion occurs first in Cicero but was doubtless used
earlier. I'omos, used of Origen's work by Jerome, is late
also (D.l.6.15 an&#ITich (cf.Birt, Buchwesen 27f)(2nd Cent.AD)
Scholia were short notes (cf. below) Diegeseis were short
paraphrases of narratives, and not remnants of commentaries
(cf - PI rep. 592 d, Grafenhan 5.47, and H. Ffeiffer in 3BBAW
1934. 10f; on the diegeseis to Callimachus. Hyldahl,
discussing the hypomnemata of Hegesippus (ST. Theol. 14
(1960)70f.,) comments that hypomnemata were essentially
incomplete, rough notes considered of little value: (77 op.
cit.): his "judgement echoes that of Zoepke De Hyp. Grace.
1842, 1.3 'Cullam artem adhibebant scriptores in componendis
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In practice, the commentary tends bo approximate to

the nearest literary genre which deals with the sane

subject natter at the sane time: hence the oft repeated

observation that the commentary is often difficult to

distinguish from the homily, scholion, treatise etc.

this means that the tracing of the history of the

commentary is a complex process involving a constant

process of comparison with related genres and defying

rigid differentiation. We- must see that development in

terms of the use of texts in general ana in terms of the

relation of the shape of the commentary to the content of

the texts.

The problem is complicated by the fact that the

commentary was not regarded generally in antiquity as a

form worth preserving for its own sake, and so existing

commentaries were constantly 'cannibalised', excerpted

and so altered that the original structures were speedily

rendered unrecognisable. The 'Oources' left today consist

largely of a multitude of names of commentators and a

smaller collection of fragments bearing scant resemblence

to the works from Which they were once taken.

hyponnematis . On the other hand, there were probably
different types of i;D.L. 4.1.5 spoaks of hypomnematikous
dialo ous and taxeis hypomnematon cx too the e:xin 13J:
clearly there was no single precise meaning for the word
H. or single designation for commentaries, ilypomenmata
was soon taken over into latin cf-Oic ad Pam 16.21,8
multuin mihi enim eripitur opera© in exscribendis hypomnematis
(quoted by Bousset 296 nl.): .6omraentarius in classical
Latin never refers to a commentary in the sense ip which
it is u3ecL in this study (cr, PWK IV I,y26~59 and f. borner
le Ooramentariis in Hermes 81 (1953) 21Of. But cf.later
e.g. Isid. Orig. Lib. 6.85 'Nam quidquid breviter componitur
commentarius dicitur, quid vero elongatur, expositio.'
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Why this neglect. A major reason is that there

were here no classical models to be preserved and

imitated. Jhere grew up indeed the types of the

grammatical commentary, which provided a continuous

series of scholion-like comments, and the philosophical

commentaries of Alexandria, the sections of which were

almost monographs in their own right. But the models

themselves, e.g. Didvmos, canonised the habit of excerpting

earlier works and were in turn so used. It was not till

after Origen that we find a standard pattern that of

Orison himself, used generally in the east, ana after

.Ambrose in the west, and. here too, as we shall see,

qualifications must be made.

An examination of the extant material indicates, as

one might be led to expect in the nature of the case, that

the main reasons for the writing of commentary were first

that a written text had achieved a considerable, often

quasi-legal significance for a community, and secondly,
4

that the meaning of the text was no Ion er self-evident.

Thus the earliest known commentaries were in Tgypt on

the Book of the Dead, in Greece on Homer, on Plato,

Aristotle and the rhetoricians (disregarding the scholia

on the poets) and in Italy on the 12 tables. 'The text

is usually regarded as verbally inspired in religious comm¬

entary, and this may explain in part why Old Testament

4
On the role of inspired texts cf Leipoldt—fiorenz,
Jeilige Gchriften 1953 and G. Lanczkows.i, i.B. 1)56.
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commentaries occur first in late Judaism and in th~ Church

in the second century. finally, it is in education, at

an intermediate perhaps even more than at an advanced

level, that commentaries are needed: hence the frequent

connection between the presence of an educational institut¬

ion, sacred or secular, and the use of this genre.

All those factors go some way towards explaining the

fact that the commentary/appears first}in christian

literature^in the middle of the second century and

suddenly becomes abundant in the second half of the fourth.

The nature of the christian public, the lack of texts of

the Bible with which the commentaries would often have to

be read, and the needs of the day, in practical, often

ethical concerns, in worship, in preaching and in contro¬

versy rendered other literary forms more attractive.

After its first brief appearance in the west, the comment¬

ary was swiftly overshadowed, and its later popularity

must to some extent, at least be accounted for by the

influx of Latin translations of Greek work3.

Some further mention of the relation of the

commentary to other media may here be made. As already

noted, the most immediately related form is that of the

scholion, which originated in and reflects wranmar rather

than rhetoric in the educational process, but may include

some philosophical observations (thus lorphyrion's
/form

scholion-commentary on Horace is in its present4 and

probably was also in its ori -in, predominantly grammatical,
■ 'hereas Servius' scholia on Virgil have more Philosophical
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comment). In terns of i ;dc production, scholia nay be

interspersed rith, added as marginalia to or separated

from the text proper, but commentaries are nor- ally-

independent, do not repeat the text and may be read

without it, though this is not always the case. The

scholia draw their continuity if any from the text, but

the commentary has its own continuity, though of course,

it too may contain scholia.

Elements too from the homily, the sermon, the

diatribe, oration, historical epitome in various forms

(but riot the comnentarius in its classical sense!)

anything which involves exegesis may be present. or

example, since the homily and the diatribe deal with the

explanation of written texts, introducing a paranetic

accent, a commentary may be built up from a series of

homilies, as in -ihilo's commentary on Genesis, and the

difference may be more of accent than of formal distinction.

Vgain, there are different types of commentary, homily etc.

and variations in structure vrithin a single commentary.

5
On scholia cf too the art, ' Sc/iolien' in PBE l?.732f.
For MSS production cf luntz in Byzantium 1938 (13) and
1959 (14) Z.coaments, 131552* i.r durfen als ftegel
abloiten: dor antike hommentar, auch der in gommatlschen
Scholienstil wird als Sonderbuch, unabhangig von
erklSrten Text uberliefert. But here too there are
exceptions. Z too concludes that hyoonncnata were on
the whole only by-products of oral teaching; and that
'Bei den om ontatoren fiel„der Beeriff ier individuellen
Ferfasserschaft fast vollstandig' (op,cit.560). There
were also economic reasons for not combining text and
commentary even in the scholia cf 'Scolien' in - • *., ~>.v.
1 /is i cacti sea" Verbindunn von Text u ,'and : oancntar
: lort erst einer viol spatoren Beit, otwa den 5/4

Jahrhundert, als der Fergamentkodex all^gemein an die
Btelle dor hosts ieligercn Fapyrusrolle trat. * ...But all
books were in fact costly to produce (cf. Birt,_ bas antike-

•aclvon) and not ri lely available e. icr too use o\
christian communities.
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./hat of the content of the commentary? It is clear

that the history of the commentary is closely hound up,

as already mentioned, with the history of interpretation

of texts, and so particularly with that fimural or

allegorical method of interpretation which sought to

reveal a hidden meaning in texts, and v/hich was to be so

significant for the exegesis cf the Bible.

It is often said that the development•of commentary

on Homer runs parallel with the development of the use of

allegory in interpretation, but it is now clear that the

the latter was a comparatively late development, as far

as commentaries were concerned.0 Despite the mutilated

character of the remains, it is clear that the earliest

commentators concentrated on grammatical, historical and

philological topics. The history of allegorical inter¬

pretation, on the osher hand, goes back to the yresocratic

interpretation of lomar in the lyric poets, and later was

practised in philosophy and in rhetoric alike (cf too

ilato's myths) before hein" taken up by the commentators
n

(cf#3uffiere, lepin etc.)'

The istorical development of the commentary outside

the Graeco-Roman world remains, it would apnear,

6
Un the relation of allegory and commentary cf now
Jr'RK supp-IV lGf. rt. • Allegorische Dichtererklarung*
,/ehrli c<5f and Grafenhan 17 259- A typical critique
of the alle-^orists is made by Cicero DND 2.335

7
On the interpretation in menoral of iomer by Plato and
his school of.3. Weinstook, Die platonischen iomerkritik,
Philologus 82 1192?) 121f.
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Q

unexplored, and cannot concern us here." The beginnings

of commentary in the Greek world have been traced to

Herodotus' use of the second book of hecataeus, but in

this period the lines of distinction cannot be drawn with

a useful degree of precision. The rain stream for

practical purposes comes in the commentaries to Homer:

of these, however, there remain only scholia, and all
evidence for the original structures has rone. The

pattern of the- best of these works, that of Aristarchus,

consists of grammatical/lexical comment of a kind that

was to be reproduced in hellenistic commentaries, which

ranged from marginalia to extensive independent treatises,

but are alike in treating the words and hrases examined

as unconnected entities. This applies too to the scholiasts'

remains of commentaries to Pindar, the tragedians, comic

poets and orators down to the tine of the schools of
q

Alexandria and Feraamon.

Some perfunctory mention of co msntary on the Book
of the Dead is made by H. Schneider,'Aogypton'.
cf. the fragments edited by A. Ludwich, Aristarch's
homerische Textkritik, Leipsig 1684—5, and for the
Scholia H. Erbse's edition, for lindar A.B. Drachmann,
Scholia vetera in Findari carmine, Teubner 190-1, which
probably contains remains of commentary, and for Didymus
on Demosthenes, the best preserved, h. Schmidt. Didymi
Chalcenteri fragnenta:Leipsig, 1854- and the edition of
Diels/Schubart, Teubner 1914-. Typical of the fragments,
which no longer refer to consecutive^ lines is no 3L6 .
(D/S p 41) Ttyeicrolynt « tY r$i tj.Kon-y^rov (L//>,'5r,
Tt/>i ^ Tv/y Ayf@Qj/trTcn,> v yd/)*<Tn> y ' jtvTtYTTyvi* i&cki
c(£ [FHClil&lZj crTOiyctJoci. r/ce- 3 yd/ fuo-6
Susemihl II 1-27 lists hundreds of Alexandrian grammatical
commentators of whose v/ork scarcely a s'-rod m ains.
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A very different type of commentary appears in the

interpretation of .Tomer and of other topics too in the

schools of the Flatonist and slightly later of the

Aristotelian traditions. These dealt with aspects of

the topic under consideration in what was really a

philosophical treatise, and set a. pattern for 'scientific'

commentary in general; again however, the surviving debris

tells us little of the details of the original form. 3ut

their existence created precedents which were to be

followed in a great flood.lu

A very late (contemporary with Hilary's work) but
complete example ox this type is provided by Chalcidius'

commentary on the Inaeuc: here the Latin translation

is followed by an extensive philosophical commentary

which sticks closely to the text, is clear and precise,

and avoids allegory and all extraneous material.11
10

cf• Gefftken op, cit-402 'In der fat, der wissenschaft-,,

11

spats
only reports remain (cf, Wehrli op. cit.)„ Christ 769f lists
lost commentaries to Aristotle. 9 for/in edited the
fragments of Clympiodorus on the firaaeu : (Teubner 1915)
but these, offering glosses of varying length and of a
mainly grammatical nature, reveal little of the original.
On loseidonius, whom owitalski showed fx berths source for
Ohalcidius, Oronau in his standard v/or ^lfould only write
'Das grundlegende V/erk, in dem er eine eclectiahe Vereini-
gung von Pythagoras, PIaton, Stoa and zT auch Aristoteles
vornahm, scheint ein kommentar .zum platonischen I'imaios
gewesen zu sein.'

In the same genre cf. Proclus' commentary on the farmenides
(ed .V Cousin 1961) and on the Timaeus (tr. and ed. A.J.
Testugiere 1966) in which the main points of difficulty
are dealt with in a scholarly manner without exhoration etc
and v;i bhout any attempt at a re interpretation of the work
as a continuous whole, and Porphyry's yiaestiones Homericae
(ed-H. Cchraeder Leipzig 1880) which again seek to resolve
specific difficulties in interpretation (cf. on P»H» Dorrie
in Tetemata 20, !-.unchen 1959). fhe last in the classical
tradition, Boethius* commentary on Iorphyry (C3TL 1906) is
really an independent philosophical essay in its own right.
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Similar Latin adaptation of Greek forms may be seen in

iiacrobius' work on the 'omnium Scipionis and Harius

Victorinus' commentary to Cicero (which is however, a

grammatical/historical rather than a philosophical

commentary). '

The considerable scholia-remains of Alexandrian

commentary add little to our picture of the literary
1 5

structure, J.hilo , an important link in the literary

transmission, follows in his biblical works the pattern

of the philosophical commentary, even though his Genesis

commentary was in all probability built op from homilies,

raraenetic material was a common element in the Alexandrian

•philosophical commentary, and his predecessor Aristibouloa

appears to have been no exception in his work to this

general pa Item.

12
For narius victorinus cf Cicero, opera ed Crelli and halm
vol V, Tux»in 18™ '. MV see>s to explain the Ahetorica for
students in short lexical/historical notes cf - p. 479 line 25
'hypothesis, id est, quaestio circa personam oropriam'.
Use is made of the rhetorical categories of division, a
feature we shall see again in Hilary cf. p. 9 15.5 1 diximus
ratione :t rei gerendi ordinem necessarium. ' The same
procedure is followed in biblical exegesis cf PL8, 1146f,
2p, ad Gall To 3.1 ordo in principio sententiae hie est,
etc. Again there is little allegorising and the tone is
matter of fact. On the Cicero interpretation Suringar
noted that 'non est igitur oratio Integra, sod auctor
quasi ad raarginem notavit Ciceronis verba quasi
explicaturus esset et his sunn doinceps6xplicationern
subiunxit'(p.150), and 100 years later Bens seeing the
same feature in the biblical exegesis notes independently
Miethodisch ist auffallend dass V micht rait der allegor-
ischen u typologischen exegese arbqitet, sendem mit der
aristotelischen Schulmethode der wortlichen ExegeseJ hot
the difference between sacred and secular interpretation,
but between different types of the use of figural inter¬
pretation, characterises the development of commentary,
(we may note too in IL 8 1159 the argument for the accept¬
ance of the homoousion 'haec si vera sunt, accipite homo-
ousion' and 1164 to 2.14 ipsa enira fides sola iustificat,
Justificationem dat et sanctificationemg cf. below cf. too
Halm, Hhet. Lat I.in 152ff, hp f, and Grafor ban op. ext. h.90f.

-1.

For ihilo cf below.
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Philo is of course an important link too in the

transmission of interpretation, in his use of allegory.

Though, as already mentioned, most commentators were not

allegorists, it is in connection with commentary on the

Iliad that the Stoics, learning from the Platonists

(rather than the Aristotelians who in general disapproved

and were in turn espoused by the Epicureans against the

stoics) first developed allegorical interpretation in

the context of commentary, Brom these controversies

the use of allegory and figural expression in general

was to follow two distinguishable lines, the one running

through Ihilo, Barnabas, Irenaeus and Origen to the

tradition of christian exegesis in general, the other

through the Hellenistic and then the L .tin schools of

rhetoric, to be reunited at different times, notably in

Augustin but also, as we shall see, in Hilary, in different

ways. These branches used allegory and other forms of

fi ural interpretation in rather different connections

with other contexts, fas former tending to fiend Stoic

and Platonic concepts, the latter Stoic e" Aristotelian,

though never of course, with complete purity of tradition.

This nuance was to be of rot a little significance for

the future, and particularly, as we shall see, for Hilary.

he have seen how Latin letters took over the

philosophical and grammatical commentaries of the Greeks.

This was the pattern at all stages, with the possible
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exception ox t'o-r Lw tin": -• -el co - nt - , ^ *-hich * eg,

beginning- iron the commentary or scholia or the 12 tables,

bo a native growth. ?he fragmentary remains of the early

oror rnmmatical work, particularly o '.scorius,

Jornutus and i'hilargyrius, suggest simple ramuatical
15scholia. The most important group apart from the

philosophical commentaries already considered is composed

of the commentaries to Virgil. The works of Donatus

(often r-vised) and 3ervius vrere longer than those of

their predecessors, probably commentinr on each line but

still scholion like, i.e. without a continuity in the

e:c; osition itself Both employ allegorical interpretations

For reports on the lost work on the 12 tables Of.Suringar
If. Classical legal commentaries too' the same form as
non-1" al commentaries (Schulz 165) Gaius' Institutes
wore at first called coir.mentarii, (eft ieacVer 167) but
these have nothing in common wit h com* en bar.™ in ilary,
bein • more like greatly expanded scholia. are method of
interpretation varies, cf- Rubier, Insts. introd. 117
'hoist geht die rrklarung von dor tgrolo ic cos ortes
aus, oft gibt sie durch cine laraphrane ien :inn an.'

On Ascor,i.op. cf the ed of Th. Otangl in Giceronisn orationum
Jcholaet:• g^and of ','iamatano 1 '""P. (191.7) Ascoriiu. * method
is that ox ; arius /ictorinus, who" Is dependent on him in
his work on Cicero. for fragments of t v~ othe rs cf eil
iramm. I at- V, comment by F, Lammert i r Bursian's Jahrbuch
251 for 1956, 107f, and Grafenhan IV. 2?6t; Buringar 4^f
lets ■ so names of the main writers. hilargyrius was

- 'ited by lagen in Appendix Servians. he order of much
of this work is reflected by the comment in Bpartian.Ant.
Bel.• teat many grammarians put questions in their
commentaries 'velut agni balant, porcelli g-rumniunt'i
( noted ay Brni. IV. 126n).

On 1'onntus end '-ervius cf "hornan, ur vie, uraioli and
Jones. On Jfulgentius cf Stroux. For Serviusj caution
with regard to allegory cf-to Aen 1.292 'aliy/olunt hos
ror;anas intelligi (in historical eweractors ortrayed in
disguise by Virgil): vera tamen oratio haec. c.f. on Aen
7. 6. sunt propria verba quae nulla rations rutantur
(Thomas compares .uint. 10 1.8.17) Jones finds that
'ervius uses allegory not to refer to a. type of



of different kinds, but these relate to single 1 ires,

it ap ears, rather than to the text as a whole, Cervius

indeed pole .ises against Titers who do the letter, but

unf: 'tunately, nothing of their work remains until the

religious allegory of Fulyentius.

It is only really with the arrival of the Byzantine

standardised commentary form that a continuity of

exjosition and conception in a tight literary structure

appears, ""'here is then in the Latin non-theolo. leal

tradition a considerable familiarity with the scholion

tradition and, in the mid fourth century, ith the

philosophical commentary4 the literary form de; ending

on the nature of the subject matter itself. ..ith one

minor partial exception, which we shall consider below,

no significant affinities with Hilary'3 commentary can be

detected: apparent similarities derive more fro? the

coev.on source in Latin rhetoric than from relations

between the commentaries themselves.

v/e have yet to consider the tradition of biblical

commentary and interpretation in the Church. In the

Old Testament, there is of course, much exo esis of

earlier parts of the biblical tradition, but no use is

made of the commentary for this purpose. It is not till

interpretation but to 'the finure which arises from a
succession of metaphors' (i.e. the rhetorical tradition)
and ivides these into four categories: historical,
moral, hysical, euhe»eristic and 'ex ri !,u roio.no': this
division cannot detain us here, emeant to note that no

significant affinities in form and interpretation with
lilary can be shown: the rhetorical tradition is not
sufficient in itself to explain Hilary's methods.
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the ,'nd century B.C. that traces of tr forr re found,

both in eUenistic and rabbinic Judaism. 7h- first source

for the former is Aristoboulos, whose allegorical inter¬

ior r. . .tion of the Torah is not however a full commentary."^
Infinitely more significant was the work of his pupil Fhilo.

We recall that Thilo's commentaries "ere probably built

up from a series of homilies, such as were held in the

hellenistic synagogue: these in turn were influenced by

the general fiynic/itoic homily of late hellenistic popular

ethics. It is then inaccurate to suggest, as has been done,

that the commentary was a hellenising literary adaptation

of the originally Hebraic material from the preaching

activity of the Church. Both streams of homily and comment¬

ary, prow up together in the co on context of 'ellenistic

cul ture. ^

17
On the background to fhilo cf .alter's edition of the
Aristoboulos fr3garaonts: these probably consisted in
form of aporiai kai luseis (Walter, 124-f.) The letter
of Aristeas (.cf, Michaelis in RGG sv Aristeasbrief) may
be a source of the glorification ox the I.HH, later so
striking in Hilary. is. 3tein in 'Die allegorische
xevese des illo aus Alexandrian1 (321.1V 51.1 'h)) has
noted stoic influence on Aristeas, in the use of
'Tropolo go in' for in allegorical interpretation, and
in the :resenee of figurai equivalents o. . bgypt as
a s u:bol of the body, many of which recur in ' hilo.

18
In his uaestiones in Genesin ihilo's interpretation
varies between speculation with only th• remotest
connection with the text> e.g. on Ben.4-.9f (p- 4-1 Markus)
and exaggerated adherenc to the literal text, out of
which then a deeper meaning must be produced in order
to make sense e.g. Gen-18.10 (p.295 Harkus). Much
use is ade of explanation of etymological detail e.g.

k<4<-7t«< oc£ Vfar is */!( p. 194- Markus); the, frequent
questions in the text e.g. on Gen.2.15 p. 905 Harkus,
recall ilippolytus (but not Hilary!). .Her 3
three main types of structure - short explanation
of a word, explanation with biblical citations,



Philo used different types of commentary for the

exegesis of different passages, and different varieties

of allegory. In terms of form and structure, Origon shows

nothing that is not already in Philo, who was also a main

source of inspiration for the Gnostic commentators. It

was to be of great significance for latin christian

literature that the direct influence of Philo was limited

until Ambrose took up his techniques with the enthusiasm

of the discoverer. The indirect influence of olio, and

especially of hi3 theological understanding of scripture

as a verbally inspired medium in which nothi - • is accidental

or superfluous, and all may reveal the secrets of God .was

of course all pervasive.

Though the beginnings of rabbinic Jewish conw-nbary

may also be traced bach to the 2nd century B.C., the

earliest recognisable fragments are from the first century

i.D. The influence of this stream on Gentile Christianity

in the first three centuries A.D. was minimal: it is only

expanded explanation, to which may be added a combin¬
ation of 2 and 3 and a longer complex scries of citations,
lie concludes (72) that the style of the work is
devotional rather than scholarly. On the homilebic
w ex.'; c h ley--n 7-11. Siegfried (1 ) notes the
stoic livision into physical and ethical allegory.
For Fhilo's influence on the Gnostics cf. Sagnard 598f,
G22f, on Ambrose Siegfried *371, and on Hilary 598.
(The -explanation of Idom in Is 137 - T'-robably indirect).
On Philo's interpretation in general cf..GoppClt, Typos,
M-of, leinisch ch. 7, 69f and Hanson 37£• 'ho central
point is well summarised by SbeIing EE100 'Im Unter-
sdied zur doneral1egorese ist das besondere d.er alex-
nndrinische Alle -orese (Ihilo) das nic'.it nur ":~-r
postulierte Inhalt,"sondern der Auslegungsvorgang als
soldier cino ;rundsatzlichere2j_ ions--eschichtliohe:
Oedeiitung hat. Die wird aus einsr formalen zu einer
nxisfcentiellen, aus einer rationalen zu einer jnystischen
a.ethode. Das oragt das alexandrinische .'or :t" is von
Offenoarun '.
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/

with the influence of literature in Hebrew on Jerome

that rabbinic influence becomes a possible real factor,

h here again, the structure is teat of the Philonic/
I iq

0 ip'-enist tradition. y

3or Jewish Christianity the only remaining evidence

1" for the commentaries of Bymmachus the so-called bionito;

this allows little to be said of the structure of the work,

and increasing suspicion of the orthodoxy of this stream

ensured that its influence was to be negligible. lymmachus'
work, if indeed a commentary, appears to ave pursued a

Ot

uroly theological aim, namely that^distinguishing

true and false pericopes in a gospel, probably that of

. t. Matthew.

Also of little wider influence is the umran commentary

tradition. Of particular interest for t'r istory of the

com entary structure is the Habak uk commentary, which

combines a highly developed, unified interpretation on

a line by line basis with great concision, and in this

res. ct, anticipates Iilary's achievement in some ways.

19
cf•6. Haas, Von der Ursprung der rabbinischen
ichriftauslegung, XThK52 (1955) 129—91, and for
Jerome's knowledge and use of Hebrew cf. J. Barr in
JAG, Jan. 1968 Iff.

20
On Byrnmachus, text and interpretation, cf- .J. Ichoeps,

■ 1;; I , Ju nch -•l.-.d • -.hums, vwrwmLus 6.1?
refers to a com. lentary (hypowiemata) on 3t. Matthew's
-ospel. These may have been worked into th erugma
etri., and would have been interpretation of i o :ia
from an ebionite version of the gospel. i'be fragments
suggest short unconnected scholia, usually beginning
•tout'estin ...' A3 Bchoeps has it (579) '-".s muss also
einstweilen bei der Vermutung bleiben.'
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The basic purpose of the interpretation is not that of

scholarship as in the rabbinic commentaries or in the

philosophical tradition, but of comforting- the miter's

congreration and exhorting them to stand firm in the final

hour, a message based on the claim of the writer to a

21
special prophetic illumination.

It is a remarkable fact that there are no biblical

commentaries, for some of the reasons sot out above,

before those of the gnostics, with the possible exception

of gymnachus who also sought to impose a 'special inter¬

pretation'on the texts: though many of the fruits of the

exegetical tradition of the time were to be incorporated

in commentaries when these appeared.

Iapias and legesippus have been thought to have

written commentaries, but this description is probably-

inaccurate. The books of the New Testament were still

being made and spread, read and accepted: these appear

to have played little part in the development of principles

of interpretation, but served rather to confirm from

select references the validity of procedures already

established. The scriptures of the Old Testament were

used more as a source of the demonstration of the fulfil¬

ment of prophecy than as continuous literary works in

21
cf. the excellent analysis by flliger. The work i3
extremely condensed, the 64 lines of text bein divided
into 33 parts, each with an exposition generally of 3/4
lines. The exposition is determined by the author's
own overall interpretation, in which the original accent
of a text in its context is much altered. As in Hilary's
In Mattaaeum, extraneous material is carefully avoided
for the saxe of continuity and brevity.



themselves. Contact between the christian communities

and the Hellenistic literary world was still limited, and

contact with the rabbinic tradition was broken off, as

we saw, rust when commentary writing began to flourish
22there,^

Thus it happened that the first christian comment¬

aries were produced by the gnostics, who were in the

relevant cases in closer contact with the literary world,

were interested in applying a p.articular line of inter¬

pretation consistently to the few Testament, were less

interested in the traditional use cf the Id Testament as

a source of proof texts, and shared Ihilo's doctrine of

the mystical inspiration of scri ture which was to lead

I.arcion to stress the idea of the canon of holy scripture.

The first hint of Gnostic commentary has been seen

in the letter of Ptolemy to flora, but ere the
co rentar.y form is not explicit. fragments and information

on others including Basileides allow no firm conclusion.

Bub Heracleon wrote at least one commentary, on 3t. John's

gospel, which is thus the earliest extant commentary in
p -7

ancient christian literature.'"5

22
On Papias cf Jordan op_ cit. 577f-and on Hegesippus
lyldahl op.cit. passim. On the role of the new
Testament in the hermeneutical tradition cf Bbeling
Z~, 1 elf, ana for ' he interpretation of scrip:.ture in
the NT Hanson 65£» Ellis,'Paul' s use of the Old Testa¬
ment J ! 1 ' ccorc'ln-- fee the scriptures etc.

23
Attribution of commentary to Ptolemy is reads by
Iren A. I. 1.85. On the letter c.f Sagnard S15f •• Husebius
HE IV 716f. speaks of BasLleidc3' ' exegefcika sis to
evangel ion ( indisch, Das fv. des -'asileides, 24-5).



Origen speaks or ileracleon's work as hypomnemata,

and Cor >im it: is too succinct. It nay be that he commented

only upon those verses for which he wished to introduce a

:ci'VJ interpretation, but the largo fragrant on Jn4

su sts a comprehensive, practically vers"■ by verse

treatment. leracleon avoids all grammatical, istorical

and other issues, concentrating on theological exposition,

ci'ton in oho form of ex; 1anatory paraphrase. elite 'Co

he offers no homiletic material, concentrating on expo¬

sition. he makes much use of allegory, often centred

on the fi ure of Christ, as in the episode of the amaritan

•woman; as is usual in the eriod, no explanation of the

fijural interpretation is given, but the c-uivalcnts are
• n A PAsi ply stated.

For the fragments of Heracleon cf Star) lin's edition
(TU . ") and Volker, ;uellen 63-87. trf the fragments,
•which may be fairly well 7 reserved, the expositions are
usually on a line by line basis, and concern single
words. The interpretation is a 'pneumatic' one which
tares little • recount of the ori inal context cf to Jn
.19; «en trieen (ghesi) ten pneumatiken hemeran etc.
It is difficult in the absence of the original complete
context to generalise on the form.Preuschen speaks of
'Knappgefas3te Glossed'(82) but Origen may have made
drastic cuts, v- Lowenich (Johannes verstandnis 99)
sr. rests that where Oripen doesn't' mention ' s exposit¬
ion he robably agreed with it: on occasion e describes
13 version as ' ou apithanos' . ei -r hi mealrefers
to hypomnemata (cf,Fr. 4- 'en hois kataleloipen lypoanematols
Simonetti (hracleone et Origene) agreed that these were
robably very short. Janssens notes the w..: . of extra
biblical citations, but these might ave been cut by
Crimen. leracleon too stresses the Church (the bamaritan
woman in Fr. 4) and for him as for .ripen she middle point
of the exegesis is Christ, however understood* Garola
FartF, • .3d-, has noted allegorical ' n retat ion 1) where
the honour of the Saviour seems at risk, 2) where words are
obscure and odd,-re there are contradictions 4) where
the words are of - hey theological nature ard >) where
etypology suggests allegory i.e. the Stoic/philonic method.
' eirr Interer.se, das ebon des rldsors eistorisch zu
erfassen, besteht nicht'. cf-- too Sagnard 306-20 and 451-79$
also ninrici, hie Val. hnosis.
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Che next commentator-, who played a crucial role

in -jhe development of ~onro in the west, is i ol 'tun.

Hippolytus' was however deeply indebted, as was the whole

western tr dition, to his master, Irenaeus. .hother or

not irenaous * exegetical works once included c,r . ntarj.es -

and this is not clear - his use of the Bible in theology

and. lis rinciples of interpretation, much of inh bore

hilo's influence but which had its own theological

character, vmro to be an inportant influence, ir ct or

indirect in the western Church, and any echoes of Irenaeus

are .;o be found in lilary: the importance of scriptures,
the inclined nature of the text, the reflection in it of

25
the history of salvation.

25
Much early exegesis is carried on in controversy with
heretics, and Irenaeus' is no exception. cri ture is
of the greatest importance.Fiessemann op.cit.196 concludes
that for I,, 'Scripture can be rightly understood only
by tradition, but also, interpretation' of scripture
constitutes tradition'. Many of the accents familiar ^
from Hilary are present, cf. A.H. 4-.18.2*'scripture
'Nihil "Ifrbiosum nec sine signo nec sine argumentc euM*
fhe interpreter must note the context (so 1.19.1* *fn'
5»13*2»e%8 cited by Hohl« Scripture has its own pcrspicuitas
A.;;. let,as Brox (.78) notes, I.
says that Jesus himself had spoken only in 1 arables and
middles; a ainct this Tort., ( be ion. Lord. polemizes,
and alary clearly is aware of the passage in Tert. (cf
be1ow^in.3fjlrenaeus himself borrows much from Barnabas,
including his scriptural quotations on occasion (Iienoitf.185)
for him all scripture has a spiritual significance A.H.
2.28.5, and there is much use of types (cf. Aw1- 4, i0.4-^H £-|e,*ib')
where the exodus is a type of the people of w )
For 'Cognitb veritatis context cf.Fg 7 Frags, p, 1245Ay.(«Ji.^sis)
The date of the Latin translation remains unclear. It
was used by Augustine in 421 (Lundstrom). Lundstrom's
last conclusion (Hew Studies) was 'not more than 166
years after 500'. Examination of the Latin and Greek
v .-Dions roduces no positive evidence for direct use
by lilnry, but the similarity of many inter: r-isfional
•i ■-f !•'; s and the th - olo'ical offish le s a

connection.

* l, _ t-d-jo rette.ro fives are to the ct VA V- lADrvco 5. V»L..
To J

6. . I g S7,



iii{ polr/tus shows no advance on Heracleon in

structure, but there is a unifying factor in much of

lis inter'rotation, the history of the ■emus i from

tic Old Israel to the New, to the disadvantage of the Jews
■ lie i anticipates Hilary's use of the motif. .fter his

death, doubts as to his orthodoxy led to the neglect of

hi3 work, iho christian community in 'one went over to

t o tin lan ua e and new works wore ro " : c hi • e'

purposes: it i the reintroduction f c a ""enterics in the

1th century, it was to driven rather than t "i -polytus

that writers wore to turn for inspiration. In t in eriod

too fall numerous exeretical activities fro": ••hie - corment

ators nay i vo learned, but which cannot detain us sere -

db

iippolytus' commentary as little formal structure,
lometines he uses the second g arson singular in oursts
of exhortation. Often the exposition is introduced by
a question, e. ;. on Dan.13.3 (GC3 1 1897, p20) del oun
epixetoin to aition. The main points of ~he narrative
are selected for comment and theological interpretation
The Sony of Songs is interpreted in terms of the
resurrection hope. The fragments are all in a revised
condition, so that it is difficult to speculate on
literary structure but the addresses in the second
■person su • ••est close links with the homily (so
lawel, lyf) Hippolytus appears to have been entirely
iih:: indent of ri en cf- Danielou a sun :e f 7 ' nisN
nous ne treuvons c ez .ippolyte aucune trace d'e;:6gese
alexandrine'. This does not preclude the use of
allegory however cf. 3chol. in Dan ,-FGlO 675C q yet the*

@ In •' c€ ' ' f ic; t,etc, on
ft. Matthew (ch.21.151. in GCS 1/2 1037) show no
parallels in substance with Hilary on Mat the v..

cf, too Bohwetash TU 16.2 1897 59f. for the work on
mi il an in general the arts, n I. in c • i n-
itfehlin 1. 31-66 and Christ 2.: i J>.f.
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the enormous anti-gnostic exogetical interest in Genesis,

notably in Theophilus and in Justin's lalo ue, the lost

v.-ork of the mysterious Rhodon, Oandidus and Apion, and

s ■ ork of relito of Gardis.^'

if commentary production in gypt before Cri an, we

now nothing, wag larnmadi has yielded no commentaries.

Clement of Alexandria wrote homilies, perhaps oven in
his

series, and glosses, an-'' * interpretation prepared the

way for his famous pupilbut the commentary proper

appears first with Crimen.

.ripen never giVGS rcasons for the writing of
com entarios: we may point to the presence of the

rammatical and philosophical commentaries of the school

tradition, and above all to the influence of hilo. Apart

from the biblical commentaries, the contra Celsum has many

of the features of the philosophical cor entary. Ie is

said to ave written homilies, com entarieS and scholia,
2?

Cn the exegesis of Genesis cf- G. Armstrong, fie Genesis
in dor alten Kirohe, on Rhodon art.sv. in PRE3, and of
Candidus and Ap__ion Altaner 148 and Cedepanning 378.
iiolito o; oaks of typos aletheias, but his oract influence
on later exeyctical work is hard to determine precisely.
It appear^&nat e.g. Hilary was influenced directly by him:
already Gusebius of Caesarea regarded him with reserve

o (H.A. 4.26)
he references to Clement's 'hypotyposes' tell us
nothing of the original (on these cf. Zahn, Rorschung
zur escd .d. q;. anon . 1 >5). Clement's exegesis too
is developed in controversy with opponents, whom he
seeks to refute by floods of scriptural citation (cf.
.utter 1 '.f) le uses the methods of stoic olrenio and even
,'alentinus' allegory, turning it bac' on him ( utter 91f)
in this anticipating Crigen [cf.Gtr.5 passim) lor him the
whole of scripture is parabolic ( Gtr. 5.15.126) The law may
be understood in ' ways (Gtrl.28.13~ to hiatorikon, to
nor. othe tilon, to hierour.pikon, to lo i on ar bicipating
tie later 4 fold sense of scripture. like Irenaeus be
males much use of Barnabas. B.Schwartz (1 . rr igten p.31)
notes that C. on occasion uses allegory not as hyponoia but
3%rMkd'sui$£ti<iA^b^e^nstance of the rncetin- of the tw0



the remains of which are notoriously difficult to

distinguish. In structure his work combines the methods

c he grammatical and the philosophical commentators, in

interpretation he sets Fhilo's rules in a christian frame¬

work and imports the Platonic trichotomict schc: of

body, soul and spirit (in theor;/, but not always in

practice) for the articulation of the self revelation of

its secrets by scripture: the details of th ~ letter will

concern us below in considering his influence on various
PQ

stages of Hilary's work. y

29
For the division of Crimen's work of Jerome, iraef.
lorn. .zech. (. LG 25.586A) 'Originis oyuscula in omnem
scripturam triplicia. Friraurn eius opus excer; ta, quae
Graece scholia nuncupantur, in quibus ea, quae s.ibi
videbantur obsoura atque habere aliquid difficultatis,
summatim breviterque borstrinxit: secundum homileticum

..us: t rtiun quoc^Lpse inscripsit tomoi. ' ..he scholia
are today all lost (cf.Zuntz 554-). The difference
twsen commentary and homily is at ~ost of accent only,

(compare the commentary on Mt- (PG 15.829f.) with the
homilies on Ik.. (GCS 9) or en the psalms (PG 12,1053f)
of.too Klostormann, Formen, Partly because of the much
j er scale and expansive style, the structure of the
ommentary does not play the important role of the
bructuro in Hilary or e.g. in <umran. The details
of wri yen's interpretation we shall reconsider below.
sri en unlike alary, deals with practically every
•ord in toe text cf on ; .t. 15. ">6f '(1G 1 . 2 f ) Like
]ilary e differentiates between parable and simili¬
tudes' (1G 1 .845) justifying this' by reference to
scripture (Mk.4-,30). He too is concerned with the
centrality of Christ in scripture cf.IG 1 .859
'instituta sunt ad perfecte" intelligondum evangelium
et omnem de Jesu Ohristi factis et dictis sonsun
(or,yon ...oi lo on) c,f- .Iom.2 in .. s- bh (. • 1 '
Jesus Christus Veritas est (cf on Veritas and
Marcionite influence below!) and yet as Holland puts
'it 'there re certain central thoughts of the I for
which Glenent end Origen have no understar, d in , viz
the . auline thought of Christ as the end of

_ law.'
'his is inter alia due to the influence of _bilo. In
commenting on John ...rigen probably had hilo before^him
( d: s . .. :• ho). On ...rigen's use >f .11 '>ry cf • too .... epin
"blf, harl 1 5f., Danielou bessa ;e 1 8f.



In the Greek world Crigen's int--rpretational

principles thou -h not always his precise lit rary

structure were, as is well known, to be followed by

friend and foe alike. Of this tradition, only lusebius

of Gaessrea can be shown to have had a direct influence

on Hilary. Though the 'Antioclienos' sought to stress the

grammatical-historical element against the 'spiritualising'
of the 'Alexandrians', the structure, in line by line

co: ontary i tlv wanner of ri en, remained the same,

an 1 this pattern continued in the Greek tradition into
., .. 00yzantme times.

dor Gusebius and Hilary cf the sect, on the jn Paalmos
belov;. the connection with-.Athanasius remains unclear:

/nan .ill, and the row resenolences ir. nYraseolopy
between the two e.g. Jesus as rex et sacerdos/Basileus
kaahiorCus>", may be coincidence. Altaner (altlat,
"dborsetzun;) thou Git tat Hilary possibly anew some of
d/ian's writing. The 7ita .ntonii v/as tr. by aw ~rius

.. onticus in c 370. Hone of the other commentators of
t/is period show connections with Hilary, nor Iocs
their work advance the development cf the commentary,
for the Greek lit- comns cf Reuss (esp.Theodore cf
.eraclea, p.a.5f) and Theodore of ..op-sucstia (. bfcf too
ror) a theoria cf - Vaccar:5 in Biblica I 1 23 G.
s ia.it be expected, Hilary's practices are often
paralleled without any connection boirr ores art. Thus
11 : hir. Jiodore of 'arsus orders is thor.es
according to the titles of the psalms (PariesASO),
and Basil makes much use of the theme of humilitas
and the need for silence in speaking of God (cf,
Vischer/a05f.), borrowing on occasion straight from
Fhilo without using Origen (Bousset /?592). Opposition
to -rig-en die" not necessarily moan renunciation of
.is ethods: cf r.ethodius of .lyrapus' vse of anagoge
a no tropoloyia in De J.-epra 1. (Bonneten IP. of .)
/eight of biblical quotation was no guarantee of
biblically orientated theology: cf the floods of
citations in the i:ss. commentary of Asterius the Sophist
(ed.Richard) - this may indicate the presence of con¬
cordances. Cn the use of parable in the Alexandrian
school cf-Kerrigan 210f. (Cyril)•
(Despite the stress in the De. Trin. upon the literal
rather than the allegorical, direct evidence of the
influence of anti-Grigenist exegesis on Hilary is lacking,
but cf. p.254 belov/ on Eusebius of Emesa.)



In the west, by the time the Church turned to the

Latin lan ua o the great battle wit : tee nestles was

rustical].y ov r: none cf the gnostics wrote latin

cc . ontaries, and so none were written to refute them.

he problems of the day in tome and in frica --ere tackled

in other literary forms. Sxegesis in i'ertu lian, Cyprian

and ovatian is in the context of sermon, homily or

tractate, always applied to some practical purpose rather

than in scholarly explanation as such, Though their methods

of interpretation were to influence commentators including

diary in ■ ifferent forms of his exegesis, to the structure

they contributed nothing. Apart from the direct connection

with the De Cratione, Pertullian's understanding of figural

interpretation and the key to the illumination of the

:ospels, were, as we shall see further below, important

for ilary's interpretation.

31
.uca ination of all references to 3t. i at thew in Pert,
produces no unquestionable connections. Again, Pert,
never applied his exegetical use of figural interpret¬
ation and of the rhetorical tradition in general to the
construction of a commentary. But his works are full
of material clearly echoed by Hilary. uite apart from
surface resemblances (navis-ecclesia Pud.13»2Q Res.6.6
cf. Hil. In lit. 12.31, umbrae futurarum hare. 3.19.9. etc)
!;he sa: e principles are stated, esp in De ,'es fort, which
diary clearly knew cf 53• 'it is not true that our Lord
spoke all things in parables: he spoke some things
lainly, . nd aust be taken to have meant • • hat e said.'
in any given parable text (53.5) Christ will interpret
for us, or the evangelist will do so or Che parable
will b- -self-interpreting. On the whole Did interpret¬
ation in De tes, Port, is not however allegorical; J
does not object to allegory as such, but only -hen e.g.
the resurrection of the flesh is to be interpreted
spiritually (cf. GC 1957) In the De Cratione, which
diary also knew and which is I's nearest aj roach to
cor encary, he divides the 'sermones Domini' into

. arabol'-.e", exempla, praecepta (CGI 203) or nis
principles of interpretation cf.too ud 1? 'pauca
r.ultis, dubia certis, obscura nanifestis adum'brantur' •
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31 (cont)

3ccrp.9 'Verba non sono solo sapiunt, aed et sensu,
nec auribus tan tun/nodo audi nda sunt sed et montibus*

i - - v *.. :t ' ;-i c vri .

matsriia parabolas interpretamur (cf.Hil. non aenaoni
res etc.) Hare-4.4 (cf 3*16) hoc est corpus meum.
fi -ura a- ben non fuissst, nisi veritatis iseot corpus*
on which Auerbach (Aiqura 530) ajfty comments that,
for "Pert. 'Fiqura ist etwas wirkliehss, eeschiehtliches
welches etwas anderea, ebenfalls wir- Itches unci
•oschichtliehss daratellt und ankundirt'.
:cripture is interpreted according to the requia
fidei cf.Aarc. .24 •cuornodo allegories interpretatio
in Christum st in occlosiais et habitus et fructum
ius a- iritaliter competat *, but it Is goinr much
too far to say (Karpp.196) that 'bei dor Schrift-
aualenuni" brauehto eertullian die • -laubensreyel
nicht anders als dor rfimische Jurist seine regula
iuris*. fis concern was rather to avoid the
o; eulation of e.g. fareion, for "ho® all was
*.or allegories at figures et aenigraatum nebulas
obumbrata* as he saw it (fare- 4.25)' -or him,
' :es in litteris tcnentur, ut litterae in rebus
leguntur (Res.20) Atque ita corporalia defen&entur
corporalibusdestinata, id est noh spirItalia, quia
non finurata.' 'he tensions r fleeted in these
quotations reflect in my view, very closely those
of the In n&tthaeua. For 'Pert cf- on rhetoric
heIter, on legal terms Beck (exag erated), and in
neral, 1 arpp, Hanson in JTS 1961, D'.les esp

242ft. and r.immemann off.
Pert, was also of course a channel of the Stoic
tradition cf.De An. 20, Seneca saepe noster etc.
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The influence of the exegesis of Cyprian " and
3

kovatian ' is less pervasive, concerning only occasional

passages.

Cf other western writers, Tyconius appears to have

had no influence on the commentary forom itself or upon

alary in particular, despite his importance for Augustine.
ci A</vi lti&

uf Rheticius of Autun and Rortunatianus Aonly their names

remain, though they testify to some latin commentary in

Gaul before Hilary; possibly they were influenced by

Uri -en, of whom something, impossible to state precisely,

must have been known even in Gaul in the early fourth

century: though again the lack of testimony, and the
p tr

evident surprise which Rufinus* translation suggest thatA.

this influence v/as indirect. Iuvencus, Conmodianus add

32
It is not impossible that Hilary had read Cyprian on
the ord's 3rayer (C3HL 3»1.2 and ed. leveillard).
cf 1.11 'ovangelica praecepta' echoed in In I.t.
but the form of the works are different. Cyprian's
'work is no close knit commentary in the manner of
the In Mt. Its content is heavily dependent on
:ert De Oratione, in thought if not in words, and
this v/as probably known to Hilary himself. (Cyprian
rearranged the order of Tertullian's paragraphs cf
the analysis of O'Donnell, diss. CUA I960) Cyprian
too took over many of the loci communes of the
rhetorical tradition (cf- )uacquarelli;- och thought
that he knew a Latin tr. of Irenaeus (Op r. nt. 475)
but this was demolished by .bundstrom op cit. Examin¬
ation f the refs. to St. matthew in the Testimonia
etc. ;-w no connection -with Hilary .Gepto ' work
showed that his works though exciting for modern
historians speedily passed into neglect before
bein revived in the late 4th century. "is influence
on Alary if any, would have been in devotional
rather than on technical interpretational natters.
On his exegesis cf 13' lies 33-75: there is no apprec¬
iable advance on lertullian.

33
On the influence of Nojyatian cf.below.
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:h.
nothing to our purpose. r

We must rote however the commentaries in Latin of

V'ictorinus, at Lettau on the fringe of the Reman world.

from the remains of his rather disorganised work, it is

clear that Victorinus, influenced by both Crigen and

Hi polybus, was more at home in Greek than in latin, and

that his use of Latin is something of a geographical

accident: in the west he appears to have been unnoticed
-55

until the inrush of eastern commentary in general. '"

The only other evidence for Latin commentary is the

frequent mention of aliqui etc. in the In Hatthaeum

itself. If these writers had been v/idely popular in

maul, we might perhaps have expected Hilary to deal with

34
ohlonborg's text, whether or not by Hortunatianus
(very probably not) bears no resemblance to Hilary'swork.r^yconius1 rules appear to have been unknown
to ilary. Like Hilary, Tyconius has a sin Is theme:
' ihil est enim quid prseter ecclesiam describat'ch 25
ahn, but this is pursued with loss theological
perception than in the In Matthaeum. 'In jeden
Ilapit.el v;ird etwa dasselbe gcsagtl' (Hahn 20).
luvoncus (032L 24) and Com odianus (03 . 15) assist
us not at all, though the latter's carmen apologeticum
echoes Hilary's concern with the transfer of the
inheritance of the Jews to the Gentiles.

35
The commentary on the Apocalypse (CSEL 49 ed.Haussleiter)
is short, and. consists of short losses, dealing with
the text almost verse by verse (as far as can be seen
from the remains). The larger unity and unifying
interpretation of Hilary is not r sent. It -ay be as
Jerome sir ests (De Vir ILL 74) that '.'.ripen was a main
source for Vict. Occasional echoes, ratio veritatis
(in De Fahr, Htindi) types, ordo dictorum, etc are not
enough to confirm a connection with lilary, to whom
lie is much inferior in every respect a an exegete
and theologian.
On Vict. cf. Haussleiter in LRH' sv.
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thorn in more dotail than he did, but this question

must remain open.

After Hilary,in the west commentary continued in

V tradition of Origen, as seen in Ambrosiaster, dmbrose

and Jerome, but with the theological accent of th : western

tradition not entirely lost. In the work of hi ustine

all was taken up and transformed, and a basis was set up

which was to be definitive in the west for a thousand

years and indeed, though the Reformation brought changes

in listorical understanding, up to the rise of t' historical-

critical method in the eighteenth century, in the east,

Orison's structures and, even in reaction against it,

much of his theological framework of interpretation, held

the field and in many respects hold it today, though here

d .:riou, tugmstine in G ior
•%n

still ;layed a role, though a very minor one. ' Hilary's

role in the future, though largely overshadowed by Ambrose,

36
aliqui etc. c.f below.

37
Heno of verona (PL 27,l)clearly borrows from the In 33
and >ossibly from the In Mt. with modification: e.g.
at 27•4-18 'navis typus est synagogae'. Ambrosiaster
(03HL 50 and PL 17 4-5-508) shows a large advance qua
exegetical detail upon Hilary, offeiin;: Ion n"
scholarly notes (probably under the stimulus of risen
in structure, but western in its paulin ernpha es),
al sost verse by verse and word by word (cf 17.4-00 on
Him) .arose (cf .Comm. in uc. OH J oe s l:i the
tradition of Origen,though^elearly knows Hilary's in
Ass. (Jeibel lists reminiscence). "erome blends
both the eastern tradition with the Latin grammarians,
using e. . .sper, Donatus and narius 'ictorinus (Henna),
as Hilary had done: he knew Hilary's work well, (cf.Hp 5.2.
on cornyin 2 books of Hilary for hifinus at reves). <On
lu ustmo's references to and. echoes of -diary in individual
exegesis cf.Corooau 4-Of. While Hilary had worked with a
twoful . neanj_n?-. j_n scripture, Ambrose reverted to Qrigen's
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and Augustine, was as we shall see to provide theological

foundations for interpretation rather than technical

structures for commentary or even schemata for interpret-
7.Q

ational rules.

The place of Hilary in this tradition, his debt

and his contribution to the tradition in terms of structure

and interpretation, will best be seen in the li tit of the

detailed analysis of his own work in the folio-"in- sections,

in the course of which we shall also deal critically with

previous estimates of this. But already, from the factors

indicated in the toxt and cited in more detail in the

notes, a preliminary picture begins to emerge. .ith the

special exception of Victorinus of Pettau, it is possible

that the first extant nearly complete western L ••in

biblical commentary, the In Matthaeum, was also one of

the first to be written. The techniques of commentary

and also many of the characteristic interpretational

principles arc given: Hilary has added the thcolo ical

conception of the unity of the work in the service of

which he then uses the techniques available to spell out

this unity, demonstrating the internal connections. The

techniques themselves however have functions am historical

associations which themselves in turn affect the final

threefold division (into historic , -pros, vysterium
in his In LK (IL 13.1603 C and 1792 Bhto - Burghardt)
while Augustine developed a fourfold 'sense (in two
quite different versions) De Gen.ad hit. and De Gen.
o us • Tectum), lich wis :o o ; e basis w:-
iaeval interpretation in the 'est. n .u-ustine in
'reek translation cf Altaner's essays, now collected
in his 1Aleine atristische Schriften', Berlin 1958.

38
ci. below p- 221 ff.
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interpretation, 2his process we must now attempt bo

•unpack' for the In Matthaeum, beginning from the gospel

texts and seeking to distinguish the inter-related layers

of interpretation. The particular role of the commentary

form in achieving continuity and consistency of inter¬

pretation, and the difference caused by the direct and

indirect influence of the tradition of Ori en, -ill be

seen by comparing the results obtained for the early and

the late periods. At the same time, re shall have to

take into account the influence on the entire process of

different period of factors arising not Cro; the tradition

but from the historical philosophical, theological and

cultural situation in which the writing was done.



The Parly Period:

commentary on St. Fatthev:.
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The early period: the commentary on

St. Matthew.

Introduction

,re have mentioned, that all Hilary's extant works

were written within a decade, when the author was

already a mature stylist and theologian. The exact

dates have not been established, but the approximate

datin~s are clear: the In Matt, was probably written

in 353-5, the he Trin. in 356-7, the In Is<. after 7>61,

and the Tractatus Mysteriorum towards the end of the

work on the psalms."*" The exact sources for the In

Matthaeum arenas we have seen, very difficult to

establish, its precise influence no less so, and the

public for which it was written is never referred to
2

in the work itself. The prologue -which might have

1
As .uttell , The '.hetoric of Slilary of loitiers,
171- hates: On internal evidence (the lack of ment¬
ion of the Greek text and of explicit reference to
the arian controversy, the less direct influence of
Crimen in interpretation, the traditional western
features of the exegesis), the In Matthaeum is dated
before the exile, which followed the synod of Beziers
in 356. The he Trinitate was written largely during
the exile (though Hilary may have begun it before his
exile and may have finished it on his return): cf
Borchardt -4-0-2 where the debate is summarised. The
In Psalmos cannot be dated more precisely than
somewhere between his return from exile and his
death, which came at the end of 367 or the beginning
of 368. That the Tractatus Mystoriorum was written
towards the end of the In Psalmos is deduced from the
In Isalmos itself (references to che work as still
to be done in Ps.OXXXVIII. and as completed in
CXLVI cf. Brisson, 13n2).

2
cf. Loofs op cit. 59ff. cf. below.
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provided such information has long; since been lost,^ and

other sources for Hilary 'ire late and notoriously

unreliable

What are the general characteristics of the work?

Perhaps the most striking is the extremely close knit

and concise structure. Whatever latent influences we

may detect, it is clear from the first that the commentary

has a very different character from that of the minute

scholarly investigations of the large commentaries of

the Alexandrian tradition, of the close attention to

historical and philological detail of e.g. Jerome, of

the psychological realism of Chrysostom - and it is not

a 'learned' work, like the commentary of Hippolytus.

Jven the wealth of scriptural quotation characteristic

of most early christian literature is almost entirely

absent, indeed all extra-contextual reference seems to
5

have been avoided with deliberate care.

5
This prologue clearly existed. It is almost certainly
mentioned at 1.2 (diximus), and by Cassiodorus De Inc.,
7.24 cf .Jeanotte in Bibl. Zeitschr. for 1912 op, cit.

4
3asic to the lives is that of Venantius Fortunatus
(PL 88)(cf 535-600 - cf.art.sv in PRE3), which is, as
Loofs put it 'fast ohne jeden Wert'. Fortunatus used
Sulpicius Severus as his main ource. There is__no
other primary source. How far local legend at Poitiers
where Fortunatus became bishop at the end of his life,
may be reflected in the Life, is impossible to say.

5
In Fit. 5.1 (IL9.943A) referring to Cyprian and
Tertullian 'De orationis autem sacramento necessitate
nos commentandi Cyprianus vjr sanctae memoriae
liberaviu. duaraquam et Tertullianus hinc volumen
aptissimum scrinserit: sed consequens error hominis,
dctraxit scriptis probabilibus auctoritatem.'
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Por whom was the commentary written? It uses few

apologetic motifs, it assumes belief and indeed consider¬

able familiarity with the Bible and the christian faith
6

on the part of its readers." It is not primarily of a

homiletic nature, and though individual portions of it

may have been used in sermons, it is clearly not constructed

out of a series of homilies.'7 Whether it was intended

for private use as an aid to diocesan clergy in the

preparation of sermons, for clergy or laity, for Gaul

or for the church at large, is never indicated. There

are no local and no direct contemporary references

whatever."

6
cf -the detailed references to the book of Kings in
1.2 (IL9.920), or to the problems for the faithful
after baptism at 5.1 (119.9280) •tentatur igitur
statim post baptismum Dominus, tentatione sua indicans
in sanctificatis nobis maxime diaboli tentamenta
grassari: quia ei est magis exoptata de Sanctis', ana
: any similar passages.

7
cf,the homilies of Chrysootom or Zono of Verona,
Hilary never uses 'vos' but always 'nos', does not
always end on a homiletic point, shows no traces of
sermonic introduction, ascription, etc. (contrast the
In Fsalmos below) and is clearly constructing in terms
of a continuous narrative.

8
The references to Cyprian might suggest that this work
is intended for a congregation in a didactic, non-
learned context, as the treatments by both 'Tertullian
and Cyprian suggest that their work was intended. This
would be supported further by the exhor tational material
(present in nearly all early Christian literature.) But
this remains only an indication, not a proof.
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It soon becomes clear that fox' the purpose of bis

commentary (and we may take this to reflect both Hilary's

own understanding of the text and his understanding of

the evangelist's intention) the entire text of the

gospel is to be understood in terms of the relationship

between lav; and gospel. This nay also be expressed in

terms of a contrast between the law and faith (faith

sometimes complemented by bona opera caritatis), between

the Jews and the Gentiles or the bhurch and the Synagogue,
and by the types of the apostles and the preaching of the

Q
need for faith.'' This theme is understood by means of

the illumination of the interior significantia of the

text. The text is itself a witness to the history

of God's actions in transferring salvation from the Jews

to the Gentiles, from the inheritance of the law to the

inheritance of faith. The pivot of this movement is

Jesus Christ, God and man, the sinless Son of God who

in faith, reverses the effect of the sins of Adam through

9
cf In. ITt. 4-.22 (PL 9.9390) (buicumque dimiserib
uxorem suam, det illi repudium etc. Ham cum lex
libertatem dandi repudii ex libelli auctoritate
tribuisset, nunc marito fides evangelica non solum
voluntatem pacis indixit verum etiam greatum coactae
in adulterium uxoris imposuit, si alio cx discess-
ionis necessitate nubenda sit.) Also (PL 9.963) on
John the Baptist 'Usque in eum enim lex et prophetae
sunt; et, nisi lege finita, in fidor evangelieam
eorurn nemo concederet,' and numerous others at
5.6; 8.4; 9.2; 12.4; 14.11; 18.11; 19.10; 20.4;
20.9; etc.

10
cf 2.2 (PL 9.9240) In Johanno locus, ^raedicatio,
vestituSjcibus est contuendus: atque ita, ut meninorimus
gestorum veritatem non idcirco corrumpi, si gerendis
rebus intcrioris intelligentiae ratio sub.jeeta sit.,
etc.
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the law.11 Apart from a few references to angels and

demons, and, in the first chapter only, a discussion

of nary's virginity, of the brothers of Jesus and an

explanation of Dt 25.6, and later a gloss on 'Rachel*

and one on 'Hosanna' , the commentary contains 170 01HSR
12IdLAiUSJ ~ Such a strict economy in subject natter would

appear to be unique among ancient commentaries (with the

possible exception of the special case of Tyconius).
A survey of all ancient commentaries on St. Matthew

shows a comparable concision and unity of material else¬

where only in the (incomplete) fifth century scholia of

Arnobius the younger (MPL 55) (Indeed an examination of

the relevant texts shows no evidence of direct connection

with any single patristic exegete of St. Matthew.)1'

11
cf.3.5 (PL 9.950) where Christ prevails over the
temptations to which Adam succumbed, and 8.5-7
(FL 9.960-1) ending ' postremo reditu in domum
propriam iter in paradisum credentibus esse red-
hibendum, ex quo idam parens universorum reccati
la.be dissolutus excesserat. *

12
cf ch 1.; A.17; and 21.5.

15
Some evidence for this conclusion aas been given
in ch. A above (slv. Ircnaeus, lote, etc) A sample of
the situation in the commentaries, especially those
on St. Matthew, might be set out as follows:
1. The v/estern 6hurch. Hippolytus - no connection
with the fragments on lit 24-f can be shown. Unlike
Hippol. Hilary makes no mention of the eikon of the
emperor. For Hi; olytus the sabbath signifies the
end of mankind, for Hilary, otium bonorum operum
etc. 'The fig tree for lippolytus is like any other
tree.
Novation, references to At. in the be Trin-show no
parallels, but in the western tradition there are
references to 'scriptura11coelestis', 'deus per
scripturas ostenditur• etc. iertullian's references
to the gospel of ">t lit. appear to Have no similarity
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Interior significantia, the substantia of Jesus

Christ as vere Deus, vere homo, lex/fides - inevitably

discussion of the commentary has focussed on Hilary's

relation to the Alexandrian tradition and to Origen, to

the Arian controversy, and on his Paulinism. Our own

first concern however, is an examination of the commentary

structure as such, seen against the background of the

previous chapter, in order to find out what effects if any,

this structure has had on his exegesis. We shall examine

to those of Hilary, likewise with Cyprian, except
for the single reference to 'evangelica praecepta'.
2. The Hast. ,ri ;en (GC3 10) is very different, e.g.
in his treatment of the episod.e of the loaves and
fishes; none of the familiar equivalents navis=
ecclesia, pueri=gentes, raater=lex, ficus=aynagoga,
occur in Crigen on Ct. Matthew., Ithanasius ( FG 27)
has only one parallel, to 1.1 v.here in Hilary,
Jesus Christ is referred to as rex et sacerdos

cfu Athan., kai hiereus kai basileus ho Christos
etgchanen/which possibly comes.from a common source
in credal'formulation.
Theodore of Heraclea (Reuss 55f) Theodore of
Mopsuestia (Reuss 96f) and Apollinarius of Laodicea
(Reuss) are very different both in general scope and
particular use of figural expressions,
likewise, .'heophiluS of Alexandria (Reuss 150) and
Cyril of Alexandria (- AG 72)
A completely different treatment is provided by
John Ghrysostorn ( PG 57* 58)
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the relation of the biblical text to the exposition,

to see how the text was treated by and appeared to

Hilary as he began its exegesis. How far if at all,

was the text already seen as a characteristically fourth

century document by Hilary before he began his further

interpretation of it? At a later stage, we shall then

attempt to distinguish in the wider interpretation of

the text those categories which derived originally from

the literary tradition and those which derive from more

strictly theological and philosophical traditions -

without of course suggesting that any of these streams

remain pure and unaffected by the others.

a),The structure of the commentary.

In writing the commentary cn St. r-latthew in Gaul

around 353-5* why did Hilary choose this particular gospel

for exposition and this particular literary form? Ko

direct answer is given in the text. It may be that he

had preached a series of sermons on the text of the gospel,
14

but there is no trace of these in the commentary. Hilary

describes his work as a book, and cross references reveal

14
Earliest evidence for a lectio continua in Gaul is
from the mid-fifth century (Gennadius of Marseilles
in De Script. ccles. 79 ( :L 58)}. On liturgy in
Gaul cf Jungmann 1.37f. But s mono in series on
texts are common before this, cf Chrysostom's
homilies on Genesis (cf. A. Nlebergall in Leiturgia
II, (1955) 181-355) and arts Perikopen and 'Geschichte
der christliche Iredigt* in THE
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that it was intended to bo rend thro; gh as a continuous
15

work. Paraphrases in tie text would allow the work

to be read with or without the text of the gospel to
16

sand. " Gaul was at this time the scene of a Magnificent

lobe flowering of the Latin language, jet -nth the exception

of certain technic ? terns which we shall consider below,

IV: work s""ow3 no affinity with any distinctly Gallic

literary genre. Its language -is elo ant but not elaborate.x^

,e lave seen at ilwry was sot the fir-at ti write
-» O

co:.i entary in Latin, " and that he himself sought to
1°

comet previous ™ ^interpretation. y Yet th.» -onaral

15
esp. 19.11 ( aL 9.10k'/') 'sea in prinordio libri (2.2)
sub vestitu Johannis, in cranio rentes significari
admonuimus' cf too belov;.

16
cf.ch 21 (III 9.105'i-G) Duo discipuli ad vicura .ittuntur
etc.

1?
a characteristic piece is to oe bound at 21.1 (IL 9-
10 353) '..ullu' re o idew Gorinus aso ~>rr>* •-. -v-v
contumaccm, ^urarnj atcue haec omnia ;;ont;i1 is ignor-
wvbiae vitia o. ir.aw ; w , ct tot anf.sao forocitates
vectic Deo ,factae sunt (reading the lectio difficilior
with the I'"i—ne text).

13
on dieticius and others cf. section % above.

19
cf. 12.18 (PL 9.990a) In futurum vero onnem fidei
gerversitatem coar- nit, eorrrri scilicet -ui .. in
divcrsa hereseos stuuia effcrbuerunt. cf. 51.3
(iL 9.10660) bed eoruta omnis hie census est etc.
In this connection it is worth bearing: in mind
that much of Gaul was opened to -•ission really
only in the first half of the 4t century, cf PrenG
in TIullus', Festschrift :iauser, 138 'It was not
till a generation after Constantino that •• native
latin Christianity owing, as Hilary of loitiers
suggests, little to the east, began to ran its
presence felt in Southern Gaul'
cf. too 4.19 nuid enim a pluribus in hoc capite sensua
est. 1.3. plures irreligiosi et a spiritali loctrina
adnodum alieni 51.2 aliquorum opinio est. cf .too 26.5 on
heretical opinions.
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custom in the "est had been to expound the biblical

text in the form of homilies, or "h n developing a

20
-articular theme to use the looser form of a tractate.

There is, it seems to me, a close connection between

the choice of the commentary form and Hilary's under¬

standing of the nature and purpose of the text itself,

'he concise, strictly interrelated nature of the exposit¬

ion corresponds to his conviction of the continuity and

sir.: le purpose of the gospel narrative itself - a purpose

21
w.ich we shall examine later in detail' - namely the

history of the acts of God in transferrin the inheritance

of faith through Jesus Christ from the old people of Cod

to the new. He admits, partly in deference to a Xiteralist

tradition in the west, that the text has a valid literal
22

c.rr" open meaning (the x*elation of this to the theological

concept of an 'externa claritas' we shall have to explore):
but beyond this there is an inner meaning in the movement

of the history of faith, which can be understood through

the Spirit of God, which can be understood by paying

attention to the hidden continuities and significant points

20
cf /eat., £ ve on the honili: s ah. tractate of Iren...
j'ertullian and Cyprian.

21
on the uhity of the text cf, below.

22
•V! (1L S. '9': hihil enim veritati dotrea-it, init? t-
ionem Veritas consecuta cf 10.1 ("a 9.96~B) '"aria in
dictis atque in factio significations momenta cohsistunt
(thouah the stress here is on the future significance of
the words.)
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O'A
within the narrative itself.'"^

It will be our first r..ain object to analyse these

technical means by which lilary extracts his interpretation,

consistent whole and in its constituent parts, from

the text of the gospel, and to as -ess the consequences

for his exposition involved in the procedure followed,

i.e. to look at the resultant state of the basic data.

.:e s all then go on to consider the v;iher contexts in

which the interpretation is developed. (This procedural

motel is of course, of heuristic value only, 'or the

lermeneutical process is always a complex whole from

start to finish).

the text of the perpel and of the commentary is

divided up in the i ae text into a number of sections -

24
5- in the authentic portion of the text" - each Lth a

self-contained segment of text and exposition; but this

division, as Jeanotte has shown, is mediaeval. A guide

to the beginning of eac' new chapter can be seen in the

2:5
cf.7»8 (PL 9.957A) ergo rerum tantarum, et tarn
diversarum ratio promenda est; atque ita, ut secundum
continentem »rum ordinem, et gravis- imas veritatis
ipsius causas, interioris significantiae intelligentsia
explicetur.

24
The final section of ch. fq (' X 9.1066") has long
been recognised to be from Jerome, and to have been
added much later.
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sections of the gospel which end with et roliquaf^ but

this guide is not infallible.''"1'

Since the material makes up not a series of scholia

but a continuous commentary, each piece of text, though

not each single verse, is taken up after the other and
27

explainer, often in terms of adjacent sections. Not

all of the gospel text is covered in this way, however.

Apart from the missing prologue and ending, there is a

system of choice of texts for exposition, which leaves
?8

out sorao and includes others. '.Those left out arc all

classified (where mentioned at all) as intelli ible

absolute, and so repairing no further explanation.

Those included 'save a hidden spiritual meaning, the

unfolding of kich is the purpose of the work. -hat this

meaning is will concern us in a later section.

25
cf. d. Jeanotte in Jibl. Zeitschr. 10 (1912) '3-4-8.
■he cardtula, which begin to correspond de diary's
own ivisions after ch. 24, wore probably •cited in
the 5th or 6th century (Joanotte opcit.)

2b
A division by episodes ni lit be made as follows:
1.1-2.1*, .2- .4; 2.5; .1- . >; 4.1- ; .8; 1.9-12;
4.15-22; 4.25-27; 4.23-5.4;5.5; 6; 7; 81-2; 8.5-
end; 9; 10.1-5; 10.6-21; 10.s2-end; 11; 12.1-17;
12.1 -20; 12.21-end ; etc.

27
In chs. land 2 the only verses precisely ruotec' are
1.1; 1.18; 1.20; 1.25; 2.If; 2.15; 2.18; 2.21. The
whole has an inner ordo cf 1.2 'semens est, secundum
.rerum fidem gonerntionis istius ordinem nec numero
sibi sec successions constare: huius quoque rci ratio
afferatur etc.

28
e.g. 24.9 (If 9.1051) Judicii forma i>v absoluto ndb etc.
cfmho list below.
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lach section always begins with a portion of the

gospel text, usually the beginning of an episode in the

narrative. <.ne or two verses are cited, and followed by

an exposition into 'which following verses of the gospel

text are then drawn. The relation in size between text

and commentary depends, as does the lengths of the text

and commentary themselves, entirely on the content of th
pq

material. y

The connections between the sections are not simply

those of the gospel narrative, but there are definite

references backwards (though never forwards) showing how

the continuity of the sections is to be understood.

The absence of forward reference may, but need not

necessarily suggest original delivery of the material

to an audience, who could recall but not anticipate.

There is always a definite break between sections,

which is often underlined by the use of formulaic phrase.

■here there is no fixed proportion. The lengths of
Hilary's chapters themselves vary considerably,
becoming much shorter towarle the end (cf chs 26-8),
perhaps an indication of haste.

50
cf. the reference to continui ty at . (-1. 9*9/! ■ ) cont
inens ssnsus est, 18.4 (PL 9•1020A) ouperius avhem in
abscindendis manu vel cede propinquifcatum contineri
noaina rxposuimus, 4.2i atque ideo -.sc. -7.5 dictis
superioribus tractatum ost, 14. 4 serr.o i itur ad
originem propositionis referondus est 21 post super¬
iorem competenter nunc, and a rather different but
connected use at 10.8 quae ergo dictum proprietas
monstranda est. cf.20.r': 12.4; 19.11.

51
notably the connect-* ces /post quae 2.1 etc, post
haec (1.7) and the insto ices in 50 above.
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V/ithin the sections themselves, too, much of the exposit¬

ion has stereotyped characteristics, though complex

patterns are net found repeated. Be do not find, large

differences in the shape of these patterns, of the :ind

found by 'dler in Philo, rather, there is a fairly consist¬

ent structure of text, exposition and citation of further

verses v/ithin the text of the rest of '"he episode being

dealt with, though there are differences e.g. in the

formulae introducing the citations. Occasionally there

are no extra citations, and here the exposition often
5?

consists of paraphrase of the text.

Biblical cite 11 in lb" exposition are taken on

occasion from outside the episode being commented upon.

Sometimes simple words from citations are sin ;lef out and

stressed, but the usual practice is simoly citation as a

'proof text1. The function of all theso citations is

nor to add some thing new to the sense, but to confirm,

illustrate, prove, underline the neanin of th- text

under consideration. This use of addition:.! citations

12
cf.G. . first a list of t~- - events of the narrative
is repeated. .11 eanc hsbet causar. 'ho whole is then
explained in detail, epitomising phrase after epitom¬
ising phrase; not only docs the massage as a whole
have a thematic xieological meaning, but there are key
phrases which must be picked out as indicative pointers
to the theme* These pointers may each in themselves
sum up the theme of the whole episode. 'his is a
consequence of the theological, conception of the gospel
text; cf. below.
Occasionally we find vorse by verse exposition e.g.
of the beatitudes at 4.Iff.
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to stress main points help3 to provide a unifying element

and to balance the ator in in;' tendency of much of the

technique of exposition.

dometimes individual words from citations are singled

out and stressed. The texts of the citations are more

often cited as proofs, confirmations and illustrations

than actually exegeted. Thus in 1.1 Lk.5.2,1s cited as

a piece of evidence for the purpose of historical explan¬

ation. Jn 19.26-7 is used as a proof of the explanation
t-he

of the position regarding brothers of Jesus at 1.4- (cf
Tart. De virg.vel.6, De Carne Ohristi 6, for whom Jesus'

brothers are the sons of Mary) and at 1.7 Jar, 51,15 and

kt.7.18 are used as 'proof exists' for the illustration

of th fulfilment of prophecy. In the commentary there

arc 17 ex: licit citations of texts apart from the gospel

text under consideration '.n e cd episode (not all entirely

accurate), 23 from the OT (7 from Genesis, 6 from is.,

,) from fx. and from kxech. , and one each from Lev. ir.ps,

Dan .and Jonah) and 4-1 from the NT (15 from Mt>, 10 from

Jn^ 4 each from Lk., Acts and Opr., 2 from 2ph. and 1 let.,
1 each from xom. and lev.) Bone, ieux counted 2'5 vv of

<" i. cited out of 1060 i.e. 2127!<> - "her ad. - ---o of -de

citations are of traditional doctrinal proof texts e.g.

I Pet,2.22 and I Pet.4.8, sometimes the link may he

simply that of association of ideas :.g. calceamenta

•n.i sets Is. 52.7 at 2. and ;.x. . at 1 .; .

Attempts to determine from citations the actual text of
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Bible us ~->y "IV - Vivr been a natter of acr.siderable

ana Jar cJy fruitless sr: cculation. Bonassieux's attempt

to establish the text of the synoptic -ospols used (1906)

w-.lo V solished by Jtilicher almost at once (TLZ 1907)

ant ;bi.judgement is confirmed by Fedsr (W3 1919) It

is not clear for example that Hilary used the. same text

in Vul end in \sia minor, and in any event, he nay often

cite from memory.

I'ae order of tb ■ uisodes into which the material

is divided is reinforced boo by the use of technical

distinctions from bh- rhetorical tradition - ordo, ratio,

proprietas etc. the; details of which we shall consider

in a later section. An important feature of the In

i'.at daaeum is that the text is divided according to the

main themes as Hilary sees them, and not simply linn by

line as in any other commentaries e.g. those of Jerome
4

an . Urigen.

33
cf ..leinkens' ' Jeilage' to his or., on ' Die ^atein-
aichen tlbersetzungemer Bibel in der ditto der IV
Jhdt'. cf.douter, text and Canon 81 'Hilary used in
the gospels a text having points of contact with the
Irish Latin codex Usserianus of the VIth century, (r)
do doubt Britain and Ireland first got the gospel
from Gaul.' cf- too dn:qelbrecht.

34
How is the choice between different interpretations
to be made? For Hilary the text has its own ordo,
which may be unfolded, cf. 1.3 generationis ordo
simplex est. 2.2 In Joharne locus cc-ntu.cn lus...
atque ita ut memineriraus restorum veritaten non
idcirco corrumpi, si gerendis rebus intefioris
intelligentiae ratio subJacta sit. 2.11 fcypica
ratio servata est 21.12 rations. ;ua-r re co-testis
intellimenitae admonemur, 2?.5 momenta praecoptorum
coelestium consequamur.
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This brings us ho she ouestion of the- ind of

explanation given. The exposition is no scholiast's

explanation ox obscure words and grammatical oddities:

Hilary's concern is with the gospel as a theological whole,

err "ith each section as part of a wider context, Tor

this reason ha does not normally go through the passage

phrase by nhre.se as e.g. Origen does, end so avoids much

of hho ';o-: isat ion of the text endeuic in nuch ancient,

commentary. But the penalty is a frequent alteration

of the accost laid n the severe! facets of given episodes

by the evangelist, in favour of harmonisation with Hilary's

own total concept of the work.

we have noted that a basic feature of the explanation

~iv v: is its exclusively theological nature. -his eistin-

;v.ishes sharply fee serve of ten ork from that of Origen,

with its many historical geographical and other details -

Hilary's is not in that sense erudite.^ When an

55
this is especially evident in e.v. his treatment of
the miracles of Jesus; of; 14.9f trie episode of the
x so'ring oi le 5000 ,.r>,ere elements of awe .. ."
wonder and the cosmic significance of Jesus disappear
in the relation of all to the law/gospel axis (on this

Grant^Jiiracle and Natural Law 211ff, also comments)
ex, too en..52. the treatment of the betrayal: 'sed xn
osculo Judae haec fuit ratio: ut doceremur inimicos
omnes eosque v o3 sciremus desaevituros in nos esse,
dili.ore. OscUhum enim Dominus non respuit.' The
passion takes the form of a celestial play, in which
the depth of the issues of betrayal and suffering
are lost. -his is also strikingly evident in ch. ,

the narrative of the crucifixion, in which the detailed
typology obscures the scavidalum crucis.

■b cf. Origen in Mtvl ".42f (GG3 10) where where is a long
report on pearl fishing in India, Britain and in. the
Bosphorus (the Latin translation of Origen in Fit. dates
from c600) cf, "Ii . In Fit. 15.8 margarita a lege ad
evangelium translens.
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obscurity in tho text is explained, this is at once

27
rel 1 ted to a tnoological point. The \sole work is

explained in terms of basic principles for the theological

i ..tety rotation which is applied to and extracted from the

text according to given lerraenoutical rules. these
xo

principles are never argued for but referred to as given.

To this second stage of the interpretations! process we

now turn, cat first continuing with analysis of formal

structure, and then to the principles as theological

criteria.

We have already noted the division of the text

into material 'whose significance was plain absolute

and that which was not. Che former may be classified

in Viree sections, referring to the fulfilment cf prophecy,
historical details about the life of Jesus which ere not

of direct interest for the exposition of bhe history of
zq

salvation, and some parables. ' The latter has a deep

but hidden meaning, indicated by several synonymous

phrases, the most common of iich in, coelestiSsignificantia,

37
as in the explanation of racha at 4.17, the linguistic
gloss on 'aosanna at 26. and the historical glos on
Samaria at 26.1.

38
cf-below.

39
absolutus. cf 22.1 quaestio omnis in absoluto est;
15.1 absoluta ratio; cf, 13.11'; 19.9; 22.1; 26.8;
27.3; etc. ithin the context of a urely spiritual
sense, a passage with a 'simple' sense may also
occur; cf-20.3 omnis itaque hie serno est spiritalis.
•Jed Dominus brcvi absolutaque rations dicens. i.e.
the absolute is not contrasted in every case with the
spiritual sense. 'Absolutus' is applied to parables
and to actions of Jesus which are self-explanatory.
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which as mentioned is assumed to indicate the hey to

the inter "tation. 3uc". a 'inciple is, as v/e saw in

section 2. above , common to most early biblical exegesis:

import'.nt for us is the nature of its interconnection

with thr structure of the commentary form and tho theol¬

ogical otifs v"• ich govern 'lilary' s conception of the

text, and which^of course, vary from exegete to exegete.
For Hilary, these key motifs consist in the dialectic

(for these themes always occur in balancing pairs)

between t: lav an: faith, the Jews and the Gentiles, the

Synagogue ana the Church, those who deny the divinity of

the eternal 'on of God and those who do n t. 'here is

then no attempt to argue in principle from the lit ral

'o *ds of th text towards a roc instruction of the lidaen

significance; rather this in '-mown and is the kr - to the

illumination of the literal course of the text. Whatever

we may Think of its usefulness, the reciprocal rwlati n

between the text and the inner significance, which is

brou ht about by the Spirit, constitutes a legitimate

hermeneutical circle, in which, for hilary as for

Usually mention of an 'absolute' sense implies only
brief mention. Connected with the passages whose
significance is clear 'absolute' is the complete
o™ "'is sion of sor.c passages: these refer either to
(a) the fulfilment of prophecy or to (b) historical
events in the narrative which are not of direct
interest for bhe main line of interpretation or
(c) to some parables, and occur at 1.22-7 (a);
2.5-6 (a); 2.7-8 (b); 2.23 (a); 5.5 (b); etc. 6.7-15
(b -because of treatment by Pert, and Cypr.) 15.24->0
(c); 26.27f (b) etc. and 7S.10ff (--is •in.- lost)
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Cyprian and fox4 Augustine, a vital link in the chain of
AO

understanding is membership of the church. ''

v.'hat th n of the relation between the inner signifi¬

cance and the external Commentary structures examined at

the beyinning of this section V Je ni lit illustrate the

positioh by suggesting that in the first stage the bricks a.re

constructed from the raw material of the text, and can

then be used to build the arches of the hormeneutical

desi-n. fhe processing of the raw material is essential

to the nature of the building as it is conceived, but in

the process the original colour and texture of that raw

material, the gospel text, has been altered drastically.

finally, in this formal section, we ..ay mention the

manner in which Hilary seeks to present the material to

his readers. Clearly he is not presenting this for

learnin : in school, or for tt information of experts on

biblical background; he is simply coneernel;o •: -plain

the sequence of events in terns of the movement from the

lav to faith.

AO
cf ch-l'i . ago Dei Verbum lego finita navera conscendens
Ecclesiam adit, et in desert am concdit, de synagoga
videlicet ad ecclesiam conc^dia' a~-d numerous others.
For the spiritual significance in general cf. 2.6
ordo eliim «eo.-5.roani coelestis expriraitur; 5*15 totius
sub dictis coclestis significantia continofcur; 20.15
rationem quaerere coelestis intelli- entire admonenur;
1;. in scrip buris coolesgj^g^ l^Agdf|fp^s|o %£Hilary"n^es changes
for stylistic reasons rather than to su -est nuances of
meaning. On the "hermeneutical condition of membership
of the Church cf-ld.l significat eos qui extra ecclesiam
ositi sunt nullan divini 3 emortis car,ore poc-e Intel 11-
gentiu....
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The peculiar character of Hilary's method of

presentation may be further illustrated by comparison with

related literary forms. Forphyrion's scholion-commentary

for example, uses the categories of the literary tradition

in the same ways as Hilary does, but here there is no

4-3
literary unity whatever, and no continuity of theme.

Seno of Verona's near contemporary homilies contain a

fair amount of material on subjects outside the biblical

narrative: Hilary's commentary, despite its horailetic

elements has none, and though there is a certain amount

of othical exhortation ~ there is no direct appeal to the

reader in the second person, and no long diatribe-like

oxcurses f the hind frequent in homilies. The stress

is • on the attainment of cognitio Dei through faith

than of moral excellences. Amain the series of questions

and answers and the refutation of objections real or

assumed which characterised the dialogue and some forms

of commentary art absent from the in Matt.; in Hilary the

divisions of the narrative are for a better understanding

of the theological themes, and not for analysis for its

own sale, as for example in that highly sophisticated

Alexandrian product, ahe systematic scientific textbook.

41
fessaer, ( /uaestiones Porphyrianae, ; l'Hf) showed
that the work, being cited by 0. Iulius Roaanus,
must have beel v/ritten approximately a! the beginning
of the third century.

42
mainly in the context of the Sermon on the fount, cf.
ch.4 passim, cf.too 5»5,1%9 etc. contcmptum saeculi.
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"'ho above then are the basic formal characteristics

of the commentary and the effects which these character¬

istics have on the biblical text itself. The next step

must be to examine in detail the theoretical aspects of

the main interpretational principles, and to attempt to

clarify the processes of hermeneutical interconnection

involved in the application of these principles to the

structure of the text in its 'prepared' form in the

commentary.

b) The nature of bhe hermeneutical - rinciples.

In this section we shall consider factors deriving

mainly from the exegetieal tradition of the church and

the rhetorical tradition of the schools. This subject

matter is obviously closely related to the previous

section on commentary structures and to the following

section on theological and philosophical background, but

will be considered in the first instance as far as possible

as an independent area of concern.

•'c have seen that both t'r exegetical tradition of

the church and the rhetorical tradition of the schools

developed sophisticated systems for the interpretation of
/u

texts, to both of which Hilary was indebted.

43
cf.SGCt.il above and summarie of rne ere ;etical
tradition in PRE3 art; Ilermeneutik, RGG3 ochriftaus-
le un -, Hermeneutik, Geist un ' iuchstabe, 1
ilermeneutik. On the rhetorical tradition, Gr&fenhan
and Iteinthal are still useful.
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'The basic concept expressed by the phrase 'coeiestis

significantia1 is of course, a corollary of the idea, of

a sacred book, and as such was taken for granted in the

early church, referring from the beyinnin:: of the third

century at least to the status of the material within
LlLL

the canon of old and new Testaments. for Hilary the

scriptures were in a literal sense divinely inspired.

7hat was not so obvious for some of his readers was that

the coeiestis significantia was not always to be identified
,'i.S

with the literal meaning of the text. - Tor '.ilary the

text has two levels of meaning. In principle any given

text may have both, but; usually to draws particular

attention to one or the other. Doth levels may be used

by tod in illuminating our understanding, but the inner

moaning relates specifically, in this gospel, to the move¬

ment from the law to faith. There is not, as in ri~en,

on the formation of the canon cf. now H. v- Campenhausen,
Die Entstehung de3 Neuen Testaments, Tflbingen 1963.

4-5
despite the references to divinus serno (1 sermo
Dei etc, and the literallst tradition of the fusion
of the virtus of the Tpirit ith the inspired text,
scripture is not explicitly "escribed as the Verbum
Dei. Jesus is however so referred to, and his wads
arc themselves the Verbum; so 6.1 ->ryo et eoncorpor-
ationem Verbi Dei, passionis mysterium et virtuterc-
resurrectionis non ; romiscue tractari nos orvenit;
7. adest leprosus ..Verbi virtu be curator; ". In
dictis Dei Veritas est, et rerum creandarum ef'icientia
omnis in vcrbo 1st. Ocripture itself a special
coeiestis significantia v/hich is given by lod and confers
divine truth upon its moaning in both literal and spirit¬
ual senses cf-7»1 nihil enim veritati detrahit, imitationem
verit■ is consecuta;
as at 7*1 again,ne quis forte existimarct aliouid rerum
•cstarum fidei detrahendum etc. .;ometinv,<- both rr uses

are employed in the interpretation as at 19.10 et haec
quidem ad simplicis sensus intelli -enbiam pertinent.

oAorn cni?n'n rs cr-.is'io oo i?oi.noTiclus ost«
But at 20.2 only one sense is relevant, omnis itaquc h&ssc
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a series of steps towards our deeper illumination and

perfection, but the illumination as cognitio Dei consists

in the understanding of the relation of prophecy to fulfil¬

ment in the church, in the history of the saving acts of

God. The pivot of this movement from the lav; to faith is

the recognition of the divine sonship of Christ.

Thus in 1.5 nihil a Judaea petere scientiae agnition-

isque permittimur, ssd in Chris to saluteri ornnera et open

locantes, admoneraur prioris vitae itinera abstino.ro,

fides brines cognitio Dei, but the infideles are lost in

ignorartia. cf. d.ll (535B) Igitur mundus extra cognitio-

nom Dei positus obscurabatur ianorantiae tenebris; cui

per arostolos scientiae lumen invehitur, et cognitio Dei

claret; 7.11 (958A) filium autem hominis, se scilicet cui

caput Deus sit, non reperire in quos collocata Dei cognit¬

ions requioscat; 9.9 Dei grippe cognitione superstitionum

omnium vesania effugata, et visus et auditus ot scrro

saluiis invehitur .... eum, cui pe • Ic'em nihil afferri

oris potorat, \r-rbi virtute salvari; 9 ro riun enim

Domini nostri Jesus Christ! offieium est, cognitionem Dei

al'ferre, et intelligentiaia nominis eius potestatisque

praestare; (2A.1 in omnibus enim Christi meditabatur

adventum. ,'uidouid enim in ea continebatur, in profectum

maniJJptandae eius cognitionis assumpfetm est); 25»® sed
norinde hie etiam infirraitatem anirnnrum, quae ad cognitio¬

nem Dei tamquam lacte adhuc alantur ost;nhit; quae

perfecticibi virtute indigentss, tenui divinae cognitionis
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infimoque wistatu inbuantur; 33.4 locus tamquam in

vcrtice huius universitatis insistens, ad capessendan

Dei cognitionem universis g^tibus esset aequalis. cf.too

20.1:5 Atque ut typus crediturartim gentium exploretur,

coelestis gratiae cognitione percepta, qui caeci fuerant,

videntss Dominum suum sunt secuti. Traces however of the

western moralising tradition remain, at 4,1 exemplo docuit

ut boni sumus, or at 2.5 sed subest gestis rebus exemplum..

ut e 1 omne ministerium Ohristi voluntate simus accincti. '

The centre of the lex/fides axis, which is the essence

of the history of salvation^is the history of the dicta
47

and facta of Jesus. ' These themselves create faith,

with the aid of the agency of the opirit, and meditation

upon the v/hole coelestis significantia unveiled within

the scripture will deepen the faith of the reader, under

the action of the Spirit asrthe virtus inspiring the words

themselves. The text has its own spiritual significance

and mediates the knowledge of God in Jesus, who is the

object of its witness, to the reader.

It is because of this stress upon the coelestis

significantia of the texts themselves in mediating the

knowledge of God in Jesus, rather than a stress

upon God revealing himself in the context of scriptures,

46
Here Luther v/ho has borrowed much from the In Hatthaeurn
explicitly contradicts Hilary, without mentioning him;
Johannes non -estat haec vestimenta ut exe iplura nobis

.' onet. is war urn sein -n : •a:?1 ; zu n'. . . v .2~!:-
,, r. (apud Bbeling EE 443).

cf.too below the references in the lex/fides citations
and in the work of Jesus in dicta and facta.
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(e£. tno De Trin.) t at the special hermeneutical principles
of the rhetorical and exegetical tradition play such an

important role, as much as in the final process of the

understanding of scripture as the medium of revelation a3

in the intermediate stage of the correlation with the

lex/'fides central mcfci£ and in the preliminary stag© of
the preparation of the narrative into a suitably pointed

series of narratives bearing on the leilsgeschichte.

A variety of means are used in this intermediate

stage to relate the conception of the "eilsgeschichte

to the narratives and to tho texts, the most striking of

these being the lex/fides model, which is applied through¬

out the work. The Jews stand under the condemnation of

the law, Jesus came under the judgement of the lav; and

himself pronounced judgement upon it. faith brings

freedom from condemnation and saving knowledge of Cod,

and i3 the inheritance which has passed from the Old

Israel to the \'e-f. further illustration may be found in
+ 48c.l ost every section of the work.

48
cf.4.22-25 where lex is contrasted throughout with
fides evangelica. cf.too 5*1 justificatio ex fide;
8.6 fidesonim sola justificat; 9.3 usque enim in eum
(Johannes) lex et .rophctac sunt; et, nisi lege finita,
in fidem evangelicam eorum (Joiannis discipuli) nemo
concederet. ac sic consummatum justitia ex fide; 12.5
evangelica fides operetur in Christo; 18.11 sed lex,
ut scimus, futurorum umbra est; 19.10 iactura legis
with fides evangelica; 20.9 apostoli quider iam cxjla^e
crediderant, quae eos in fidem ovan eiic v; nutriverat;
cf too 20.15, 21.15; 25.5; 27.9; 2.2; 2.7; and

mmtox
cf.too for complementary motifs 2.1 admoniti per
visum, sancti scilicet Spiritus donum. in gentibus



The sources of this stron i'auline tradition have

been much debated, a recent carefully argued suggestion

would trace it, and the apparent 'Pauline renaissance' in

the Latin west in general, to a continuing Marcionite
stream in the western tradition: this we shall examine

in detail below. But the problem remains. One factor

was probably simply reaction from the ' oralising quasi-

legalist strain in western Christianity deriving from

fertullian particularly and the -influence of popular

Stoicism. But as we have seen above there were also

traditional sources of the law/gospel, people of faith/

people of the lav; motif in the west. The concept of the

populus Dei was central in western ecclesiology e.g. in

iiij.VOl.ytus, and the classic theologian of the oikonomia

of the "leilsgeschichte was Irenaeus, whose continuing

influence especially in Gaul can hardly be doubted, despite

the relatively late date of the first extant Latin trans¬

lation. The tradition too of the movement of the people

of God in the letter to the Hebrews played, a much rreater

role in the west than in the east in the first four centurie

contemplantes, ad eas tranaferrunt Christum, Judaeee
mis sum sod vitam et salutem gentium nuncupatum; 11.11
fides gentium cf- 18.4 iudaicum populum; 8.5 gentilium
universitas; 15«5 fides in ;ontibuc; 15.5 mulior-synagoga
14.7 passim on the^Jews and the Gentiles? 7»5 tribunus..
principem esse gentium credituro urn; 12.2 grace for
t!; ~ gsntos; 5.12 sub focni nomine -antes etc; 2.1 magi-
rentes crediturae. 12.18-25 ecclesia/synagoga, fides
gentium/infidelitas Iudaeorum. cf. too ';>,6 justitia ex
fides nulla est ... etc. 5.11 legis opus inefficax,
11.11; 12.15; 14,8 finitis igitur legis tomporibus)
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and there was another side even to fertullian, in his
4q

caress on the fides motif.

however that may he, and we shall return to the problems

our present concern is with the use rather than the source

of the motif. For Hilary in this work the christian

•ospel is par excellence the -ospel of faith and the

Iiat thean text is a mirror /microcosm of this gospel.

The :eans by which Hilary's special interpretation

of the concept of spiritual meaning are connected with the

structure of the narrative are various. We consider first

those categories of the rhetorical tradition, especially

ordo, ratio, propriatas and exemplura.

The use of these categories is not of course confined

to the rhetorical tradition. In most classical allegorical

interpretation e. . of Homer, or of the Old Testament by

Justin, a lack of propdetas or ordo in the lit- ml sense

50
of the text is a sign of a hidden inner meaning. The

use of ordo in ilary has important thoolo ical connotat¬

ions, in underlining that the inner interpretation is

itself part of God's eternal saving history; so too with

ratio, when illumined by faith (without which, according
53

to nilary, we can understand nothin of o '.) "

4-9
cf.the discussion of ;ille below, and the references
in the notes to sect & above from Iren., hippol., and
Tert. For populus bei cf too SI- Oepket Fas neue Gottes-
volkp-255f on Hippolytus. The thesis^also found, as
indicated above, in fertullian, Clement, origan and
lactantius. Cut it is never used in a manner so con¬
centrated as that of the In lit. hie refutation of the
Jews and of the toachin~.of the synagogue was of course
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In the rhetorical tradition those concepts lave not

only descriptive but also hernoneutical functions, which

are reflected in th commentary in the ease with vrhich

the transition from matters of literary form to matters

of theological interpretation is made."^

at 'lilary was familiar with the methods of classical

rhetoric is clear both from the nature 1 r' his own background

and from the works themselves. Where precisely he v;as

e ucate is not clear, but there is no reasonable doubt

that he was brought up in that classical tradition which

a standard part of early christian apologetic; Oepke
(•*287) cites uonstantine' s letter to the churches after
Nicaea (PL 8.501-6).

50
cf .sect. 2 abov ■» (details for Homer cf Buffiero, for
Justin cf. 2hotvfc.ll op,cit.29ff.- largely from Phllo
ex. p.55 above

51
cf.15.8 ordo igitur idem in scrmonfi Bomini est, oui
in conseguenda gratia manet,; 2.5 crdo coclostis.;
5.6 rei gestae ordo; 3.6 voritatis ordo; 9*6 s 3d manet
nunc ordo mysterii; 11.2? ordo gratiarum.
:or ratio cf 15.1 absolute ratio est; 17.Id subest
praesentibus rebus ratio in^ior; 17.2 '-here ratio is
connected with exemplum - et in hoc gui^er. facti genere,
scrvatur et ratio, et nunerus, ot exempUm. l/J-.l inter-
ioris intelligentiae ratio; 9.9 ratio pracfi xrationis;
19.1 typica ratio etc. It will be clear from the above
examples that ratio and ordo are often used irf pract¬
ically synonymous way* (This we shall see, may also
be the case, but is not always so, with typus and em
exein lun). densus, cf. 6.6 s. sus est superioribus
coniunctus, and causa cf. 8.5 dum honinum occursus etc
hanc habent causae may also be closely connected with
the above. The importance of these terms lies more in
the continuity vrhich they suggest than in the precise
use of the individual terms.

52
cf .the discussion of the individual can as oclow.



f.g'o./-.. ' i >3 brilliant I i; n for in .. aul in. in:.

middle 01 Che fourth century. - Evidence for he courses

pursued in the schools is from the second half of the

c ntury, hut undoubtedly in Iilary's day uintiiian, and

t..;.:tboohs based on him, formed a major part of the standard

literature in literary criticism. My own reading of the

results of the long controversy on the influence of

uintiiian on Hilary is that though there arc no deliberate

reminiscences of ^uintilian, yet the influence of his

cat? ories of literary criticism is tc be affirmed. That

there may have be'-n intermediate sources is not excluded:

that there were other influences in the use of the rhetorical

terms as well, notably Cicero (cf. De Orat- 3*18 etc)
54

Seneca perhaps and fertullian, is highly probable.'

On the background to the church in Gaul and Hilary's
relation to this cf Icott .olmes eop. 1 f, and Jullian
op - cit, 6.104-15, 1 J -o and VII :' -64.

54
ilary and uintilian. II. Klin?; (De lil. ict art-is
rhetoricae ipsiusque ut fertur institutionio or; boriae
uintilianae studioso., freiburg 1909/diss. ID 1910)
suggested (op,cit .12) that if Hilary had studied at the
:- ?. - ft. ?i school ;o ; oitiers at ? ig Id, ? n he
might have known -uintilian's Institutio through
Ausonius, who valued )ulnt. and taught there from
.4-8; hut for this there is no evidence. Kling

finds arallels with the institutes in the De Trin.
(i'rin.2.81 « Inst.12.1) And (Trin.1.20- Inst. 12.10)(K
78 and 83) But the cas~ for direct usage has not been
proved (so Buttel and Schanz Hosius). It seems unlikely
that Hilary had >uintilian before him, took him into
exile or modelled his work on uintilian. Cn the other
hand, literary training based on the work is almost
certain, and comes out in the use of hermeneutical
categories which share, with the whole tradition of
latin rhetoric many of fuintilian's assumptions cf
below. Colson op cit 44 finds few references to
before the IVth century but this is not very signifi¬
cant. On rhetoric in Gaul cf too "aarhof and Jourcelle
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The possible influence of this tradition in mediating

theories of kno-'1"dge (reflected in uintilian's use of

res in the interplay of philosophical and literary

terminology in Cicero etc) will concern us in a later

section. The first main effect to be noted '"-.ere of the

transference of these categories to the interpretation

of the structure of an originally ser-itic narrative is

the distinct latinising influence. In Gaul this was the

a: •"* of the declam.ationos and the pane yrici; bhe use of

the c 'lores rhetoric! "as expected, _nd it "as no accident

that .ilary was in lorden's judgement one of the two best

stylists of 1ater tatin. In the declamation schools men
'

Vee.e e :•■■..era.t.ii Cj Ijm ttT« ^ *
into events and categories, to isolate the eler.ent of the

"

in;, 3 a • e ;1 ' "sa" -c, far t u: •. ' ei

effect, to conceive the guiding lines for a speech. The

i fluence of rhetoric las lone; been acknowlecp:e< in e.g.

Les T.ettres Grecques 21Of, and lichon, 958-9, where
the scene in Gaul is set out in tabular form. Juill-
acq (worthless) Soger (130-1 on Hilary) and Feder
(Kulturgeschichtliches) add nothing to the information
ail'-hie; cf. too rbusov, t '.ones Rb • lea'-.

1oitiers cf Griffe 12?f Jerome's comment on .7.ilary
(ep.in Gal .praef. Gallus ipso et Pictavis natus')
has no external support. I othin •' is known of the
church at Ioitiers before Hilary - even whether he
had predecessors. The reference in Pa.67*20
' ";uotidie autem per populi credentiqfeocession6m'
may refer to baptisms in quantity and so to a
fairly young church community (Griffe)i



Tertullian and in Iregory of Kyssa: it is also used as a

55
technical tool by Hilary.

The presence of the rhetorical element has many

sihe-effects. For example, the rhetoricians were accust¬

omed. to ivo citations not exactly, but only according to

the general sense, and this procedure is followed by
56

• ilary in is method of citation. Favourite topoi of

the sc :Ools, e. . the humilitas motif, recur. I'he

concepts of allegory and similitude, of typus, imago,

figura and cognates have a history in rhetoric, partly

through stoic influence, as well as in the tradition of

biblical exo esis, to which we shall return.

.mother accompaniment of grammar and rhetoric was

the production of lexicographical aterial, and it is

possible that concordances of the B'ble were available

to Hilary. Stimulated by the flourishing of rhetoric,

there spranqfup too a new school of historiography in the
west, -hich lilary's interpretation may partly reflect.

There is some evidence of his knowledge of Sallust.

55
The formal and interpretational aspects of a speech
were in rhetoric dealt with in relation to each other.
Thus the student learned to divide speeches for
analysis into genos, raeros, typos, schema and tropos
(cf. the excellent discussions in Fuhrmann and in Krause)
and within these cate---ori.es to distinguish times and
persons in the narrative;cf„ In Kth'2.5 et hacc quidem
parabola distinguenda temporibus est et dignoscenda
personis. Interpretatio is discussed in a classic
passage at length in Ad Herr. 4-.28f.

56
On the loose manner of citation in t e rhetorical
tradition cf-Fetor and iiagendahl. This is an added
reason for the problematic nature of the attempts
to establish which texts of the Bible ■ ilary used.
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This too -.-as above all the time of 'historical outlines'

and ; 'ricopes, of condensed presentations of large works

in narrative forn: the In Matthaeum is an example of a

hi hi,y condensed narrative, and it is probably not without

significance that Hilary's work was :iven to the public
57

in this form. '

The rhetorical tradition has then a considerable

influence on the commentary. Apart from the detailed

incidental effects, it serves to prepare the text for

inter retation, as we saw in examinin- the formal structure

above: it serves too to latinise and render intelligible

in contemporary terms the thought of the narrative both

as a literary whole and in terms of the individual concepts:

and in addition as we shall see in detail in the next

section of our study, it plays a rol^ in moulding the

framework of the theological and philosophical orientat¬

ion of the work. Lere we concentrate on the intermediate

stave of the articulation of the hermeneutical principles

in relation to the text. A mood illustration of the inter¬

connections here is provided by she torr exovr lum, which

has a Ions history in the 6reek (paradeigma) and Latin

literary traditions (cf•Tertullian etc), and is much

57
cf ilumilitas at 18.10; 20.12 and 2d.2 and auerbach
iublikum. (cf-too on Basil above). n rhetoric in
re ;ory o.f Nyssa cf ileridier, an for vertullian
}lter<f ^'5lor the panegyrici cf- Monnar^ 4-lf,, and on h

epitomae and periochae leter, Geschichtsschreibung P-
7+lf. Nothing can be said definitely for the use of
concordances by Hilary. for Origen cf Oadiou and for
the beginnings in the middle ages art. 3ibell:oncordanz
in PRN5.



used by Iilary. Is 03 look upon the exempla of the

narratives, t ::3c ire trrnsfusa by the dpirit to reveal

the inner sense. The exempla explain the dicta and vice

versa. die exerapla of Jesus have an inherent virtus

which creates faith; in faith, we are then brought to

folio Jesus' exerapla in our actions and so faith and works

are not in tension. We are justified only by faith, and

at the same time we remain in faith by producing bona

ex via c ritatis (an anticipation of toe classic mediaeval

resolution of th~ relation of fkith and works, which reflects

the fusion of a Pauline doctrine of faith with popular

originally Stoic moral teaching).-^5 We see too that in

speakin of res of events, lilary is s ea inn not wily in

terras of the Ircnean tradition of the oikonomia of God

( fnou h that too is important to recall) but also in the

classical tradition of the res in the rhetorical division

of the elements of speeches and in the eclectic stoic-

influenced philosophy of the later empire which it

partially reflects: likewise ordo, ratio and possibly

even finis (notably in the In Is.) may owe something of its

interpretation as much to Cicero as to the theological

58
On the iase of exemplum in rhetoric and in christian
exegesis see the studies f hetrc, hornhardt alter
(Tert.) dor lilary cf. In Mt. 2 , 5 exempli sui auctAitate;
10 ut exempli se passionis subsequatur; 2. operum exempla;
18.r comparationis exemplum; 18.io ad similitudi^nea nos
humilitatis instruit, et confirmat exemplo. cf•too 5.9;
9.1"; 15.7. dor discussion of exempla .in the rhetorical
tradition cf. Cicero De Inv 20.49, where exemplum is
connected with ordo, res and virtus; and Juint Inst-

j -1. 5 • •

cf too in the In Mt. the uses of or-o and ratio cited above;
and in the .De Erin.2.27 tenet autem ordinera prophetiae
evangelic.a ctrina andlntffc irerit:w.n -• dcirco corrumpi .

si erenais re bus In tori ov i I -nificantir ratio subjecta Si



tradition of Pauline eschatology. On the detail of these

interconnections, a great deal of study remains to be done.

second important set of images employed in articul¬

ating the coelestis significantia in the texts consists

Ot those related to typology, allegory and metaphor on

•en ral. hose too are to be found in the rhetorical

tradition, and are clearly related to the categories taken
61

from that tradition by Hilary. Hilary's usage is also

..o have already noted the close connection of cxemplum
with similitudo in Hilary. This connection is to be
found already in Ar. Hhot-2.20 (in which parabole is
included in the class of paradeigmata); cf.too Cicero
de Orat. 2.4-1; De Inv. 1.50.4-6; ;uint*Inst. Orat,5,2,25

also . ; 8.14-; 2.4-S; 8.49 and 2.54- ( iserased by
etre passim and Pirot 5.6f) On sinilitudc/cf. .uint.
.est. Orat. 2.2.22 and. on analogia 5, 2, 54- o ibid.'" •

)n the other hand there is a different use in paint.',
.'.'.for a parable, as metaphor: inst.Crat.8, . 5£; • .14-
nd .6.4—9 in gnoral (cf. lernaniu * 177) I'hcse different
interpretations were to lead to different lines of
biblical interpretations which come together a ' in in
Au :usti::e, in .ilary and bo a lesser extent i. e.g.
Tert. (cf-sect 2 above, and below). To 5uint. too we
nay trace 'ilary'3 concern with proprietas (cf Inst
rat .2.If ' quare proprietas non a n men, r.cd ad vim
si oniric i r fort, sec auaitu, see i ..tellocbu . erg end
est. In Qhintilian too we find the res/verbafeontrast
e.g. Inst. Orat 8. proem.6. cf too the exxfrom TLL below.

.61
Discussion for and against allegorising was a major
topic of fc ■ late Hellenistic Philosophical and rhet¬
orical seh ols. I'he most ancient word for al5 a.gory
was probably hyponoia (PL Rep, 2.37BD etc. - cf. L3J and
Buffiere 4-gf.) Cicero who uses the Latin word allegoria
(Orator 27.94-) opposes the allegories >f t r ctoics.
paint. Inst Orat. 1.61 54—60 translates allegoria by
inversio; for discussions of the Alexandrian/Antiochene
controversy on allegory cf. Hanson?Greer, and esp. Barr
10;jff: for the use of historia in rhetoric cf Arbusow
109f. v. bob sc.hutz (Harnack Ehrung op. cit.) pinpoints the
sigficance of the phiIonic stream of allegory in
; -i. Plan e::e •sis 'wurde al es fruber sects
oder don logos bezogen, so jetzt auf uhristus'.
almost all writers, the problems lay not in fact
but in the nature of the christological a --lieat ion.



•cwever or.:- derived (and orobably ore generally so)

from Id cxegeticnl tradition of t ... church and particularly

(cf.too the notes to Lection 2 above) fron Tertullian, and

es ibly Irenaeus. Though we shall see to consider these

;otifs ..ere in themselves, as we shall see Later their use

is intimately basic epistenological and ontolo; ical cate-

;ories of iilary's theological thou "ht. ( e lect of these

areas accounts for much of the tedium of a great deal of

discus ion of the history of atristic biblical interpret¬

ation! )

Allegory, typology and parable may be dealt with

to ether. Ifter much confused discussion, it a become

clear that types and allegories may belong, and usually

do belong, to the same category of aterial, and that

there is no 'necessary' distinction based on the fact

that typologies are more 'historical' and so more

le itimate than allegories. At the same tine, these

concepts have often been used to express, and have in

fact, often corresponded to, a distinction between more

and less 'historical' lines of interpretation.

ilary in the In hatthaeum neither :iscusses, defines

nor distinguishes his use of allegory end typology. He

never mentions allegory, and hardly ever uses the form

v/ithout reference to types. lis use of typus and cognates

is far fron ■recise, and these may be exchanged synonymously
with different models from the rhetorical tradition.

Yet in accordance with a long western tradition he uses
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the concept of typology to elicit in 'cash value' the

details of his interpretation of the Heilsgeschichte, in

the sense of the Irenaean oi.ionomia rather than in the

com on modern sense of the term. In this sense, ilary's

understanding, like that of Tertullian noted above, may

be said to be typological rather than allegorical in

the t r- s of the popular distinction, in that he supposed

a historical (historisch and at the same time Keilsgeschicht-

lich) relation between the events involved in the types.

Hilary himself again uses a number of different terns

synonymously. 'or this reason it is misleading to read

too much into any one of them (cf below on Interpretations

of species.) cf.7»l sensus alleyoricus nihil detrahit

litterae veritatI ; 12.11 imago futurae veritatis; 21.2

species futuri cf 19• futuri species; 11.2 lc :is forma;

19. infantes." gentium forma; 19• 6 Christ shows t" e umbra

veritatis; 2.: vestis=velamentum le is; 9.2 velamenta verba

lo is. The most frequent figure however is that of typus

(or ty icus, as at 2.1; 7*9; 8.4; 12.24; 14.5; 17.8; 19*7;

e. . 8.4 typica ratio) cf 20.1 duo caeci are typus cred-

xturaruu -ntiun; 2.7 in "enosi " tc esia tygus; 15.''

typum ecclesiae Ghananaeam filiam cf too typus at 7*8;

7.9; 12.1; 14. Often used instead of typus is prae-

fi uratio, as at 12.4 praefiguratio futurorura dictis

praesentibus continetur. This says nothing different

from 1.2 omnis autem haec species futuri ordinem tenet,

cf.too 8.8 sed manet etiam nunc ordo ysterii; ut Veritas

praesentium, futurorum species adiecta sit dictorum et



factorum Domini virtutem turbae tinent. Hysterias is

here used in t%o sane sense as sacramentum., as in e.g.

prophetiae sacramentum. Further exx may be seen at 9.9

praefi-uratio; 15.4- interior mysterium; 17.2 raefigurare;

also at 18.12 and 18.15; 1.1 forma; 1.8 s pcies; 7«9 ordo

typicac signification^; 8.4 typicairatio; as at 14.9; 14,10
d

typicus or,o. 17.8, 19.1 and 7 typica ratio. 20.11 typicus

ordo; 55. ' typica ratio. Connected too is initatio e.g.

7.1 nihil enim veritati detrahit, imitationen Veritas

consecuta.

In his special study of sacramentum in Hilary,

Halunowicz noted 537 instances of the ord, of which 68

translate the Greek mysterion, 56 refer to an oath, 05

to doctrine (284 to specific doctrines) 44 to a fi'-rural

sense, 2V worship and 57 to other miscellaneous objects.

lie offers the following comparative list:
Hil. fert. Cypr. Anbr. Lact.

sacramentum 537 16 64 4 26
raysterium 84 6 1 27

For the In Ilatthaeum cf 20.8 iam sine scandalo audituris

apostolis sacramentum crucis Dominus exponit; 2; .2 ut

sacramentum crucis admixtum esse loriae aeternitatis

a noscerent; 20.9 de calice sacranenti paxsionis; .4

sacramentum scripturarum; 52.6 in hoc prophetiae sacrament-

urn; .6 occultum mysterium totius creationis; 10,9
sacramentum pacis coelestis. v. Goden, fysterium 225,

notes that the oldest latin bible translations seems to

have translated mysterion by sacramenturn. 'ho u.' "ate

version is usually mysterium.
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Interior is used in the same way as spiritalis to

refer to the figural meaning cf. 19*10 rerum eodera cursu

interioris causae ordo retinendus est; 9*2 Matthaeus

interioris eius habitations illuminatus cf. interioris

conscientiae nitor. One is tempted to see definite N.eo-

platonic influence here; on the other hand Cicero uses

interior of mental feelings e.g. de or,9.49.190 ne insistat

interius oratio etc. and so this does not amount to a

direct indication of such influence in a degree significcant
for the moulding of a given interpretation.

In the process of relating the figural interpretation

by means of the literary categories of the rhetorical

tradition to the gospel text, there are certain charact¬

eristic features of the narrative to which this interpre¬

tation may be connected. Thus people nearly always represent

more than simply their persons (Joseph is a type of the

gentiles etc). Places may have no particular significance

(there is little interpretation of Nazareth, Bethlehem or

Golgotha) but movements between places have a typica

ratio e.g. from Judaea to Egypt = from the Jews to the

gentiles etc. The ordo temporum always has a coelestis

ratio, relating either to Jesus himself (to the time of

his pas: ion, ascension or resurrection) or to the time

of the end of the world (the theme of judgement recurs).

Dress is significant. Numbers indicate a coelestis ratio,

the resence cf a ship on the water is the 6hurch sailing

over the hazardous waters of the world. In these cases,

often the categories of figural language, are omitted,

and the equivalents are simply stated. Dimonetti, who
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has also noticed these 'signposts' adds the figurative
significance which is always attached to the presence of

animals. This last is common elsewhere, e.g. in Fhilo

and in Irudentius' Feristephanon ( for this I am indebted

to a seminar of Frof. Courcelle on the latter). Simonetti

also notes that Hilary's interpretation often begins with

exaggerated literalness, which he then resolves by invoking
cp

the coelestis significantia.

Typus and cognates are used strictly of the main

line of interior significantia and are not applied to

other metafsWrical interpretations in the gospel text.

The literary categories of the rhetorical tradition give

shape to tie typological illustrations, which are then

related to the lex/fides motif. Many of the types are

traditional, Hilary's contribution lying in the continuity

and in the exclusive nature of the interpretation.

Often connected with the treatment of allegorical

interpretation is the treatment of parable. But for Hilary

all the parables are designated 'absolutus', and receive

no further interpretation. This concept of 'absolute'

significance is used by Cicero and Quintilian to designate

passages where ho figural meaning is present. The

meaning of the parable in Hilary is made clear either by
the text itself or by the words of Jesus or by the actions
of the characters in the narrative. There is no hidden
62

cf.Simonetti note, op cit.
63

On'absolutus' in )uintilian and Cicero cf.Cic.Inv. 2.57.
170 necessitudines quasdam sinplices et absolut&s, and
Cuint.9.3.19.
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sense, possibly because the direct words of Jesus are

thought themselves to speak to faith, and to require no

interpretation pointing to the source of faith.

There are in the text of the gospel, of course, many

other non allegorical metaphorical expression, some of

which are taken up into the inner significance by Hilary

and some of which are not. Hilary's concern is not so

much with the surface texture of the text, in terms of

metaphorical and non metaphorical language as such, as

with the points for which the content of the episodes
£JL

themselves suggests a special interpretation.

The reJatiovi between the interpretational principles

from the rhetorical and exegetical tradition and the events

in the history of salvation past and present for Hilary

is complex and its full significance will be best seen

in the light of the analyses of the next section. Some

aspects may however be clarified from the above analyses.

64-
On the relation of allegory to metaphor, in general
Lausberg (op. cit ,4-21f.) expresses the basic relation¬
ship neatly 'Die Allegoric ist fttr den Gedanken, was
die Metaphor ftir das Hinzelwort ist: die Allegorie ist
eine durch einen. ganzen Satz ( dartiber hinaus) durch-
geflihte Metapher. ' In distinguishing allegory from
typology - 'Die Tynolo, ie ist wie eine Hemantik der
Kealit&ten, die Allegorie wie eine Semantik der Worte*.
uausberg describes in semantic terms the concern of
those who have sought to distinguish allegory from
typology, by stressing that typology is and should be
grounded in historical events, and not open tothe whims
of metaphysical speculation. In the In let- Hilary-
stresses that the whole of the gospel narrative is
rooted in the events of the Heilsgeschichte} but he
is not, as in the De Trin consciously opposing certain
types of allegorical interpretation. Tor good discussions
of typology and allegory in exegesis cfc )ar1; from Goppelt,
'arson etc. J. 3arr in 'Old and Hew in Into..- rotation1
105-4-8 and A. Bjorndalen in TfhK 19 A 129ff.
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How do we come to understand the inner meaning of

the text7 Understanding comes through perception of the

correlation of the dicta and facta of Jesus which is present

in the text itself. But this understanding comes only

through faith, which is given by the Spirit. The manner

in which this is done is described in concepts taken from
the rhetorical tradition itself, and from biblical exegesis

which has already drawn on that tradition. There is

interestin ly no trace of the res/signa dialectic of

Augustine. Instead Hilary^like Tertullian, in many respects
uses the concept of 'Virtus' in a manner which clearly

comes from originally Stoic influenced sources through the

rhetorical schools to christian exegesis. > :> (as too in

Cyprian and Lactantius in the Latin tradition). A part¬

icular theological anthropology is created (and also

partly presupposed) in the conception of the transfusion

of the exempla of the text into our understanding by the

Spirit to reveal the inner significance, the advantages

and disadvantages of which we shall consider in our next

section, for in dealing with these issues, Hilary is
65

An examination of the background of the main connpts
examined above in TLL produces the following results:
the dicta/facta contrast is stressed by Cic. Att. 2.1.3;
Quint, inst. Grat, 1.4.2a; 1.4.29; 6.1.14; 10.5.10;
Seneca Oed 520; Ennius Ann 31.4; Ter. Andr. 328; Tert.
Spec.17; ib. idol. 25; Ball. Cat. 32; Cic. Inv. 2.117;
i.e. this was a rhetorical figure in widespread use at
all periods. Gentes: many refs in Tort. Lact; Arnob;
Vict. Pet.; Cypr; Aug.; Imago is used by Quint.; Tert.;
Hufin; Cypr; Aug; etc. Coelestis: Tert; Prise; Pan¬
egyric! etc. Competenter: Chalcid; Rufin etc. Absolutus:
Rufin; Donat.; Cassiod .etc. Intelligentia: Rufin; Tert;
Cypr.; Mar;Vict.- Interior: apart from Cicero, Tert., ^adv.
Marc. Forpuyrius. Panegyric!: Grig, in FiT. (Lat, I . Suet:
Gulp,3©v. etc) i.e. the technical terms used in his inter¬
pretation by Hilary are art of the' common language of
4th century Latin literature and in no way unusual in

occurence or in usage.
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involved in question not only of episteraology and

hermeneutics but in questions of ontology and general

metaphysics, and of the basic theological issues which
relate to knowledge and existence and their relations to

each other. The man who is transformed by the virtue of

the dicta and facta through the Spirit and comes to ciogn -

itio Dei is ontologically affected by this, and this view

of the Heilsgeschichte has more than only epistemological

implications, both in Hilary's theology and in the back¬

ground of fourth century philosophy, j^x&kXXxX&SrxxKXXx

P±x±xx±kx±xxxXxxxxXJ5358 against which his work is done.

These wider implications, and their effect on the details

of his interpretation, v/e must now seek to analyse.

I&e theological conception of the gospel in its
intellectual milieu.

To see the In Katthaeum in terms of the application

of hermeneutical principles of exegesis to texts is

indispensable for an understanding in depth of the work,

but it is not to see the text as Hilary saw it in the first

instance. For him the primary issues are purely theolog¬

ical issues, even issues of systematic theology - of

God's dealings with his people in bringing them from the

bondage of the law to faith through his eternal son, Jesus

Christ, in kindling faith and thus bringing men salvation

through cognitio Dei. Until we have explored the approach

to the commentary in terms of Hilary's over-riding theol¬

ogical concerns, our picture of the whole will be incomplete

and even misleading.



At the same time, the theological reflection is

related to the philosophical and also the theological

background of the fourth century, its prevailing tenden¬

cies and its controversies, in agreement and disagreement,

conscious and unconscious, implicit and explicit (mainly

implicit) with these. In this section of our si.-dy, we

shall attempt to limit ourselves as far as possible to

matters which are explicit in the commentary itself or

implied in its construction, in the belief that too much

hypothesis has been built on too little evidence in this

area in the past, fhe systematic development of lilary's

theology in detail we shall postpone for discussion in

the context of its development at length in the De Trini-

tate, where there is more evidence on which to work.

Though the In Matthaeum displays a clear theological

unity of conception, it is an exercise in biblical inter¬

pretation and not in systematic theology as such. Having

no other evidence than the In riatthaeum for the develop¬

ment of Hilary's thought before exile, we shall seek to

be cautious in reading too much into or out of the work,

for establishing of general conclusions about Hilary's

theology. Since the time of Irenacus, there had been no

first rate theologian in the west, with the possible

exception of Tertullian, and the immense developments of

the fourth century itself are not widely reflected in the

commentary with the partial exception of the stress on

the eternal Sonship of Christ. It has been customary to

see the work as a continuation of the theology of 'i'ertullian
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and. Novatian, and we :iave seen that influence from that

quarter is to be affirmed - yet this stream does not

explain the stress on the centrality of the history of the

incarnation, in the events of the Heilsgeschichte. It has

been noted that there is ho developed doctrine of the Holy

Spirit in the work, nor indeed as we shall see, in the He

Trinitate and this has been seen here as an example of a

gnostic dualism and for the De Trinitate as deriving from

a stoic metaphysic which led to binitarian characteristics.

Yet not all theologians writing in the west or in the east

before the full development of trinitarian theology were

binitarian - cf, Irenaeus, and we shall seek to remain

within the evidence of the texts.

The focal point of the movement from the law to

faith which is the main theme of the work, is, as we have

seen above, Jesus Christ himself. Faith in God is faith

in Christ the Son of God. In this process, the dicta

and the facta together are equally important cf.10.lf.

paria in dictis atque in factis significationum momenta

consistunt. cf. at 24-. 5 the stress on perspicuitas ver-

borum et locorura. The words as we have said above,

possess their own virtus cf.10.1 verborum virtutes non

minus oportet introspicere quam rerum. (cf.6.7 in verborum

virtjibus, 8.5 verborum virtus etc) The combination of
dicta and facta constitutes the res evangelica: cf.19*5

res evangelica, ut diximus, inter praesentis et futuri

effactum, raediam utrinue rei et congruam rationem temperas/Vt
ut hie, quae officiebantur, futuri species adhaereret. To
this res we are not to bring our own theories, but we are
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to observe: cf. 7.8 neque enim res intelligentiae, sed

rei intelligentia subsecundat. To this res the words

point and are secondary. The centre of the res evangel-

ica is Jesus himself, cf.l V7 qustetio omnis in verbo est.

12.4- evangelica fides operatur in Ghristo: 13.7 thesaurus

enim in agro, ut diximus, Christus intelligetur in carne.;

cf.23.6 prpriura enim Domini nostri Jesu Christi officium

est cognitionem Dei afferre, et intelligentiam nominis

eius potestatisque praestare. cf. 16.3 ne doctrina

pharisaecrum Christum nesciens, effectus veritatis evang-

elicae corrumperet.

Christ is Deum ex Deo, Filium ex patris substantia

atque intra patris substantian consistentem (5.1'0 de

infinitate patern-Qg substantial(31. 3) has eaden substantia

as the father (substantia here does not mean a 'material'

state as in naive Stoic realism, as may be seen in 10.20

substantiam spiritalis animae). His is the mediatoris

officium ( Vimonetti op.cit 57 derives this from Tert.De

Res. Mort, 63.1 and adv.Prax .27.15 cf. on v/ille below). The

height of blasphemy is in Christo negare quod Deus sit

(12.17).

Otress is laid upon the fact that Christ is cadcm

substantia with the Father, and is the aeternus filius

of the Father, points which may reflect the Nicene and

Serdikan formulae and indirectly too the Arian controversy,
66

Christ is vere Deus, vere homo.

66
The question of sources and antecedents will be dealt
with in detail in discussing V/ille' s thesis below.
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The Spirit is spcken of as the Holy Spirit, the

Spirit of God and the Spirit of Christ. It has been

suggested that Hilary echoes here a 'Geisteschristologie'
in which the Spirit represents the divine nature in the

human Jesus, but it is not clear that this leads Hilary

into all the consequences imagined. The Spirit acting

on man created faith: this has been thought to be heavily

indebted to the Stoic tradition, but it is not clear that

this tradition actually dictates the theolo ical develop¬

ment, (we shall examine this matter more closely in the

i)e Trinitate, and sketch here only the essentials.)

There are indeed only scattered references to the

work of the Holy Spirit in the In I'lt. cf, 1.3 in the credal

phrase: Nam conceptum ex spiritu sancto and 9.6 of the

woman with the issue of blood 'Fimbriam vestis per fidem

feotinat attingere, donum scilicet s iritus sancti':

this episode is recalled at 14.19, in which the virtus

of the Spirit is linked with Jesus Christ. Sed ut ex

veste tota fimbriae, ita ex domino nostro Jesu Christo

sancti Jpiritus virtus cxiit. Connection of the (spirit

with Christ and with God occurs too at 12.15; ergo si

discipuli operantur in Christo, et ex spiritu Dei Christus

operatur; adest Dei regnum, 3am in apo^stolis mediatoris
officium transfusum: and 12.17 quid enim tam extra

veniamjest, quam in Ghristo negare quod Deus est, et
consistentem paterni spiritus substantiam adiaere. i.e.

there is no systematic development of a lGeisteschristologie'.
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Though the texts in question would not be irreconcilable

with such a position, it is difficult to affirm chis

without further evidence: entia non sunt multiplicandai

(cf too the discussion of the De Prin.below). ^
Phe suggestion of on the one hand the reduction of the

trinitarian concept to a Cnostic. Stoic dualism in meta¬

physical background, in which the world and God are

67
cf-too the further connections of spiritus at
quia ipse non solum homo, sed et Deus, licet usque
in tentatonis diem cibo hominis abstineret, Dei tamen
spiritu alebatur; ostendens non in pane hoc solitario,
sed in vcrbo Dei ali Ionian aeternitatis esse sperancS. n.
'+.17 racha vacuitatis opprobrium est; et qui sancto
spiritu plenum convicio insimulat, fit; reus concilio
sanctorum; contumeliam spiritus sancti sanctorum
iudiciura animadversione luiturus.
10.12 plebum Doninus miseratur, quia nullus adhuc
eius pastor asset, custodiam sancti spiritus redditurus
donutn Gpiritus sancti, messorum copiam Deus praestst;
10.14 spirtus Dei; 11.2 spirit! sancti gloria in
carcere. cf- too 1J.5, which tells positively against
the 'Geisteschristologie' quamquam ad fidei sacranentunq,
id est ad latris et Filii et spiritus sancti unitatem
etc;
in patri autem et filio et spiritu sancto, sine admixti
extrinsecus fermenti necessitate in Ghristo, omnia
unum sint.
17.3 sed loque*te adhuc eo, nubes eos Candida inumbravit
et dxvinae virtutis spiritu awbiuntur;
lOgnunus^e't donum s-iritus sr cti, per * impositimem nanus
et precationem, cessante legis opera' erat gentibus
largiendum.
32.7 vestis autem nuptialis est gloria spiritus sancti,
et candor habitus coelestis.
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irrevocably separated, and on the other hand a monist

epistemology also from Stoic sources (the combination

is indoed difficult) in which faith and knowledge are in

fact no longer distinguishable, since faith in God is

without remainder direct, immediate knowledge of God,

is consistent with the charges of docetism with regard

to the person of Jesus as the Christ, on the one hand, and

Christomonism on the other, which have been brought against

his theology, and also with the corollary at large (since

scripture is understood in terms of the pivot of the Heils-

geschichte in Jesus ) of a docetic separation in exegesis

of the spiritual and the corporal in the principles, and

an inability to interpret in practice such atters as the

pain of Jesus, on the one hand, and on the other, a naive

understanding of the effect of the inspired scripture on

the reader.

Evidence for some of these charges may be found in
68

the text. There are specific problems which he failed

to appreciate. Yet particularly in the light of the high

degree of strictly theological reflection on the doctrine

of the incarnation of the De Trinitate a year or two later,

(cf. below) it seems improbable that his thought in the I n

Matthaeum was in fact so strongly under the influence of

a strict philosophical system of this kind.

Some further light is shed on the problem by consider¬

ing the question of Hilary's doctrine of scripture as such,

68
cf. below on Will.e, and in sect. 4- below.
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though he himself never raises or answers the question

in this form. There is no formal statement of she auth¬

ority of scripture in the In Hatthaeum.0^ As in all

fourth century theologians, the place of the canon of

inspired scripture is taken for granted. Scripture may

only be understood in the church, i.e. in the context of

faith. The influence of gnosticism has been seen in this

faith condition: but the need for faith in illuminating

the basic significance of the gospel was a universal

postulate in the early church, and too much may be made

of alleged gnostic parallels in the terminology of illum¬

ination and cognitio Dei as a means of salvation. It would

also of course have been possible for Hilary to adapt models

from gnostic terminology without himself maintaining

gnostic positions.

As already mentioned (of-too section V below) there

is in the In Matthaeum no developed doctrine of the Word,

with which scripture is identified, as in Origen and in

a different way in Augustine. The verbum Dei consists in

the words of Jesus and the events of the Heilsgeschichte

69
apart from the references already shown above, cf. 5.8
in dictis Dei verita3 est, et rerum creandarum efficientis.
omnis in verbo est. Ita nec quod spopondit ambiguum est
nec inefficax quod locutum est. 5*14 Nihil in verbis
Dei leve aut inane tractatur: omnisque hie ultra sense*™
gentilium aurium sermo est. cf 6.7 of Jesus' teaching
'in verborum enim virtutibus effectus potestatum metie-
bantur.' These are set down in scripture, but linked
too indissolubly with his person cf 12.7 curatio omnis
in Verbo est. cf.too 25.4- Atque ut ita publica opinio
accepit ... sed Dominus ait 'erratis nescientes script-
uras, neque virtutem Dei'. Hrgo scriptum est; et cessare
debet ambiguitas, quara afttoritas tanta condemnat ...
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as these point to him and his significance for us, the

dicta and facta explaining each other and through the

Spirit provoking faith. This stress upon the efficacy of

the events themselves is, as ve shall see in Sect, if below,

one reason for the deformers' attraction to ilary, though

their own positions are in fact rather different.

It is never actually said that the whole of scripture

is to be interpreted in terms of the lex/fides concept,

as in some Lutheran interpretations of scripture (though
not always in Luther). -lather, the purpose of this parti¬

cular gospel is to shed light on the relation of lex and

fides.

Again, though the impropriety of disparaging one sense

or the other is mentioned, there is no statement of the

relation of inner and outer sense (or interna and externa

claritas) to each other, the inner sense where detected

is simply stated to be there. ''here is neither a p>rogress-

ion in steps :-o a higher state of knowledge nor a relation
of inner and outer in analogy with the incarnation. Such

traces of the distinction between the spiritual and the

corporeal as are present may be attributed as much

to the commonplace expression of the age as to the influence

of any one given corce, Grigenist, Hircionite etc.

As v/e have already mentioned, and will reconsider at

length in analysing the De frinitate, understanding of

the cognitio Dei in the In Matthaeum is pictured in terms
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which borrow from the originally Stoic epistemological

model of the efficacy/ virtus of the events themselves,
70

qualified by the words of Jesus,' rather than in terms

of the Meoplatonic schema of events and signs pointing to

them. The modified realism of this model, later to appeal

to mediaeval and Reformation exegetes, is to be distinguished

(as has not always been the case) from the naive realism

of the Stoic schema as it is sometimes found in e.g.

iertullian and Methodius, in which everything that is real

is material. Since the Middle flatonism of the apologists

at least, it had been perfectly possible to conceive of
71

non corporeal reality within such a schema. Stat if

Hilary has only succeeded by replacing realist monism by

an idealist monism, then the results are equally disastrous,

and the incarnation is merely a particular case of the

general ^toic schema of transcendence and immanence. Ho

is however concerned to stress that it is because the events

are the events of the incarnation and the words are the

words of Jesus, that they create faith and bring cognitio

Dei.

The question of the Stoic-derived influence on

Hilary is extraordinarily hard to answer precisely. We

believe that Lbffler overstates his case in seeing Hilary's

70
Apart from the references given above and discussed
in connection with Will© below, cf- 8.6 veritatis deinde
ordo succedit in gestis, quamvis futuri species ex-
pleatur in dictis. cf. 8.8 Atque non nos intelligent!am
fingimus, sed gesta ipsa intelligentiam nobis impertiuntur.
cf, 10.17 constanter enim Dei ingerenda cognitio est, et
profundum doctrinae evangelicae secretum lumine prae-
dicationi anostolicae revelandum.

71
cf iiolte 'Spermatikos Logos' in St. 'The o logica 14 for 1961.
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whole doctrine of Cod in terms of Stoic influence (and so

basically, trinitarian), yet that the Stoic factor (with

strong Platonic additions) is indeed most important

for the understanding of some of Hilary's most character¬

istic thought. One may look in vain for direct bcrrowings
from Stoic sources. Yet the cumulative evidence is strong:

the main points arc 1) the frequent use in the In Hatthaeum

of categories from rhetoric, and especially the preoccupat¬

ion with the res concept, echoing Tertullian, .uintilian,
Cicero and Seneca, all of whom were much influenced by

Stoic ideas. 2) the consequent extension of this strongly

realist strain to the theological concentration on the

event of the incarnation itself. >) The theology of

knowledge in the In F»t. in which the concept of 'virtus'

plays a prominent role. 4) The assumption that the

words and events produce without interpretation through

a special sign theory their own instant effect on the

mind, bringing cognitio Dei through the Holy Spirit.

5) Hilary's use of the imago concept. 6) The use of

the rhetorical categories in close conjunction with typology.

In the In I.atthaeura the Stoic influence leads Hilary to

concentrate on the dicta and facta of Jesus; in the De

Trinitate the concept of the incarnation becomes the

controlling category in its own right, and controls much

more directly the role of the rhetorical categories, the

typology etc.

In adopting this model rather than that of a

N-joplatonic sign theory Hilary avoids some of the
. 72

theological difficulties of the latter, as seen in Augustine.

72 On Augustine cf, Strauss, Duchrow and Ochindler, and
the discussion on the De Trin-below.
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in the mediaeval tradition of exegesis and in much

contemporary hermeneutics, namely that of positing a

special language of the incarnation which has to be

learned by the theologian and then retranslated for the

people, and in which the dualism between sign and thing

signified was to bring immense theological problems. It

seems reasonable to suggest on the basis of his work as

a whole, that it was theological insight into the nature

of the incarnation rather than fortuitous accident which

led him to stress these elements from the fourth century

synthesis which avoided these particular dan-ere (though
of course, he could not foresee all the implications

involved in the choice).

The methods of the In Hatthaeum were still however

only a first stage. Here the action of the Spirit in

illuminating the events of the incarnation is still tied

to the inspired text of scripture in a literal sense.

The words and events are those of the narrative itself,

which has its own virtus; still a special kormeneutic

of the scriptures is required to articulate the operation

of the virtus within the scriptures. Thus, though he

does not share the dualism of the Platonic ane Neoplatonic

sign theories of Origen and Augustine, Hilary in the In

Matthaeum still uses, as Augustine was to use, the whole

hermeneutic of the rhetorical tradition, along with its

metaphysical implications with regard to the inspired
text of the Stoic theory to which in Quintilian and in

rhetoric in general it is indebted.
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The problems are not yet solved, and as we shall see

in examining the 'De Trinitate', Hilary was himself to

produce hints (along with a large number of mutually

contradictory other usages alongside these hints) of a

further step. The concept of incarnation makes possible

a new and special theory of knowledge in the Greek world.

This was to be taken up and combined with existing theories

in different ways. The concept of a special hermeneutic

of the incarnation is however theologically problematic,

since the incarnation qua incarnation is to be understood

in the same way as any other event, and the truth of its

happening is of the same kind as any other truth. The

continuing apparent difference between the truth of the

world as God's world and the reality of the world as

man's world, which accounts for the indeed 'odd' nature

of religious language and the apparent 'special' character

of a hermeneutic of the incarnation reflects the tensio n

of the life of faith between being 'in the truth' and being

'in the world'. j?or Augustine however this problem was

in any case resolved in the dialectic between civitas

terrena and civita: /leterna, and for Origen in the realis¬

ation of eschatology in mystical illumination, and so

never aresfe in an acute form, In the mediaeval world,

IIatonic dualism was to provoke an Aristotelian dualism

in understandable reaction: the alternatives in mysticism

and or alternative position of mysticism, characteristic¬

ally over present in the world of later mediaeval Platonic
being theologically suspect as leading to monism and so

hazarding the uniqueness of the incarnation.
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In the De Trinitate, there are elements which go

some way, as we shall see, towards a further step in the

solution of the problems, and it was not for nothing that

the Reformers, not indeed seeking for a new hermeneutic

but under the impulse of their unsystematic rediscovery

of the eschatological dimensions of faith, were to look

with interest to Hilary again.

However that may be, the insistence in the In

Katthaeum that in the words and deeds of Jesus, man is

brought coram Deo, that God acts directly in word, and

event, and not simply in signs of his presence, in creat¬

ing faith and knowledge of himself in faith, was an

important insight in the history of interpretation which

even Augustine was not to surpass. That the material for

its articulation may havefbeen fortuitously to hand in part
1

in Gtoic-derived theories of knowledge does not detract

from tho acumen of the dogmatic decisions made in the

nature of the application of these.

In the nature of the case, we do not find in this

short commentary an explicit exposition of the relation¬

ship between the doctrine of God and the doctrine of script¬

ure. The issue is however worth pursuing for the light

which it throws to form a different angle upon Hilary's

method. Though there is no explicit analogy e.g. Christ-

ological analogy between the two, yet christological

considerations play the same dominant role in the develop¬

ment of the interpretation that they play in toe taeolo ical
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basis of that interpretation; the pivot on which the

understanding and the events themselves turn, is faith

in Jesus Christ, God and man. It has been remarked that

a great deal of early exegesis is christocentric, even

'staurocentric'; important is how the christology operates.
It is through the illumination of the events of the Heils-

.■geschichte which culminates in the incarnation that the

holy Spirit brings faith and cognitio .Dei, to which we

then respond in producing bona opera caritatis (the lack

of emphasis on the relation of the incarnation to bhe atone¬

ment leaving room for that characteristically western trad¬

ition which was later developed by i-'elagius). In this

picture, several strands of thought are involved, the

connection between them not yet being made precise. On

the one hand it is the peculiar nature of the Hcilsgeschichte

and of the deeds and acts of Jesus himself, which have

their own special capacity to evoke faith. On the other

hand, the Spirit, which is related as closely to the inspired

text itself as it is to Christ and to God, creates faith
7S

and so, understanding. The presence of different conceptions

7:5
In addition to those discussed above, the following
comments in the In f-iatthaeum aptly illustrate the main
themes of diary*s theology: cf. on Lille and in Sect, k
below.
1.1 (Jesus Christus) qui est aeternus ot rex et sacerdos,
etiamin carnali ortu utriusque generis gloriam probavit.
4.S quia per mansuetudinem mentis nostrae habitaverit
Ghristus in nobis, nos quoque gloria clarificati eius
corporis vestiemur. (note the tonso - which is future
rather than present)
4.14- Lex autem sub velamento verborum spiritalium
nativitatem Domini nostri Jesu Christi, et corporali -
tatem, et pasdonem, et resurrectionera locate est. Jesus
enim Domino nostro nornen ex corpore est, itaque et
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side by side an" unresolved antiquities doubtless accounts

for the wide variety of more or less plausible theories on

the nature of Hilary's theology which have been constructed.

Some steps towards the resolution of the tensions will be

found in the De Trinitate.

corporalitas eius et passio, voluntas Dei et salus
saeculi est; et ultra humani sernonis eloquium est,
Deum ex Deo, Filium ex patris substantia atque intra
Patris substantiam consi3tentem, primum in hominem
corporatum dehinc morti hominis condicione subjecturn,
oostremo post trVuum in vitam ox morte re doun'.; on,
consociatd Spiritus et substantiaejsuae aeternitati
naterien ad coelum assumpti corporis retulisse.
5.15 peccatum autem in Dpiritum est, Deo virtutis
potestatem negare, et Christo substantiam adimere
aeternitatis: per quem, quia in hominem Deus vonit,
homo rursus fiet in Deum.
G.l porcorun vero haereticis £st nomen; quia quamvis
ungulae bifidae sint, acceptam to.men Dei coynitionem
non ruminando disponunt. Drgo et concorporationom
Verbi Dei? et passionis nysterium, et virtutem res¬
urrect ioni > non promiscue tractare nos convenit.
8.8 sod hoc soli diristi erat dobitum, soli de
communione paternae substantias liaec ayerc erat
familiare.
10.5 in sancta terra, et peccatorura spinis atque
aculsis non obsessa, ut roysi dictum est, nudis
pedibus staturi; admonemur non alium ingressus
nostri habere, quam quem Christo accepimus, auparatum.
11.A- nui^huid existis videre hominem cognitione Dei
vacuum et ad immundorum spirituum ju atum vagantem?
11.9 plures enim eludere dictum appjiicum, quo ait
Christum Dei sapientiam et Dei virtutem (1 Cor. 1.24)
his modis solent.
11.12 atque ita in hoc rnutuae cognitionis secreto
(of Father and Son)
12.x8 abnegata paternae substantiae comnunione
decerpas etc.
16.4 est ergo filius Dei ex Deo Deus.
2 >.7 quia lex et prophetia omnis Christi deputabatur
adventui, et adventus eiusper supplementum eorum
cognoscendi Dei intelligentiam praestabat.
25.8 signifkabat et de consortio nominis substantiae
unitatem.
25*2 evangelii Veritas
53.5 in his autem omnibus Christus dun illud.itur
adoratur.
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Throughout the foregoing analysis we have referred

to suggestions of influence on the exegetical process

deriving from the philosophical background of the age in

which he wrote, an aspect of the thought which has been

the subject of widely varying speculation. We have already

seen how the gospel text itself, the document as Hilary

sees it, has taken on many colourings foreign to the

original, which then affect the interpretation even

where Hilary remains true to his own theological intention.

The unconscious translation of the gospel into the terms

of the fourth century, the closing of the gap of strange¬

ness due to the absence of historical perspective, is the

price paid for the continuity and consistency of inter¬

pretation achieved by the technical apparatus of the

commentary form. Some kind of translation is of course

the price of relevance in any age: our task here is simply

to assess the cost in this particular instance.

Quite apart however, from the matter of his conception

of the gospel text itself, it has often been suggested

that Hilary's whole understanding of theology and its

application to exegesis is a reflection of various philoso¬

phical systems: the manner of this reflection we must now

consider. It is clear that Hilary like any other human

being makes use of the thought forms of his age in develop¬

ing his thought. Is the result of this process then

faithful to his theological intentions, or are these

intentions deflected by compulsions arising from the

original contexts of the ideas made use of? Are his
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theological intentions themselves the reflection, and

if so to what extent, of contemporary philosophical

problems? How far is he conscious of the problems in¬

volved in the interrelation of philosophy and theology?

Full answers to these questions must await the De frinitate,

but some preliminary comments may be made on the basis of

the In Matthaeum.

In the nature of the work, that of corri.se exposition

of the Heilsgeschichte in the context of the gospel text,

no explicit reference to philosophical problems is made.

Nevertheless, we have seen that Hilary develops a stoic

stream in contemporary theory of knowledge in his explan¬

ation of the process of understanding scripture. 'This

explanation is in accord with his purpose of showing how

understanding comes through faith, and it would clearly

be inaccurate to suggest that the latter is really a

product of the former. Theories of Hilary's large scale

dependence on the details of any one philosophical system

appear to me to fail for both internal and external reasons,

which we shall explore in detail in considering the De

frinitate. Hilary's theological anthropology is clearly

much indebted to Stoic anthropology, both in terms of

epistemology and in its stress on moral values and the

need for good works. Projjosals of large scale dependence

on flarcionite and Gnostic systems, which we shall examine
raise rather more

in detail below, (cf, chapt. 4)^problems that they solve,
much of the 'Narcionite' evidence bein": better explained

in terms of XWPlatonic influence, which I believe to be
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74clear. But this is more a general colouring than a

use of the technical theories of a system, as may be seen

from a comparison with e.g. Origen, and there are diverg-
7S

ences too at vital points.'^ By accident perhaps more

than by design, Hilary is eclectic in his philosophical

choices. This enables him to develop his theological

thought, which centres upon his understanding of the

history of the incarnation and the explication of the

consequences of this in the relations of God and raan,

with considerable freedom from the pressures of any given

system of philosophical principles. Yet in using various

philosophical concepts for the articulation of and under

the controlling category of the witness of scripture itsself

to God in the words and deeds of Jesus, he also demonstrated

considerable theological insight. For what matters in

theology is not the presence or non-presence of philosophical

concepts but the nature of the decisions taken, concerning

the sphere of their application.

In the preceding analysis we have examined the means

by which the text is used in making dogmatic points and

dogma is used in explaining the meaning of the text: this

interplay v/e shall again examine in the context of the Be

Trinitate. At this point it will perhaps be pertinent to

74
especially in the juxtaposition of the realm of the
spiritual and the realm of the corporal, and in the
understanding of substantia (cf. on Be Trin.below and
Huber etc,ad loc,).

75
e.g. in the power of the dicta and facta of Jesus in
carne. cf. above.
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consider the relation of the text to the doctrine. ;/e

have already seen in examining the formal structure and

principles of interpretation how in the harmonisation of

the text into a consistent whole, Hilary loses many of the

individual emphases of the gospel, how themes apart from

the lex/fides context are rarely mentioned. In expounding

the text in terms of the Pauline ieilsgeschichte, he gives

the narrative a consistency different to that of the

evangelist's narrative, even though t.ie latter too was

concerned to insist on the transfer of the inheritance

from the Jews who remain under the law to the Church.

Despite this Hilary has produced a profound meditation

on the text which is no less concerned than was the evan¬

gelist to bring out the central significance of the wopds

and deeds of Jesus, the Son of God, however that relation¬

ship may be at different times expressed - messiah, 3on

of nan, vere Deus, vere homo. Though he completely missed

many of the particular insights of the gospel, and though

we must look elsewhere to understand the message of the

evangelist in its historical context, yet qruite apart from

his interpretation as a whole, he was able to make signifi¬

cant improvements on the theological understanding of the

gospel in the history of the exegesis on individual episodes,
77

a full enumeration of which we cannot attempt here. 'That

76
A good example, showing the Neoplatonic and possibly an
anti-^rian influence, is the comment in 33.5 quoted at/J73
above.

77
For the parables of Ponck. le iarabole, who provides a
large number of comparisons: for Romans cf. the references
in Schelkle, 'Faulus'. Gchelkle notes (fl95) how in the
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is why his interpretation was valued by so many later

theologi&.*rs• At the same time, its value today lies

more in its function as a model to compare with other

methodological models in analysing the ongoing task of

interpretation than as a guide to St. Matthew's gospel.

In the commentary we have been dealing with a situat¬

ion in which systematic theology is used in the service

of exegesis. In the De Trinitate though the relationship

changes, it remains as fluid and reciprocal as before,

the one concern illuminating the other. V/ithout dupli¬

cation of detail, we must now attempt to see what fresh

light may be thrown on the relation of exegesis and

theology in Hilary's exegetical method from an analysis

of the De Trinitate.

Before turning to the De Trinitate however, it will

be convenient to take up, on the basis of the previous

two sections, the question of the sources direct and

indirect of the In Matthaeum, and the influence if any,

of these sources upon it. Some of the matters in question,

as far as they relate to Hilary's theology as a whole, will

be further discussed in our next section, and others relating

specifically to the Psalms in Section £. A certain amount

may however be said here. It will be useful to discuss

these matters in the context of an examination of the

In "Ps* (in contrast with the In Hit) Hilary attempts
to soften the accent of. R.5.20, in order to stress
now the value of the law. Hilary often in the In Ps&
interprets Romans with Origen. K#ppen, Versuchungs-
geschichte, stresses the importance for Hilary of
continuity in the treatment of the temptation narratives,
and his work brings out the independence of much of
Hilary's characteristic exegesis.
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rscent thesis of W. Wille on the In Matthaeura and its

sources, parts of which Dr. Wille mo3t generously made

available to me in advance of the completion of the v/hole,

and upon which the following critique rests./S

Wille begins his painstaking, thorough and exhaustive

analysis of the In Matthaeum, in which he deals with all

aspects except that of the literary structure of the

commentary form itself and its hermeneutical implications,

by noting the striking absence of the concept of 'nova lex'

in the work (16). For Hilary exegesis is 'heilsgeschicht-

liche 3elbstvergewisserung an Hand des Hvangeliumtext':

this need for assurance comes 1primftr aus der Wlterexistenz
des jiidischen Volkes'. The text has two levels of meaning

(4-2). The movement of the text is not from the aistheta

to the noeta, but is 'ein erkennendes Fortschreiten von

der Gegenwart zur Zukunft.1 Hilary's use of 'species'

in his interpretation suggests contact with the Platonic

tradition, being also found in Ghalcidius (Tim. Komm. 5. ;504-.9f) •

The discussion of the relations of Father and Son

suggest the influence of Novatian (De Trin,51). 'The stress

on the eternity and consubstantiality of the Son suggest

indirect traces of the ftrian controversy (59-62). The

presence of a Geisteschristologie (Hilary nowhere speaks

of the Spirit as a person) suggests the use of Victorinus

of Pettau and Fs«Cyprian de montibus Sina. In discussing

78
Diss. Hamburg, Spring 1969.
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the eternity of the 3on (1066D) 'Hilarius hat hier offen-

sichtlich auf hermetische Aion-opekulation sttrckgegriffen'.

In such speculation the incarnation is understood as a

'3pezialfa.il des weltdurchdringenden, welterhaltendem
Handelns Gottes'(75) i.e. Hilary takes up archaic, philo¬

sophical positions (77)♦ This is confirmed by his an¬

thropology (81) 'wir halten fest, Hilary hat offensicht-

lich eine stark dualistisch geprhgte Tradition aufgenommen*

which he then tried to break away from. Typical of the

influence in the work of this tradition is that salvation

is understood as •Erkenntnismitteilung' which is realised

in mystical illumination (cognitio Dei) and salvation is

fulfilled as 'Vergottung der menschlichen Natur*. The

body of the believer is transformed into the substance of

the soul (91). This may indicate the influence of Lactantius,

and certainly reflects the hermetic tradition.

In a further section, the sources of the understanding

of history in terms of the Pauline contrast between lav/

and gospel are considered. Wille notes a tendency to

'Entjuridisierung der Frommigkeit'. This depends basic¬

ally on a Marcionite tradition (not actually upon liarcion

himself) which has been 3een too in Arnobius the Elder.

Agreement v/ith such a tradition is found in the use of

language, in the understanding of Paul, and in the anti¬

thetic use of the lex/fides motif. The Harcionite

tradition too speaks of vei-itas evangelii. Exegesis of

details also corresponds with this tradition (though there

are also traces of an antiraarcionitc tradition). The
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interpretation of 'homoousios* is a further indication

of the influence of the aion conept (p. 10'!-) Some further

sources may be seen: on lit. 8.5 he is 'offensicbQ.ich'

influenced by Victorinus of Pettau, and 'gratia als

terminus technicus ffir den inneren Sinn der fexte...,

wird durch die Abh&ngigkeit von de Montibus verst&ndlich.1

Some indirect influence of the Heilsgeschichte theology
Or i

of Irenaeua, and of the populus concept of Hippolytus,

is also likely.

No summary can do justice to the careful, detailed

argument of Wille's thesis, from which the author of

the present study has gained a very great deal, both

from the clarification of the issues and from the con¬

structive suggestions made. Nevertheless, he finds grave

difficulty with some of the main conclusions of the work,

adumbrated above.

In the first instance, it appears from our own

analysis of the In Matthaaum that the scope of the work

is much more than simply 'heilsgeschichtliche Celbst-

vergewisserung': as set out above, the interpretation is

an exposition of the events and acts of salvation in

history in the context of the creation of faith, the

emphasis being as much on the description of the historical

and theological 'state of things as they are' as upon

personal reassurances. 7e have seen that Hilary uses

many terms of figurative expression interchangeably: it

is then perhaps less than prudent to build too much on

the presence of a word, such as 'species': though the
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general Platonic atmosphere of this commentary as a

fourth century document is beyond dispute, it is far from

clear that this particular tradition plays a definitive

role in his exegetical method.^ Some connection with

Novatian, or knowledge of his work, there may well have
80been: yet Hilary was soon to range far beyond Novation

in his own De Trinitate, and so v/as presumably not entirely

dependent upon him, or even significantly dependent a year

or two before. There is no evidence of determinative

influence. Indirect traces of the Arian controversy there
Q "I

may well be, as ille suggests with others, and even

influence of that rather nebulous phenomenon, a 'Geist-

eschristologie' (in the sense that the doctrine of the

third person of the Trinity remains comparatively undeveloped).

The fragmentary state of the works of Victorinus of I'ettau

and their undistinguished quality, indicated above, suggest

a need for caution in attributing significant influence

to that quarter: in any case Wille's instances scarcely

79
On Neoplatonism cf Wille (3); species and imago in
Hilary and Chalcidius ("./-does not suggest that Hilary
actually knew Chalc.)
The alleged echoes of Novatian (A24-) in substance but
not in expression (exc. deus ex Deo Trin 22) show no
more than common membership of the western theological
tradition of Tert-and Iren. Wille's relation the
formula at 4-.14- Deus ex DeOj, etc to the l.icene creed
(63) is probably correct. The odd mention of theotes
may as W. suggests (64-) reflect the creed of Serdika.

80 On Novatian cf. now Gastaldi 28-31. Though Hilary may
well have read Novatian's De Trinitate, Iiovatian does
not appear to have influenced Hilary's exegesis to any

81 Hir^y:"%ouidcl4hvi^ learned of the Arian controversy e.g.
at Aries in 353. In the absence of conclusive evidence,
the balance favours a knowledge of the controversy at this
period, but no primary preoccupation with this as yet. This
v^ould be supported by the strong emphasis on th consubstant-
iality of the Son, and the stress upon the eternity of the
Son. Simonetti op cit deduced from the latter references that
'Ilai'io polemizza apertamente con gli Ariani J'(55) cf, Wille 5(
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amount to proof. The evidence for Ps. Cyprian, though

amounting only to a few verbal similarities (which may

readily be found with other sources where no connection
op

is likely) is rather better.

On the other hand, the strong influence attributed

to the Hermetic aion speculation appears to the present

writer to be definitely improbable. The De Trinitate,

written soon after, shows no such influence, where it

might naturally be expected if the theory were correct.

Neither Lactantius nor Arnobius the llder were figures of

the theological stature of Hilary: one fears that these

apparent parallel instances have misled Wille. Likewise,

the Hermetical/mystical explanation of illumination by

God in faith, though demonstrated in masterly fashion by

Dr. Wlosok for Lactantius, is highly implausible in Hilary.

Hilary was again too much of a theologian for this. None

of the evidence in any case, is unequivocal. As we have

mentioned, even the taking up of an outdated system in

all its ramifications is in any event, historically
83

improbable for Hilary.

82
The evidence for a Geisteschristologie (p.87f) doer not
take into account the references to the father, ion and
Spirit cited above, and Hilary's imprecision in express¬
ing the relation of the two natures in Christ in 4.1 is
not in itself decisive. The parallels with the De Monti-
bus {jp.69f)(G3EL 3.5 104ff.) and with Vict. Lett. (A33n93)
I find weak, e.g. De Pont.4 Caro dominica a deo patre
Jesu vocit«/fSpiritus, qui de coelo descendit Uhristus.BiC-
cf. Nil.4.14 Jesus enim domino nostro noraen ex corpore
est. cf too the context of 4.44- cited above.
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,ville's characterisation of Hilary's work as 'hnt-

.juridisierung der Prommigkeit • fits well the general

religious situation of the age: weariness of Tertullianist

moralism, longing for something less banal. On the other

hand, the evidence for a strong Marcionite influence on

Hilary, at least to the extent suggested by v/ille, is

exceedingly thin. Veritas, eternitas, lex and fides may

be found in combination in many non-Harcionite traditions

as we have seen above, e.g. in Tertullian, Irenaeus and

Origen. The suggestion of a dualism from which Hilary

sought to break away is helpful and probably reflects at

least some of the facts: on the other hand it is not clear

that this dualism was as radical and as consistent as he

suggests. The temptation to reduce a complex situation

with a large number of unknowns or partially unknowns to

a precise pattern is great, but it does not reduce the

complexity of unclarity of the facts.
83

On Hermetic aion speculation cf 72f Wille*s parallels
with Asclepius are drawn, with the exception of cf 51.2
(1066D) from the adv. Val. et Urs. In both cases Hilary
is correcting assertions made by opponents (the parallel
of Kraft's analysis of hermetic influence in I ovatian
and Constantino's use of homoousios is not really rel¬
evant for Hilary. Whether the dualist tradition
reflected in the distinction between body and soul in
,the In. Mt, (80-83) reflects more than current Heoplatonic
sensus communis is also doubtful. v" W. perhaps relies too
much here on Seeberg* Again Lactantius (ef. A39»144A) is
not Hilary. Wille's evidence for mysticism (84 cf. an 159)
(A42) again relies on the Hermetic tradition and Lact¬
antius,. There is however, no unambiguous mysticism in
this serse in the In lit. The exx quoted for 'Heil als
Vergottung des menschlichen NaturJ all refer1 to Jesus,
describing his two natures, and not to the state in
the present of the christian (949B. 1056C) The formul¬
ation is more likely to have some (not as yet demonstrable)
connection with Irenaeus rather than with Lactantius.
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Oil the matter of Marcionite influence, the possibility

of a Marcionite strain in Vict. Fett. (20 5 cf B'57) is as

we have seen of negligible value for the determination

of this factor in Hilary. This applies to its presence

in Arnobius the Elder too. 'Though Hilary uses lex and

fides in contrast as well as the adjective evangelicam,

he does not use precisely the same formulation as e.g. the

Marc, prologue to Paul 'verbum veritatis' etc. Frequent

use of Veritas is found in connections (cf sect 2. above)

where no tMarcionite influence is likely. The alleged

exegetical parallels though they would serve as conformation

given direct evidence, fail to do so in its absence, just

as the single occurrence of lumen scientiae (p84. A42)

fails to demonstrate the presence of an originally hermetic

theory of mystical illumination (despite its possible

presence in Lactantius.) It cannot be proved that some

influence from these Hermetic and Marcionite sources suggest¬

ed by Wille has not occurred, but I think the uncertainty of

the foundations of these has been shown. This however

does not detract from the value of the careful manner in

which most of the theological issues of the gospel are

discussed, in much greater detail than in the present study.

'The precise answers to the question of Hilary's

sources and the influence of various traditions on the In

Matthaeum remain unknown. The tradition of Tertullian

and Novatian in theology is clearly followed, though at a

distance and with considerable independence on Hilary's

part. Traces of anti-Arian exegesis are present, though
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this was not yet the burning issue of the period of the

De Trinitate. Prom Tertullian and Novatian and probably

other sources certainly including Neoplatonic influence

came dualist traits, though these may not be exaggerated.
84-

oome indirect influence of Origen is likely. The marks

of the rhetorical tradition throughout are clear. Hilary

may have known Kippolytus' work, though this cannot be

proved. The most likely single source of much of the

inspiration of his theology of the Heilsgeschichte of the

incarnation is Irenaeus: direct evidence for this is however

entirely lacking.

Much of the characteristic force of the work may however

be understood from the examination of the work itself, of the

84-
Wille concluded that a direct knowledge of the Alexand¬
rian terminology was unlikely, and that the pla onism
was that of the fourth century latin variety. ..oofs
581" thought that there was no G,? ek influence in the
In Fit, but atson 8f- concluded that Hilary was here
already a disciple of Grigen. The In Ft. shows no use
of a Greek text and this is a better indication than
Jerome's remarks (£p,ad Marc.5 (PL23.4-9)/cf„ Hilary's
difficulty with the language of little knowledge of
Greek on his part at the time (and so almostpertainly
no direct reading of Crigen-(cf,sect.2 on the Latin
trans, of Grigen). Hilary must have learned Greek
quickly (or relearned what he had learned at school
and then forgotten) for as hardy remarks, all the trans¬
lations of the De Synodis are by Hilary himself. (Langues [=-
211f) i.e. direct influence of Origen is improbable but
indirect influence is likely to have been everywhere
felt in some degree - though that has not been significant
for the determination of the main themes of the In Fit.
The above criticisms of specific conclusions by no means
detract from the great value of Dr. Wille's thesis, from
which I have gained much and which must henceforth be
the major secondary source for students of the In Hatthaeum.
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literary structure and its effects on the text, of the

principles of interpretation in conjunction with that

structure, in the context of the rhetorical tradition,

and in the exegetical tradition of the Church, and of

the interplay of theological decision and philosophical

concept which it reveals.



THE MIDDLE PERIOD

DE TRIKITATE
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The mi<3rile Period: De Trinitate.

In order to facilitate comparison with the previous

section, we shall follow in our analysis the order adopted

there, waking appropriate adjustments and revisions where

the subject matter suggests this.

The De Trinitate, or more probably De Fide,1 differs

in many respects from the In Matthaeum. It was written
2

not in Gaul but in Hilary's place of exile in Asia Minor;

it is not a commentary on a book of the Bible but a

theological treatise. It would today be described as a

work of systematic rather than of biblical theology. Yet

its purpose, of setting out a particular doctrine in the

context of the biblical teaching on the subject, and in

doing so, of defending the doctrine, that of the divinity

of Jesus Christ against Arian attack,"" is by no means

Hilary doeskin fact mention the title in his work.
Cassian (de inc. Dom. contra Nest.VII 24-) and hufinus
(HE 10.32) refer to it as the De Fide. Jerome speaks

uy of it as the adversus Arianos, Venantius Fortunatianus
and Cassiodorus as the De Trinitate (6th cent.) cf the
discussion in Reinkens 137 and Borchardt 40. The word
trinitas occurs within the work only ¥&$¥, at 1•36.an^ 1.22.

twice

The beginning and end may have been written in Gaul
before and after the exile. The problem has been much
debated; cf.the summary in Borchardt 40f. cf 10.4
loqueraur enim exsules per hos libros (PL10.34SC). The
evidence does not permit of a firm conclusion, except
thajb part of the work was written in exile, and there
is no evidence to suggest that the remainder was not
written there .too. The exact place of exile in Asia
Minor is alsoulfenown.

3
cf.De Trin»2.2 (PL10.51A) (3ufficiebat credentibU3 Dei
sermo) sad compellimur haereticorum et kfisphem ntium
vitiis, illicita agere, ardua scandere, ILieffibilia
eloqui, inconcessa praesumere. etc. cf, too 1.15 where
two groups of opponents, Jabellians and Arians are
characterised.
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remote from that of the previous work.

A high proportion of the text consists of the
lL

theological interpretation of biblical texts: indeed

it has been shown by Martinez Sierra that much of Hilary's

argument includes a direct refutation of arguments based
c:

by Arians upon the 3ame biblical texts.

Apart however, from its occasional character the

work was clearly intended to be a theological treatise in

its own right, and as such was constructed with careful

attention to style and structure.^ As with the In

Matthaeum, it is notoriously difficult to say which sources,

oral or written, Hilary may have drawn upon: at all events

it seems clear that his theological horizons had broadened
7

considerably since the days of the In Matthaeum.' The
o

order of the composition of the books remains debateable.

4
Lftffler op,cit.p38f counted 1272 biblical quotations,
231 from the Oj" and 1041 from the K(Dj j tfcfe-e joVv^w-
ing: ~~nesis 62, ^xodus 26, Dt. 22, Psalms 39* Isaiah 43.
Synoptic Gospels 255, Johannine corpus 428, Pauline writ¬
ings and fastorals 324.

5
Martinez Sierra op, cit Bardy too (Paul de Samosate)
stresses the ArianS? concern with clarity. On /\rian
exegesis cf.too Athan v the tropici in Ep.ad Serap.2
(IG 26.532) quoted by Pollard,

6
Norden,Antike Kunstprosa,notes the 'auf st&rkste sall-
ustisch gefarbten Linleitung* to the De Trin_and Hilary's
desire to seek for God in his work 'verborum signification-
em, intelligentiae lumen, dictorum honorem (De Trin,1.38
In Fs.13.1)

7
On the sources of the De Trin_cf.below and .Loofs,
Lttffler passim and Borchardt 136f..
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That the autobiographical character of the prologue contains

at least an element of historical truth need not be doubted.^

a). The structure of the work.

Much less need be said of this aspect here than in

the In Matthaeum, since the literary structure, being

much less rigorous in .form, has considerably less impact

on the methodology. 'The texts are exegeted in a rather

different way than in the In Matthaeum, the differences

lying in part at least in the absence of the pressures

for continuity and consistency of the commentary form

which had affected the exegesis of individual texts in

the commentary.There is a marked lessening in the

8
cf, Borchardt's discussion, op .cit. p. 40f. In 4.1 there
is a reference to the books which 'iam pridem conscrip-
simus'. In 4.2 there is a reference to the first book,
and 1.19 is intended; 5.3 the fifth book is called the
second book. In 6.4 book 4 is described as the first
and then as the 6th book in 10.4 Hilary says 'loquemur
enim exsules per hos libros'. In 4.2 there is a ref¬
erence to 1.19 and in 9.10 to 1.13. Evidence from the
subject matter is inconclusive. There is no basis for
Watson's conclusion (xxxiii) that the first book was
ivritten last.

9
The prologue compares well with the biographical
comments of Jerome and BortunatU-nu^who may of course
have derived their information in turn from the pro¬
logue itself.

10
We have seen that in the In Mt. though individual
phrases were often treated in an epitomising manner
with little regard for the original sense, nevertheless
the whole is still' exegeted in the context of the gospel
narrative as Hilary understands this. Now, the same
epitomising method is used but without the context being
an integral part of the exegesis. By 'epitomising method'
we mean a procedure in which a text is used as a summation
of or pointer to a sense which is already given, being
either assumed, or established by some other means. The
text itself is here hardly ever exegeted (as it often was
in the In Jit,) Instead all is referred to the main theme of
the work, to the divinity of Jesus. The result is that thouf
the exegetical method is not far removed from that of In lit.
the total effect cf the exegetical operation is very differ¬
ent.
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use of figural interpretation in the De Trinitate. The

relationship may be illustrated by a random sarpLe: we

shall choose book 7 of the De Trin.

The first thing that strikes us is the rarity of the

occasions upon which the text is actually exegetedin

detail. Usually the text is used as an 'epitome', in

condensed reiteration and scriptural confirmation of a

theological point which is being made. This moans

that even fewer extra scriptural citations than were

occasionally brought in in the In Mt. to explain parti-
1?

cular points in given passages, need to be invoked. '

Here further citations in which follow the main text being

cited as an epitome are more frequently used in confirmat¬

ion of the theological point at issue rather than in ex¬

planation of the text. For this epitomising use of scripture

it matters little whether whole passages, parts of verses or

individual words are cited. Many of the texts involved

are cited as showing the opposite of what the arians wish

them to prove; though Hilary demonstrates this more by

doctrinal assertion than from an analysis of the contents

of the texts themselves.

11
Both the shaping of the text through the literary
categories, from the In Matt., and the linguistic
and textual work of the In Fsalmos are absent.
Compare e.g. Trin 7*22 with In Matt,3.If and In Pa
124.4f.

12
Thus in book 7 all but four of the scriptural cit¬
ations (Is, 76.6 at 7.10, Rom-1.2 at 7.24, Mai.3.6 at
7.27 and ux-7,1 at 7.10) are from St. John's gospel.
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These texts are usually introduced by means of a

phrase of introduction: the formulae of recapitulation and

repetition familiar in the In Matthaeum tend to disappear
15

in the nature of the case.

Where single words are stressed atomisation of the

text still occurs, yet since the role of epitome is

essentially different from that of continuous exegesis,
14

this matters less. The main theme is introduced in

an epitomising text, and thereafter the argument procedes,

on occasion over several paragraphs, as a meditation upon
15

the adduced text. Such an approach differs distinctly

from that of an evaluation of the text in its biblical

context and an exegesis based on the strict content of the

text itself. In terns of method it is not so much the

biblical context as the context in his argument which

determined the meaning of the text for Hilary; these need

not of course differ violently, since Hilary usually has

the biblical context in mind, but they do lead to changes
16

in the accentuation of the given text in whole and in pa?t.
15
e.g. at 7.5 hoc dictum Domini; 7*9 legimus enim; 7.10
dictum est, ubi dicitur; 7«15 in quo scriptum est;
7.17 ait; 7.19 ait.

14
cf. the treatment of 'ego et Pater unum sumus' at 7.24.
The fact that the texts involved are almost all doctrinal
texts from St. John, and not narrative episodes or
parables, helps to lessen the effect of the splitting
up into single words in the De Trin.

15
Extended meditation on a single text is seen at e.g.
7.10f: 7.16f; 7.22-27; 7.59-41.

16
So in 7«5 the phrase 'I and the Father are one' is treated
as if the gospel writer knew in advance of the heresies to
come. In 7.22 Jn. 10.27-'>0 is read as if it were part of a
4th century theological treatise, and 7.25 the roles of the
Jews and the heretics are exactly identified.
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(This factor clearly occurs to some extent in all theo¬

logy and is not necessarily always harmful to theology,

but awareness of its existence is important for the

understanding of a given writer's thought.)

Common to the exegesis of the De Trin.and the In lit.

is the central strictly theological concern: apart from

this the special features of exegesis in commentary-

continuity, cross-references and the like are no longer

necessary in the structure of the he Trin.. But the

importance of the biblical texts in the doing of theology,
17

as Hilary understands this, is in no sense reduced. '

elements of other literary forms may also be found

in this work. In an important sense the whole of the he

Trin. is a theological and exegetical dialogue with the
1 P

Arians, ° except that the formal structure and the intro¬

ductory setting of the scene is not present, as in the

classical dialogue. Again, the work exhibits strands of

homiletic paranesis, with elevated exhortations concern¬

ing what we ought to do"^ - we have mentioned that theology

without a homiletic strain was practically unknown in the

early Church. The use of this element was to be developed

considerably in the final period of Hilary's writing, in

the tractatas on the psalms.
17

As at 7.35 Hon ^uim fideq,tex arbitrio nostro, sod ex
dictorum est ineunda virtibus.

1R
" This was well brought out by wartinez Jierra,cf.below*
^ Exhortation is addressed either directly to ihe heretic,

the manner of classical rhetoric as at 7»2> at 'tu vero,
heretice, :iuid agas ac profitearis agnosce' etc or to th.
believer, as at 8.69-70 throughout.
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ty.Principles of interpretation, especially interpret¬

ation of scripture.

A striking feature of the De Trinitate is the relative

infrequence of coelestis significantia and cognates in
20

comparison with the In Matthaeum. Phis is a consequence

of the epitomising use of scripture explained in the prev¬

ious section, in which the first object is not to draw out

a hidden sense by exegesis, but to support an argument

which is held to be equally evident in open and hidden
pi

senses alike;~ since the Arians made use of allegorical

interpretation to defend their positions (like the Gnostics
and indeed most defenders of special interpretations),

Hilary is concerned to show that his interpretation is

clear from the simple sense of the text. Typology is, as

we shall see below, limited to the interpretation of Cld

Testament prophecy.

This lack of detailed exegesis (except in special

cases) reflects the fact that Hilary is henaconcerned

not with the theology of the Old and New Testament as

such, but with the use of biblical texts to illuminate

matters of general systematic theology.

20
There are in fact no references in Bk,7 to coelestis
significantia. Hilary prefers to speak instead of
scripture as Dei sermo, as at 7.38.

21
cf lo.l Hon est ambiguum, omnem humani eloquii
sermonem contradiction! obnoxium semper fuisse.
This is contrasted with veritatis sernio (ibid)
which is the Veritas Dei patris (10.5) The import¬
ance of the context is stressed at 4-. 14- and 9.59- cf
too 2.3 and 7.4-, where the faith of the Church is
contrasted with the misinterpretation of the heretics.
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In the De Trinitate the lex/fides motif has receded

22
entirely from the foreground. The leading motif is

now the divinity of the Son, Jesus Christ; but since the

use of texts is different, the apparatus used in the In

Katthaeum for making the inner sense nfer exclusively to
23

the main motif is no longer required. Whatever Marcio-

nite irfluence there may have been is now gone, another

indication that its supposed earlier presence may have

been due more to the character of the interpretation

which he wanted to make specifically of St. Matthew's

gospel than to his general theological outlook at that

time. At the same time, there is no trace in the De

•Trinitate of the traditional Alexandrian doctrine of a

series of steps towards the deeper mystical illumination

of scripture: bhe Alexandrian concept of the divinisation

of man is taken up, but divinisation comes as we shall see

below through the divinisation of man in the nan Jesus

Christ, and the language referring to our divinisation has

a doxological as well as an ontological character, though

both are involved.

Though as we have seen scripture is normally used in

the De Trinitate in a manner different from that of the

In Matthaeuwv -the question of how scripture is to be

understood correctly is still involved, and may be looked

at from a number of different angles. An important

feature of the work is that it presupposes faith, which

22
cf. the relations of gospel and law at 5»17-13-23 and
9.28. These are now no longer contrasted but complementary.

23
References to ordo still appear as at 7*16 propositionis
ordo, and 8.40 doctrinae ordo, bu t the category itself no
longer plays a significant role.



brings a. s a corollary with itself the illumination of
Oh.

scripture by the Holy Spirit. ' The change in the role

of scripture brings in its train changes in the setting

out of the manner of its functioning. The category of

exempium is much less frequent,^ and there is less stress

upon the virtus of the words. The dicta/facta dialectic

of the rhetorical tradition now being bridged by the one

Verbum of the incarnation: 'at vero hie verbum Deus e3t:

?G
res exsistit in Verbo, Verbi res enuntiatur in nomine'.

Thus the literal sense could refer as much to the verbum

as the spiritual sense, and there was no need for constant

invocation of the inner sense. One could see this as a

decisive breakthrough comparable to the change in the

understanding of hermeneutics at the Reformation (the

Reformers themselves clearly did) but, as we shall see,

24-
It is from God that we can learn about God cf 8.38 esp.
It is from faith that we learn to deepen faith (i.18-19)
(Grabmann 1.121f sees this as an important anticipation
of Anselm's famous 'fides quaerens intellectual). It is
in the Holy Spirit that faith is nourished (cf 3.31*
8.34-, 2,53) Faith depends on the spirit of Christ rather
than the spirit of heresy (8.25).

25
Again the change in character of the narrative, and
the absence of a long series of historical narrative
episodes, largely explains the lack of exempla. The
word is not however deliberately avoided, e.g. at 8.9
Christ gives an exemplum unitatis.

26
Virtus still appears too e.g. at 7.33 Non enim fides
ex arbitrio nostro, sed ex dictorum est ineanda virt-
utibus. but the central preoccupations have changed
apart from the explicit references to the Verbum, the
whole emphasis throughout on the centrality of faith
in the con of God, not always directly related to
scripture, plays a major role in revealing God and
guiding men to faith may be seen at 1.18-19, 3.9;
9.52 and 12.4-5. The incarnation is THE res of scripture,
and in Hilary's basic dictum, non sermoni res, sed rei
est sermo subiectus (4-. 14-). The verba lead to the
ratio and so to the verita3 who is God (5. 36). The
whole word is a serrao veritatis (6.4-).
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there is need for caution: with Hilary all is still in

flux, and different modes of thought exist side by side

and even intermingle/"^

Hilary is reach concerned to stress that God can

only be known through God: Kon potest Deus nisi per

Deum intelligi, sicuti nec honorem a nobis nisi per Deum

accepit (5.20) cf. 5.21 neque enim nobis ea natura est, ut

se in cosLestem cognitionem suis viribus effcrat. More

precisely, God is only known in Jesus Christ: dum eo

cognito Pater cognitus est, dum eo viso Pater visus est.

(8.18. cf 7.31, 5.27 and 5.20 above).

The scriptures point to God (cf.6.19) and he in turn

illuminates the meaning of the scriptures. Without God's

initiative scripture cannot be rightly understood. The

important implications of this shift from the divinely

inspired scripture as itself the creator of faith to

27
In an important sense, the Reformers were right.
With them Hilary shared the" insight that Christ was the
interpreter of his own word, though the manner of inter¬
pretation naturally differed. The reasons for the
differences are varied. 1) Differences in other areas
of theology related to t%is, e.g. the doctrine of man
and of. eschatology were also involved., so that Hilary
was not as close to Luther on grace and justification
as Luther himself thought. Their realist emphasis
brings points of convergence; Luther's realism is
ai'ticulated within a nominalist (and so despite his
strictures in some ways Aristotelian) framework,
Hilary's and Calvin's within a Platonist framework.
2) Though Hilary stresses that God is only known through
God in Christ, it is important to bear in mind that he
does not always draw the explicit conclusions that
Christ reveals himself through the scriptures. The
influence of the general patris^tic understanding of
scripture deriving from Philo remains, though were again
the greatest problems raised by the philonic theory of
verbal inspiration are partially resolved by the stress
on the events themselves rather than the words.
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Christ as the one who initiates the disclosure of the

knowledge of God in scripture we shall explore below.

Here we must attempt to understand why Hilary came to tale

such a step. If of course his previous thinking had been

on entirely different lines to those of his new conception,

he would never have been able to move as he did. But the

crucial factor which prompted his revised conception was
OQ

clearly the pressure of the .Arians' argument.

Contrary to the popular belief that makes all heretics

fi.r3t fools then impious fools, the Arians were probably

.either. As theologifcans they were well aware that theol¬

ogy was not simply to be equated with philosophy and even

bad philosophy, and they sought as much as did their

opponents to work for the glory of God. 'Therefore an

appeal to scripture as the basis of his position (cf. he

Trin.6.19 and 1.17) was not enough, for the Apians too

based their case on scripture.

The problem for Hilary lay in a correct understanding

of scripture, which would yield the true interpretation if

not read with false presuppositions (cf-7»^; 2.5; 8.6; 10.1-2;

28
In the De Trin.as in all Hilary's work ifc is important
to recall that his central concerns are practical rather
than theoretical. He is here concerned to refute the
argument of the Arians and to stress the divine sonship
of Christ. He is HOT concerned to develop a systematic
hermeneutic of scripture. Hence his comments are
scattered and unsystematic, and each insight is not
systematically applied to the whole. Nevertheless his
practical concern forced him to develop a theory of
understanding in general and of scripture in particular
alongside existing theories, and the scattered nature
of his basic points need not detract from their often
great theological acumen.
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I -:. 5; 5.21); attention must be paid to the proper context

and to understanding the words in the light of the events

which they indicate, and not vice versa (9*2; 4.14).

In any case, the words have their own virtus, which nay

be understood provided that we avoid imposing our own

preoccupations upon them (7.55). The intention of the

speaker must be considered (6.41) and whore the sense appears

ambiguous comparisons must be made (11.22-51) and parallel

texts must be used (9.58f). If this is done, th n scripture

will be sufficient for the disclosure of the knowledge of

dod (11.7) and is so when interpreted within the Church

(7.4). The Church in interpreting scripture does so

correctly in the light of its confession of Christ as

the Son of God. God reveals himself as the Word in the

scriptures: hence the scriptures point to Christ and are

illuminated by God in creating faith.

Having said this however, it must be stressed that

though we may detect here the beginnings of a new under¬

standing of scripture not present in the In Matt., this

understanding is not always carried through into Che

exegetical practice. Much of the exegesis of the De Trin-

follows traditional lines, continuing the pattern of the

In Matt.without the features peculiar to the commentary

structure. It is mainly in specific anti-Arian exposit¬

ions that the new accent is carried through. But at the

same time, the factor of christological reference remains

an important element in the thought of the work as a whole.
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Hilary's understanding agreed with the Antiochene

tradition (though apparently without any arti- rigenist*

intention), in referring the literal sense direct to

Christ, but went beyond this in its understanding of

the validating function of the Yerbum (to be distinguished

both from Augustine's detailed doctrine of the 'inner

word' and from the Reformers' understanding of the hearing

of the Word alike). It is distinguishable too from

Origen's ontological understanding of the allegorical

process and from the popular '0:?igenist' simplification
of this.

Augustine like Hilary (through the same latin

rhetorical tradition) sees the difference between the

literal and the spiritual senses in scripture more in

terms of res and signura than of the spiritalis/corporalis

distinction of Origen. But the sign theory which he

elaborates, and which was to be the basis of mediaeval

exegesis, involving a dualism of signa and res, was in

important respects closer to Origen than to Hilary. It

was therefore no coincidence that the Reformers, especially

Luther, were to see Hilary's understanding of the self-

authenticating function of the Yerbum, as being essentially
29

their own criterion 'was Christum treibet'.

29
For Augustine's theory of the interpretation of
scripture cf.De Doctr. Christ, osp. Ill De ambiguit-
atibus in scriptura enodandis and also De rin. 15.10f;
also the studies by luchrow esp.21 f, Schindler 95ff-
and G. Gtrauss 84-f (cf-too 96f, and , also Gadamer
39?ff• Ebeling, art. Herroeneutik in RGG ', offers an
excellent short summary of Augustine's method.
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29 (cont.)
'It becomes clear in the wider context of his
epistemolosy, ontology and philosophy of language
why he made the relationship between sign and thing
signified (signum and res) the basis of his hermen-
eutics. In doing this, he combined a theory of the
puely significative character of language with the
metaphysical idea of sign-giving property of the
reality of time and space which must be transcended
(and which to this extent has linguistic character
and becomes as the object in the foreground the sign
of the true thing signified). This schema, based
on the double concept of signum and res, provides two
possibilities: an exact concern for the literal sense
coupled with an interpretation by extrapolation from
the sensible to the intelligible world. The bridge
is formed by the fact, known from rhetoric, that words
may act as signa in a double way; in their own right
(propria) and in a transferred sense (translata).
Difficulties for both inter retations arise from the
fact that words may be unknown (ignota) or have two
meanings. In the first instance, the artes liberales
may be adduced to provide explanation (including the
rhetorical theory of tropes) and in the second case,
there is need of a criterion for the understanding of
what shou]d be understood literally and what meta¬
phorically; because so intended by the author.'

Ibeling characterises thus the relation between
Augustine and Origen (RGG art_Geist u.Buchstabe)
'The schema of a double sense of scripture is retained
by Augustine, but for A.the sensus litteralis is the
rule, and the sensus spiritualis (mysticuo) is the
exception. It Is not the ontological difference
between the corporeal and the spiritual, but the
(not always sharply differentiated) language event
(signum res) which is the basis of Augustine's
hermeneutic and allows more attention to be paid
to the literal sense and the narrative itself.
Corresponding to this the 3Copus is not the spiritual
alone, but faith and love. Nevertheless, Augustine's
hermeneutic like his understanding of the letter and
the spirit, remains in close affinity with neoplatonic
thought.* The works of itrauss, Duchrow and Cchindler
(like that of Krause on Luther referred to above)
are essentially expanded paraphrases of the work of
beling.
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(Augustine was also of course much indebted to
Aristotelian sources for his doctrine of the :/ord and.

the dualism which it involved. hiite apart from -ho

important indirect influence through Cicero's (lortensius

in his early years, he had read the Categories and in his

work on the Trinity made extensive use of the psychology

of the De Anima, possibly in a .Latin translation but

conceivably directly. His understanding of verba as signa

of a hidden res has its roots, if only indirectly in the

beginning of Aristotle's De Interprotatione. On the

relations of Augustine and Aristotle, in general cf.

D. 'itschly Memory and Hope (>$105ff. and lit. cit ad loc.)
Hilary, for reasons which will become clear in the

treatment of the De Trinitate, cannot however be easily

subsumed entirely within the categories which Sbeling

employs, though this study too is much indebted to his

work and thought.

The wider consequences of Augustine's work are

excellently summarised by Gadamerfop.cit p.397• 'The
external word, and with it the whole problem of the

multiplicity of languages, is expressly depreciated in

value by Augustine, who nevertheless still mentions it.

The external 'word, like the external word which is merely

Reproduced within (the recipient) is bound to a particular

language (lingua). The fact that the verbum can be said

in different ways in different languages means however

only this, that it is unable to show itself in its true
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being to the human tongue. Augustine says in entirely-

Platonic devaluation of the appearance in the sensible

world 'non dicitur, sicuti est, sed sicut potest videri

audirive per corpus'. The true' word, the verbum cordis,

is entirely independent of such an appearance. It is

neither prolativura nor cognativum in similitudine soni.

Thus this inner word is the mirror and picture of the

divine word. When Augustine and the scholastics deal with

the problem of the verbum, in order to find the (approp¬

riate) conceptual apparatus for the mystery of the Trinity,

it is exclusively the inner word, the word of the heart

and its relation to the intelligentia, which they make
i

their theme.

Hilary's method of understanding scripture and of

understanding theology in general arises as mentioned

in ect. 3 above and in the discussion of the anti-Avian

clement in exegesis in response to and in reflection upon

important elements in the theological and philosophical

climate of his age. These may be introduced by means of

a sketch in formal terms. We have already seen how in

the In Matthaeum Hilary uses models derived from what was

originally Stoic epistemological theory, hoicism itself

ha-d early absorbed much Platonic material (at least since

FoseidoniuS) and in the Meoplatonic tradition there was

a "eneral complete blending of the old platonist and

Aristotelian schools (often but not exclusively trving

the form of a combination of Aristotelian epistemology

and Platonist ontology^



Hie importance of this blending of the traditions,

which in itself combined to produce all kinds of new

possibilities, cannot be sufficiently underlined, from

this it follows that the many dissertations oh Hilary

which seek to interpret his thought, and its basis in

theological and philosophical traditions, in neat schemata

of pure or nearly pure Stoicism, or Hsrmetic dualism, or

'Aristotelian' (not necessarily Aristotle^) categories of

substance, are inaccurate for purely historical reasons.

Reconstructions, too, which see the 'key' to fourth century

discussions philosophical and theological, and not simply

individual strains in this, in terms of the strict

applications of conceptual categories and distinctions from

Ilato and Aristotle themselves, are often untenable, though

of course they may stimulate further study of the precise

nature of the problems involved.

We have already mentioned that the fourth century

synthesis often contained elements derived from an

originally Stoic e]istemology, and have examined traces

of such elements in the In Matthaeum. Epistemology was

for the Stoics intimately connected with the theory of

language and with logic, which, according to Kate3, was

a logic of propositions and of inference schemas, in

contrast to the Aristotelian logic of classes and of

lo ic lly true matrices. In understanding there are three

main factors for the Stoic - the significans, the

si nificate and that which exists: cf Sext.Adv, Kath„8.11f
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/here the impression of an object formed in the soul

corresponds to the object itself, this is a true impress¬

ion and the soul itself immediately grasps the reality

and is in harmony with the world, inner logos correspond¬

ing to outer logos. The Stoics appear to have distinguished

several different meanings for the true and the truth (the

true, according to 3extus, differing from the truth in

essence, in constitution and in meaning). A distinction

was made between the truth of being equivalent with to

hyparchon, and the truth of statement. Correspondence

to the truth is established by the general logos itself,

which infuses all matter and the soul, so that the object

of perception itself becomes an active sign signifying

itself and setting up a corresponding image (imago) in

the soul of the observer. This relationship has corporeal

substantial character - later through Hid le Platonism

modified to incorporeal substance - and sots the soul of

the observer in harmony with the noraos of the universe,

in a genesal monist framework (realist or idealist as the
30

case may be). Knowledge of the truth then produces virtue.'

30
On £toic epistemology and logic cf Bochonski, ancient
formal Logicpf?7-100. History of logic^ll4f, also
Mates, Stoic logic, Merlin in OHAMphil^.126f, rrantl,
Jeschichte der Logik 1.6^4-Olf. On Latin ^eoplatonism
esp-Huber op. cit , and the arts in HGG3 Platonismus, Arist-
otelismus. Tor the De Trin. cf. esp-the notes on p- ly+;5 andrr
160ff. In stressing the presence of Stoic vocabulary and
epistemology in the In Matt, and the continuing realist
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Whatever the dilemmas of monism, the Stoic model

certainly avoided the equal disadvantages of Platonic

dualism, with its unbridgeable gap between the sensible

and the intelligible world, between the sign and the

reality signified, between words and things in them¬

selves.

or
There was however a further alternative to^radical

modification of the conceptual world of Platonic (and

likewise of course Aristotelian) dualism available,

namely that provided by the event of the incarnation

itself. Reflection upon this event introduced into the

world of Greek philosophy and theology new possibilities

for the understanding of the relation between knowledge

and being, and for the understanding of the manner of

perception, which might be taken up in various ways.

The si nificance of this concept for epistemology has

been well expressed by Gadamer (Viand M, 396, cf e95ff and

405) ' >'enn das Wort Fleisch wird und erst in dieser

Inkarnation die ,'irklichkeit des Geistes sich vollendet,

so wird damit der Logos aus seiner Spiritualit&t, ie

zugleich seine kosmische Potentialit&t bedeutet, befreit.
Die Einmaligkeit des 3rl8sungsgeschehens fiihrt den Einzug

des geschichtlichen V/esens in das abendldndischen Denken

herauf und l&sst auch das I'hSLnomen der Gprache aus seiner

Versenkung in die Idealit&t des 3innes heraustreten und

emphasis throughout Hilary's work, it should not be
forgotten that Neoplatonist logic sought to relate
itself to Hated3 logic as well as Aristotle's logic,
and to questions of general metaphysics (cf- A.G. Lloyd
in Fhronesis 1.58ff and 146ft.) and that Aristotle too
tried always to obey the Platonic injunction to look
to the thing rather than the word (cf. JVeneale, The
Development of Logic, 21).
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sich dem philosophischen Nachdenken darbeiten. Denn

in Unterschied zum griechischen Logos gilt: das ,'ort

ist reines Geschehen (verbum propria dicitur personaliter

tantum Thomas Iq54) As we have mentioned, Stoic epistem-

ology, Platonic dualism and incarnation could be thought

together in different ways along with additional ingred¬

ients as required.

The obvious and attractive combination of the realises

of Stoic materialism with the concept of the incax-nation

into the flesh simply led to a disastrous 'christomonist'

system in which the difference between the divine and human

in God and man, in Jesus Christ in particular and in other

men in general was confused to the detriment of all

concerned: Hilary has himself been accused of this, but

as we shall see the Arian controversy caused him in fact
dl

to lean in the opposite direction.

The tradition provided examples of numerous other

options, which we cannot elaborate here, but the existence

of which is important for the understanding of the fourth

century situation.

In the apologists, the logos doctrine of the Stoics
had been used to show how God could become incarnate and

still remain God. But if monism was avoided, the basic

Platonic dualism between the material and. the spiritual

between God and men, inherited from Philo (and which was

31
cf, too belo . 1 ^2V
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not the biblical differentiation between creator and

creature) made it difficult to articulate the liblical

emphasis on the saving significance of the incarnation.

Of course for the apologists that saving significance of

the incarnation consisted in bringing knowledge of God

to men, and 3ince in the Platonist tradition it is know¬

ledge which brings virtue and so transformation of being,

they felt no serious difficulty* But though the import¬

ance of knowledge in transforming existence has been

stressed by all theologians in the Platonist tradition

including Hilary, that sphere alone has been felt to be

inadequate to express all that the incarnation has brought

about.

In the work of Origen, the basic dualism of the

Platonic sign theory remains in epistemolo y (and so in

the understanding of scripture) and the significance of

the incarnation for the interpretation of scripture is

articulated in terms of this background. Thus ihilo's

allegorical interpretation can be taken over and 'baptised'

by christological imagers?- without reconstruction. But

the metaphysical element involved (also present in Ihilo)
makes use of the incarnation concept in effecting the

unification of the human and the divine: attempting to

avoid both the problems Jbr theology of a Stoic monism and

a Platonic schema of imminence and transcendence Origen

uses the incarnation as the pivot which unites the divided

elements, a union expressed epistemologically as mystical
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illumination, and ontologically (and also doxologically)
as deification.

Opinions iffered even in his own time about Origan's

relation to his Platonic heritageand its effect on his
It seems clear that

__

tocology. -1: uanasius,

takin;; up th Stoic legacy of the logos doctrine as it

had come through ihilo and the apologists to Crimen, and

using it to reinterpret the incarnation in such a way as

to avoid the dualist dangers which led to Arianism

intended not so much to contradict Origen as to remove

o2
the ambiguities.'

Hilary shares with earl;/ Latin theology in general

the originally Stoic influenced legacy of the logos

doctrine, along with the Platonic exegetical and meta¬

physical tradition, as this had come through the Apostolic

fathers (esp. Barnabas) to Irenaeus and so to Tertullian.

Part of the legacy may have come to Hilary through the

direct though not proven influence of Ironaeus, who in

fighting the Gnostics was conscious of the difficulties

raised by bhd kind of Platonic dualism used by the apologistss.

for Hilary too the Stoicised epistenology of the In Matt,

coming from Tertullian, with its tendency to monism and

.52
Coulange, netamorphosep.199> concluded that 'Hilaire
ne soiuble pas rion devoir a ' .thanase, il n'a probable-
raent rien de lui' But that Hilary might have been
encouraged in his fight by Athanasius * stand and on
otianasius and his relation to Middle piatonism cf
now B.P. Mci.jering 'Orthodoxy and 5 latonism in ith-
anasius' Leiden 1968. The doctrine of the Inc. as
logos/verbum is discusser by Hilary at 2.1 -21: 7.11
and 10.21, 50 and 54.
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still without the intense Neoplatonism o.f the later

latin west, coupled too with the res/verba dialectic and

the use of virtus etc. (cf. sects.a and 3 above) of the

rhetorical tradition of Cicero and Tuintilian, avoids

the dualism of the 0rigenis t/Augustinian pattern, while

the traditional exegetical distinction between the literal

and the spiritual (from Fhilo through Irenaeus) help to

preserve him from monism. These affect his understanding

of the incarnation and of scripture, of understanding and

of being in general. It the same time there is no doubt

that Hilary's reflection upon the incarnation itself in

faith and in the witness to faith of scripture and trad¬

ition (especially Irenaeus on the incarnation) enabled

him to combine and derive from the concept available in

the fourth century in articulating the meaning of the

faith to his contemporaries.

It may perhaps be added, on the use of different

formal epistemological frameworks at different times,

that though of little significance in themselves, these

frameworks gain their significance when applied to the

solution of specific problems in understanding of the

world, of God, or as here in the interpretation of the

scripture. The history of doctrine would appear to show

that none of the above frameworks is in itself * to be

preferred' in theology, nor indeed are formal ways of

approaching problems necessarily better than informal

approaches. Different frameworks may be used in different

circumstances to articulate clearly the Christian conviction



of the action of God in Jesus Christ in creation, in

history and in the lives of men. Often a 'realist'

framework of some kind, Platonist or Aristotelian, has

been used in a useful way to express in objective terms

the significance of the incarnation - as with Athanasius

in combating the theological legacy of Arianism, or with

Luther in combating the abstractions of a late scholastic¬

ism in which the living God appeared to have been removed

and obscured from men in a late mediaeval 'death of a

thousand qualifications'. Yet realism may also be corrupted

into a positivism, in which the infinite difference

between the divine and the human is obscured , as in

Lertullian and Methodius of Olympus on the resurrection

of the body, or in the 17th century understanding of

sacramental grace, Catholic or Protestant. Different

problems have been approached at different tirae3 by

espousing one such framework for a specific purpose or

bp being eclectic. The two conditions for the effective

use of one or many frameworks would appear to be first

the awareness that all of them partake of the limitation

of the human, so that their usefulness depends not on a

supposed appropriateness to the divine per se but on the

theological situation of the time, and secondly that the

incarnation itself (understood in a manner appropriate

to the biblical witness) must remain the criterion against

which the appropriateness of christian discourse about

God -/ill be measured (this criterion not being like any

other criterion and not being dependent on the state of
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philosophical discussion about the legitimacy or possibility

of the concept of criterion at any given time: i.e. truth

conditions for the understanding of the incarnation -'are

not to be found outside the witness of the incarnation

itself I) v) - , . 1 c .. o * i«v • " k..i.■ /. i •

Having sketched the general background to the issues

involved in the hermeneutical focus of the he rinitate,

we must now return to the details of the hermeneutical

principles themselves. At the beginning however,

further factors may be mentioned briefly. Origen had

selected arguments from one school of philosophy to refute

the arguments of another opposing school with great vers-
33

atility; Hilary too, though with less intellectual

virtuosity, selects out elements in the fourth century

synthesis which originally came from varied traditions to

suit his purposes. At the same time and quite apart from

their episteraological formulation, many questions such as

that of the stsfos of scripture in theological construction,

clearly require theological decisions which cannot come out

of the philosophical traditions alone, and must be seen

in the light of the ductus of the theological argument

itself (cf, below). As we have said, the De frinitate

shows Hilary's thought in development, in which contra¬

dictions and strictly incompatible elements may be found

together: but the lack of finished consistency does not

obscure the basic direction of his thought.

33
On Origen's relation to the Stoa cf-esp.H. Chadwick,
Origen, Celsus and the Gtoa, HTR 194-7 •
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In tho description of the process of understanding

scripture, as we saw above, the event of the incarnation

of God in Christ, as reflected in the biblical witness to

it, is now explicitly the key to our understanding of

scripture and so of God. Traces of the earlier explan¬

ation of the transformation of the words and exempla into

our understanding by the spirit in the .Stoic tradition are

still present. But now the role of the Holy Spirit, which

is not central in the De frinitate despite the popular

title, is ow in illumination of the incarnation as the

key to scripture rather than in the immediate illumination

of the words as in philonic theory. ' It is often pointed
55

out in this connection* ^ as part of general theories on

Hilary's 'system' that the idea that God can only be

understood through God himself reflects the Aristotelian
view of the aseity and impassibility of God. But this is

not peculiar to Aristotle, and in Hilary's case is more

likely to be a product of direct reflection on the incarn¬

ation itself. After all the proposal that like can only

be known through like is a locus communis of all ancient
t lilosophy from the Blfeatics onwards.

'row the rhetorical tradition, the literary categories

of ordo, ratio and proprietas play a much diminished role

in the exegetical work.

34- esp i .... References in the be Trinitate include 2.26f;
5.18*; 9.4-f; 9.58ff; 10.7. cf. Trin.2.53 'fidem nostram de
bei incarnationo difficilem, sancbi pirif- quodam
intercessionis suae foedere luminddt' further references tc

.^ tho dpirit of God are found at 1.36; ,l;2.4;8.20f;12.55f•
cf,ppIdof f below.
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Nov/ their role is largely limited to the literary

function of stressing the consistency and reasonableness

of the interpretation in the classical manner, complement¬

ing the highly polished prose and careful stylistic constr¬

uction, e.g. of the prologue.

Since in the De Trinitate scripture is rarely exegeted

as fully as in the In Matthaeum, and since, as we saw above,

the Arians resorted to allegory, Hilary himself makes sparing

use of allegory and typology in this work. Had it not been

used by the Arians, he might have learned to use allegory

more fully as in the Alexandrian tradition without embarrass¬

ment and with modifications for his own purposes, as he

was later to do in the treatise on the Psalms. Typology,
not as important as it had been in the In Matthaeurn in

articulating the movement from past to present, is sere

almost entirely limited to the traditional role of pointing

to the fulfilment of the Gld Testament promise in Christ
36

and in his Church. The problems involved in the under¬

standing of the realisation in the Church now of the Pauline

eschatology, despite the distinction between ontological

and doxological categories undoubtedly made, existed

neither for Hilary nor for his opponents, as indeed they

had not yet arisen for the community around which the

fourth gospel itself arose. '

36
Pleurae. Particularly important is the typological use
of braham as the type of justification by faith, cf esp
4.2 ff and also 5*15-36 (also In Matt.2.3, Fs. 127.7, 154,
51 etc.) But figurae are not to be used to distort the
plain sense of the text, by heretics even if the Lord did
on occasion speak parabolicis et allegoricis dictis (9.70).
Analogy is discussed by Hil. at 1.19p7.2;6.9 and 7»29f. On
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Corresponding to the freedom gained, in contact

with the eastern tradition and from the use of the stress

on the divinity of the Son as r focal point, from the

rigidity of the interpretation- of the In Matthaeum, we

find a greater use of all kinds of illustrative material,

which is used in the same way as biblical parables and

similitudes in illustrating aspects of the doctrine of

the incarnation, often by direct analogy: though again

Hilary stresses the limitations of all human analogies.

Figural illustrations, both in the rhetorical

tradition of &toic descent and in the Platonic tradition

from Fhilo have an ontological significance, which if

applied in the same way to the incarnation by Hilary

would give grounds for supporting the suggestion of the

presence of the beginnings of the mediaeval doctrine of

substantial grace made possible by analogia entis: it

appears however that Hilary's use of figurae in analogies

has a strong doxological as well as an ontolo:-ical element.

In addition, though, in Crigen and in the tractates on

the P alms we often find a point by point correspondence

between the analogans and the analogate, the incarnation^

in the Do Trinitate, in the analogies for scripture, this

is not the case.

analogy in the ancient world cf Lyttkens op.ext.
On the special significance of the words of Christ
himself cf.1.3?- (Trin.) - These are illuminated by the
Holy Spirit to awaken faith in us: cf. 2,32-53.

37
Stuhlmacher op.cit.15, concludes that 'Die paulinische
Hechtfertigungslehre verschwindet darum, weil die
Situation verschwand, fiir die sie geschaffen war. '
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In the De Trinitate as in the In Matthaeum there

are passages v/here the word 'absolutus' shows that the

meaning of the biblical passage cited is in itself clear.

Due to the epitomising use of scripture, the lack of

allegory of detailed exer sis of a continuous theme in

the biblics.1 narrative, and the consequent use of the

incarnation rather than the rhetorical categories as the

main 'key', these passages are here more frequent, and in

contrast to the In I1att,are not limited to the parables

of Jesus and the fulfilment of prophecy, but can be

supplied to any type of passage. Indeed one of the

pivotal passages of the De Trin. Gx. 3.14- (De Trim*5) is

described a3 'absolutus' in meaning. It is significant

that whereas-In the period of the In Matt, and of the rules

from the rhetorical tradition for the understanding of

scripture, only some parables and some of the words of

Jesus were alone clear 'absolute' in the midst of the

darkness of the rest, now in the De Drinitate, the meaning

of any part of scripture may be seen in the light of the

incarnation. In the De Irinitate, the purpose of scripture

is to induce true faith by pointing to God in Christ. In

the In Isaimos this scope of scripture is extended to

include the life of man in the light of the incarnation,

specific detailed information being extracted with the

aid of the Alexandrian rules, as we shall see below.

..'here further information, on ethics and on all aspects

of human activity and questions about the world in general

has been brought from the Bible, as in some mediaeval
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interpretation further resort to detailed allegorical

rules has been required. It may then be that elements

of the understanding of scripture in the De Trinitate

can illuminate problems of interpretation in a context

in which the framework of allegorical interpretation has

in ;eneral collapsed (cf^sect-6 below).
c). The tUoio^cU t a^H ground.

Before going further into the examination of the

hermeneutical principles themselves it will be convcnient

to recall the structure of the theological argument in

the jq Trinitate. The argument fairly straightforward in

outline, has often been summarised. The first ; iroe books

opened in a quasi-autobiographical manner, are concerned

with a general and mainly non polemical introduction to

the nature of the christian faith, and the way in which

Hilary came, and we come to faith, not through philosophy

but through the guidance of God who reveals himself through

the scriptures. The roles of faith and reason, of scripture

and philosophy and their relations to one another are

explained.

Hilary then turns to the arguments of the Arians

from scripture in detail, and proceeds to refute them
^8

individually. Despite Deuteronomy 6.4 there is a distinct¬

ion within the Godhead. The other person is the 3on who

is God, Christ is the true Don of God. The ion is God

58
Martinez Gierra lists the following as texts used by
the Brians and defended for orthodoxy by ilary (op cit
152) Dt.6.4; MkJ229; 1 Tim.2.5; Rom.16.25f; Is-65.16;
Jn-17»5; Hk.10.18; 1 'Tim. 6.15; Mai-5*6; James 1.17; Ps 7»12;
Fit, 6.26; Kt 10.29; Dan.13.42; Is. 6.61; Ac. 17.28; Is-158.7f;
Jn.4,24; I Tim.6.16; Jnl,18; Ex 5.14- and Jerera. 1.6.
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are perfectly one, Christ is true God and true man, Christ's

passibility is discussed. The equality of the Father and

the Son is stated, and in conclusion that argument is

summarised and Hilary prays to God, asking that he may
ACi

remain m the faith of three persons in one God. y

Hilary is concerned in this work to stress the full

manhood and the true Godhead of Christ. He is not concerned

with the doctrine of the trinity or with that of the Holy

Spirit, and though this lack of an explicit trinitarian

fr; lework was to brin problems, many hypotheses milt on

the ar umenttnkjx silentio have been rather too sweeping.

He sees Christ in terms of the three times of pre-

existence, kenosis and exaltation. Against the Arian stresses

on the weakness of the man Jesus, he insisted on ;h impass¬

ibility of the logos, and of Christ's soul and body (a
feature we have already encountered in the In Matthaeum)

and mado much use of the Johannine concert of gloria in

explaining the incarnation (though he never uses the word

incarnatio). At the resurrection Christ enters into the

glory of God himself and in him man has entered. I'hus we

may say doxolo; ically that men have already ecome the sons

of God, but only through adoption in Christ, who was God

39
For the refutation of the concept of a distinction in
the odhead cf&vrin.5.23-24. The Ton Jesus Christ is
the true on of God (5.25-26) and is thus divine 6.56ff.
The Con is God by nature (?• 9f«) and is eternal (12.17f)
The Father and the Ton are in all senses a unity (9.4,ff)
Any indication of suffering or mdness on Christ's part
was no indication of weakness (9.?0£r end 10, passim)
Father and 3on are in all things equal (11.2ff.)
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before he became man; the nature of the union of odhead

and manhood in Christ, and the nature of our relationship

to the risen Christ were to be the subject of much revised

formulation over the next hundred years.

fi?he structure of the treatise is not that of a

formal system of dogmatics. Like Luther and other great

theologians, Hilary never wrote a 'systematic' theology:

rather, the case against the Arians is built up point by

point in answer to their own case, by theological reflection

on the texts cited by them. At the same time the material

scattered throughout the first three books pi^ovide a kind

of prolegomena to his theology. It would be anachronistic

to regard this as a theory of hermeneutics, though herraen-

eutical questions are also involved. Still less is it

simply a hermeneutic of scripture, for the theological

process is not for him simply the interpretation of scripture.

Hilary begins with an area often overlooked but

always vital to theology, that of theological anthropology.

Man cannot arrive at knowledge of God by himself. This

has important consequences for the language we use in

speaking of God. Knowledge of God must cone from God

himaaLf: God has revealed himself, in Israel and espec-
4-0

ially in the incarnation of his Son Jesus Christ. :Phe
record of this revelation is the scriptures, and the

4-0
cf.esp.I 18-19 ( also sect 6 below) also J1*- Gemini
-t 'ubiun esse oportet, ad—h.rir;.,' so-'—- losuit-

i.rw-ii^ u ,-rv^i —Jr hhsj.:: .

ad divtndrum rerum cognitionem divinis utendum esse
doctrinis etc.
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occasion of the awakening of faith is the re din; of them

The names in scripture are not empty names, but through
/1 O

them the things which they signify are themselves revealed. ~tv~

Through them Christ reveals himself, and understanding of

Christ, and reflection upon this, brings understanding of

all else in the Bible and in creation. This approach has

been described as Christ oraonism but for Hilary, knowledge

of Christ is at the same time always knowledge of God,

and the separation between Christ and creation is not

forgotten.

It will be seen that the role of the bible here is

of basic ontological significance and not simply as a

source of information. The life of faith is awakened in

the context of scripture by Christ. But the theological

task is the reflection upon Christ himself in the context

of his church, though the indispensable guide to the art¬

iculation of this activity remains the meditation of the

events portrayed in scripture, and is developed accordingly

in the Do Crinitate by the epitomising use of th Bible

to suggest directions in which talk about :od can proceed

(such talk then becomes not biblical language about God

but language in which the specific concerns of the biblical

41
Hilary was never tired of insisting of the primacy of
scripture in fighting the Brians cf. 9»8 seguimur ergo,
adversus irreligiosas et impias do Geo institutiones,
ipsas illas divinorum dictorum auctoritates, cf too in
addition to the references already given 2.1; 11.7;
5.7; 1•5; 2.2. 11.7 is by implication a warning against
Asian allegories. iuae enim simpliciter et ad oruditionem
fidei divinitus dicta sint, ut ad id quod dicta sunt, non
alienorum atque extrinsecus dictorum confirmemur exemplis.
Tor the stress on the name of God (a feature found already
in fhilo) cf. esp. 1.5 on Ex.3.14 cf. too in I. 18-19 passim.
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witness are regarded (cf, hie discussion of 'pointiertes

Heden von Gott' sect.7 below;.

Many problems have been felt to exist in the De

Trinitate and consideration of some of these will take

us further into the heart of Hilary's thought. tod, it

has often been felt, is regarded by Hilary as being in

himself impassible and unknowable. This is so both in

the N.coplatonic tradition of fourth century Greek theology

and in the Stoic/Aristotelian/latin tradition. Neverthe¬

less God inspires the words of scripture, so that the

words and t..e things to which they point are ontologically

related. The Spirit sends knowledge of Christ as tod and

man in the- incarnation, and infuses us so that we may rise

on the knowledge of the risen Christ to God.

in this process it has been thought that the humanity

of Christ plays no role in the communication of knowledge

of God - because this was the starting point of knowledge

of Jesus for the Arians. This position does not of

course take into account Hilary's description of Christ

as witness (cf.De Trin.5.9) which is for him an important

element in the divine dispensation. The result of what

has been thought of as an immanentism of the S irit, a

counterpart as it were of the Aristotelian view of bhe

aseity of God would be to reduce the role of th incarnation

to bhat of providing merely descriptive knowledge of God.

There being no real gulf between God and man which knowledge

cannot remove, the significance of the cross is gone and
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is characteristically replaced by the motif of glorifi-
43

canon.

The roots of this problem have been traced to

Hilary's use of th imago concept. r4 Here is found the

Stoic./flatonic doctrine of the one perfect archtype which

can only have one perfect copy. In such a basically bi-

nitarian system there is then no room left for the Holy

Hpirit, which is relegated to a role of inmanentism in the

world, with the result that the doctrines of creation and

redemption are cor rased. Further, because of th« ontolo-

gical nature of Christ's relation to us througtythe Spirit,
oY

our knowledge of him partakes^a character corresponding
4 * Z

part from Fierro op- cit.-c£ the many references to
gloria cited in the Kigrfe index 11.960f. It is above
all in Christ that our glory is to be found, cf. Trin,
9.36 sabdimur autem gloriae corporis sui, ut in ea
simus claritate, qua regnat in corpore; quia corpori
conformes erimus.
The word 'substantia' and cognates is frequently used
in the -De Trin. (cf. |9" 11.1025) But cf, Haszinck's
warning, quoted abo^e about tho frequent chan in the
meaning of Latin words in classical and patrological
hjs'age. At any rate the case for 'massive use of
Aristotelianism' has not been proved.
Against the stress on full knowledge, glorification
and sanctification must be set Hilary's stress on tho
feebleness of our own minds and the constant nee d of
God's grace cf.Trin.4.2; 4,14.
Lbffler'3 summary of Hilary's effort against the Arians
is worth citing: 'Auf jeden Hall hat er sich bemuht,
das offenbarte Geheimnis lessen, v/a_s Gott selber ist,
niqht an die halbe /ahrheit einer menschlichen Denkforra
su verraten'.

44
or ima o Dei cf, 10.16; 11.16 and for the general

background apart from H5ffler and ille, Jervell,
Imago Dei.
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to liis own substantia, which means that faith once

acquired is a concrete permanent possession whose conting¬

ent character has been lost, along with the relation to

eschatology, while the asymmetry of God's knowledge of

men and man's knowledge of God is lost in what has been

seen, a massive use of the Aristotelian category of subs¬

tance. ere is analog!a entis disguised as analogic fidei,

docetism unbounded. In his zeal to overcome the extremes

of the A" '.ans, Hilary has himself tone to oprosite xtremes

which themselves reproduce by antitheses the very errors

and dualisms which he sought to combat.

Seen in the fourth century context the De rinitate

is far from being the perfect answer to all the problems

of the day, but it is perhaps after Athanasius' De Incarn-

atione the be3t contribution made to their solution.

Considering first the interpretation with the weakest

historical claim, one may note the mutually exclusive

character of the many attempts to explain Hilary in terms

of one particular system: we have already seen that it

would be exceedingly odd in the fourth century synthesis

if the entire thinking of a man like Hilary, for whom

there is no evidence of his previously having been a

professional philosopher, were entirely governed by a

detailed philosophical systeiri which had long since been

out of general use. There is however a general agreement

on the presence of elements in the fourth century synthesis

which indeed lead bo particular difficulties in resenting
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a doctrine of the incarnation. On the one hand because

of his aseity God cannot become a real man, and the trans¬

mission in incarnation can only be of knowledge, the

humanity of Christ being of negligible importance, and

on the other hand the ontological relation set up between

God, the risen Christ and the believer is such that the

eschatological orientation of Ghurch is lost, "uch

of the depth of the Pauline understanding of man, of grace

and of eschatology is lost in the transformation into a

different histories..' situation and a different context of

Greek philosophical terms. Yet within this framework,

Hilary is careful to stress the difference between the

ontolo ical and the doxological in such a way as to retain

the difference between the life of faith no- in V Church

and the union with God in Christ which comes only at the

end of time. 'This framework like all others raises

particular problems: but in intention at least lilary did

not go beyond reflection upon the biblical witness to

the incarnation.

eturning to the role of scripture in the work, we

have noted that there is no point by point analogy between

his doctrine of scripture and his doctrine of God. f

purpose is to establish •: he interpretation

of scripture, as a part of the task of theology as a whole,

upon the basis of the Father-Con relationship, upon the

fact of the incarnation as the focus of the dispensatio

of Father, on and Cpirit.
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Ilords i, docetisr., " initarianisn - other ch -.r ~o 3

reflect the above - Hilary's refusal to admit that the

son of :od could suffer, his alleged doctrines of analog!a

ontis, of the divinisation of man, the cu—estion that for

lilary the maxim holds *anima Christ! habet per sratiam,

quae Deus rer naturam. Hooplatonist mysticism is deprecated

by one critic (Wille) while the lack of the mystical is

deprecated by another (Grillmeier).. Evidence of binitarian

tendencies is found by Ldffler at 2.26; 10.15; 12,56; 4.41,

of monism at 1.16, of. £toic doctrine of the imago at 10.16

and 11.16, of the assertion that the .Jon of Cod in Jesus

did not suffer at 10.27 cf 11.2 and 10.22 end of man being

able to know God as new being at 2.55.

It will be desirable to consider the texts cited in

support of these assessments in some detail (as far as

this is possible in a work dealing with exegesis and not

with Hilary's theology in general).

Examination of 2.26, 10,15 and 12.56 and 4.41 shows

that when the theory of an all comprehending Stoic meta-

physic (which as we have seen is inherently less likely

than e..3. a Stoic influenced epistemology in the fourth

century) is removed, the evidence collapses. ./here the

stress is upon the sonship of Christ this is clearly to

be seen as a rebuttal of ftrian claims. Where it is said

that the Holy Spirit is incomprehensible, this need only

mean that like many of his predecessors, e.g. Irenaeus

and Cyprian, Hilary is not yet working on a theological
basis into which the implications of the doctrine of the
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third, person of the Trinity are fully integrated: it

does not mean that a third person is a priori unthinkable,

and indeed there is no need to conclude this on the basis

of Hilary's statements. Though at 1.6 there is language

reminiscent of mornst theory e.g. ut circurifusus et

infusus in omnia nosceretur, this is not then developed

in an explicitly nonist direction. As aszink has shown,

similarity of Latin language does not always indicate

identity of subject matter in this period ( aszink in

Fondatun Har&t,Eitretiens jj!58 'schon bald wird es liar,
dass jhtze, die auf den eraten Blick vttllig neuplatonisch

scheinen, in Wirklichlceit ein spezifisch christlich Bedeut-

ung haben, weil dieselben l/orte allmdhlig ganz anderc

Begriffe zu bezeichnen haben.') On the other hand, one

does find in the use of virtus in connection • ith the

spirit (e.g. at 10.26) traces of the Stoic epistemology

which was so marked in the In Matthaeum.

There is of course no reason why Hilary shotild not

have made use of Stoic concepts, as Origen had done, in

answering his opponents, but there happens to be no

evidence for the kind of large scale dependence in the

Do Trin which has been suggested: occasional echoes may

also be found in other works of Hilarys Hadot (p.88)

cited De Jyn 35 'ut latitudo deducta quodam naturae suae

tractu assumensque horninem fil ius nuncuparetur' .

he suffering of Christ is dealt with at 10.27f;

11.22 and 11.2. Hilary says at 10.35 'collatis iitur
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dictorum atque gestorum virtutibus, demonstrari non

arabiguum est, in natura eius corporis infirmitatem

naturae corporeae non fuisse, cui in virtute naturae

fuerit omnem corporum depellere infirmitatem: et

passionen illara, licet illata corpori sit, non tamer

naturam dolendi corpori intuliSsG ' quia quamquam forma

corporis nostri esset in Domino, non tamen in vitiosae

infirmitatis nostrae esset corpore, qui non esset in

origine, quod ex conceptu Spiritus sancti Virgo progenuit.

Hiis need not however imply that his thought is docetic

throughout. In discussing Christ's sufferin • Hilary always

has in mind the j\rian argument from that saf£ -ring cf

10.27; 10.28; 11.2, and he occasionally takes c re to

add a specifically anti-docetic qualification e.g. at

10, r (neque onim turn, cum sitivit aut esurivit aut flevit,

bibisse aut raanducasse aut doluisse monstratus est; sed

ad demonstrandam corporis veritatem, corporis consuetudo

suseopta est, ita ut naturae nostrae cor&ctudine consuetud-

ini sit corporis satisfactum (cf'too 10.27)A

How far does Hilary anticipate the eschaton in

teaching that man may come to the full knowledge of the

lory of o here and now? There arc many passages in which

the emphasis on gloria and on the gift of the Spirit which

led to the suggestion of such an anticipation > ' involving

a Gnostic understanding of faith (Beumer) and a mystical

doctrine of illumination by knowledge. A characteristic

reference is to 2.55, in which it is said of the ;ift of

Spirit 'hoc usquefLn consummationem saoculi nobiscum.
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Hoc exspectationis nostras solatium, hoc in donorum

operationibus futurae spe^pignus est^hoc mentium lumen,
hie splendor animorum est.' Yet even here a clear

distinction is drawn between what we possess in via and

what we shall know at the end of time. ... ain, Hilary is

prepared to describe faith as fides crucis - 'placuit

Deo praedicatione stultitiae salvos facere credentials, id
est crucis fide aeternitatem mortalibus proveaire•' fhe

situation may be summed up by saying that though the

desire to refute his opponents decisively occasionally

leads him into extreme positions, these positions char¬

acterise the limits rather than the central strains of

his thotlght, and that the presence of Gnostic and other

vocabulary is not necessarily indicative of Gnostic or

monist orientation (on this cf. G. Bornkamm our Interpret¬

ation des Johannesevangeliums in Ev. fheol. 1968.1.8ff).

At the same time, it is clear that the role of the human

nature of Christ in the atonement and the role of the Holy

Bpirit were left largely unexplored by Hilary: in this

he reflects the state of fourth century Latin theology in

general.

It might be thought from the foregoing that Hilary's

use of the Bible was only occasional to the development

of his theological thought, present in order to refute

45
ides crucis o .ft w. . 29

'r^
Hilary can be flexible when not standing in statu
confessionis cf.Do 3yn. 71. 'potest una substantia
pie dici et pie taceri.'
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the Asians' use of th~ Bible, and l;hat it v/as only the

weight of quotation, the colouring given by the presence

of so many instances of biblical imagery which lend the

biblical tone to the work. This would be confirmed by the

numerous instances of interpretation contrary to the intended

meanin of the text in its exegetical context.

Yet for Hilary, theology without the direction of

the biblical text is impossible. There is no other single

authority which has such a bearing upon christian reflect¬

ion upon God as scripture. He seeks to support all his

arguments from the Bible. Allegory even is unnecessary

because the truth of his position may be seen from the

open meaning of the texts. It is through the scriptures

that God .intended to convey the doctrine of the divinity

of Christ, pre-existent, incarnate, risen. The relation

of the Old Testament to the new is seen in terms of the

relation of witness to the pre-existent Christ and that

to the incarnate Christ: thus the whole of the Old

Testament and not simply the passages referring specific¬

ally to prophecy, becomes a witness to the incarnation.

Though the Joharmine tradition is predominant through

the use of the concept of gloria, the Pauline doctrine

of the pre-existence of Christ serves too to illuminate

the divinity of Christ as the Pauline doctrine of .justifi¬

cation served to illuminate the doctrine of the ieilsgesch-

ichte in hhe In hatthaeum: a reminder of the continuities

with the earlier period which remain despite the important

differences.



The Late Period:

Tractatus in Fsalmos
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The Late Period: Tractatus in Psalmos.

The Tractatus in Isalmos has been, at least in-

modern times, the most neglected of Hilary's works.^ The

In Katthaeum has interested scholars as a prelude to the

De Trinitate and because of its unique position a3 a

commentary: the he Trinitate has long been a source of

reference for the historian or dogma: but the In Isalmos

has usually been seen as a pale imitation in devotional

form of •; rigen's exegesis, of no particular interest in
p

itself. " This view is questioned in the following

analysis, in which the attempt is made to show that the

work is of considerable significance for the as essment

of the role of exegesis in Hilary's methodology seen as

a whole.

The Tractatus was written in the years of conjiarative

calm after Hilary's return from the east, some time after

351. The contents are best described perhaps a:; a series

1
As usual the chapter in Reinkens is excellent. A
study in detail of the use of the different senses of
scripture in the In Tsalnos is in preparation by my
friend R.I. Nestor Gastaldi (Paris/Argentina) Pere
Gastaldi has most generously made available several
sections of his work in advance of completion, and
these have illuminated many aspects of the work for
me.

2
Following Jerome (cf .apol. in Ruf 1.2; Vail-2,1) The
view of uncritical following of Origen has already
been questioned by Watson in his excellent short notice
on the In Psalmos (xliii-v and 2*5). Pere Gastaldi
confines ilmself strictly to the analysis of Tie differ¬
ent levels of significance of scripture.

Dates. Hilary died in 367, 8. Ps 67.15 (PI*9»4-53) refers
to De Trin-1,15- From this it is clear that the work
on the 73aimos was written after the exile.
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of devotional meditations. This is not a commentary like

the In Matthaeum, in which an inner sense involving a

single consistent motif of interpretation is brought out.

It is probable, despite the gaps in the work as. preserved,
ZL

that Hilary commented on all of the psalms. The work

contains many homiHebic elements, and is clearly written

for use within the christian community. Its tone is

devotional meditational throughout, rather than explanatory,

philological or theological in the strict sense. It most

probably came into existence as the expansion of a series

of homilies in Church. Again as in the In Ilatthaeum there

arc practically no references to contemporary events, and
5

it is never said for whom the work is intended.

The formal scope and method of the In I'salmos is set

out in the prologue, which is in this instance preserved.

Much is derived from Origen: the rules set out are not
f)

strictly adhered to throughout the work. The main

points may be summarised as follows: the book of the psalms
7

is a unity, secundum apostolicam auctoritatem,' but is
Q

composed by many authors." The whole book secundum evan-

gelicam praedicationem intelligi oportet^... totum itLuat'acf

cognifionem adventus Domini nostri Jesu Christi referatur.

4'

The authentic commentaries by Hilary preserved are those
on Ps,l;2;9;13;14-;5'1*-69;118-150. Inauthentic are 15;51;41.
Though there are no direct references to recipients, there
are frequent references to activities which go on in church,
e.g. 'psalmus qui lectus est', th ref in is 7 bo baptisms
etc, which suggest the context of a congregation in church,
cf . . 42, f 10, ibcve
Cf 'below, where it appears from the evidence that Hilary
was more independent than Jerome suggests.

^ Iroll.l ® Prol.1.2 ^ Irol.1.5
(sctSLiuji.Oi) (iM t>k) (ii'c/ A t>-J <t\
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This understanding is not however at once apparent to

the reader: sunt enim omnia- universa allegoricis et

typicis contexta virtutibus.There is however a

clavis scientiae, per fidem adventus eiuS. ^ It is

then always correct to look for the key in Christ (cf. th¬

in Hatthaeum where the key (never mentioned as such) lay
rather in the whole history of the incarnation and of the

people of God to faith). The whole is carefully supported

by quotations from scripture.

IP
The Hebrew text is sine ordinis adnotatione: all

was cut in order, by the LXX seniores, who, spiritall et

coolesti scientia virtutes psalmorum intelligentes ...

in numerum eos atque ordinen redegeruntYet in theory

the importance of the literal sense of the text is also

affirmed: taraen absolutissime in gestorum et temporum

historic edoccnur.

The psalter has a threefold purpose: cum enin primus

gradus sit ad salutem, in novum hominem post peccatorum

remissionem renasci, sitque post poenitentiae confessionera

regnum illud Domini in sanctaeflllius civitatis et coelestis
Jerusalem tempora servatum. et postea consummata in nos

coelesti gloria in Del patris regnum per regnum filli

proficiamus"^ (in psalms with the number 8 there is a

special rule, as also in the case of 1's 118; thes^ are

10 Ol. 1.5 11 col. 1.5^/6 12 i-roL 1.8 lib*
13 Trol 1.8 /"UP-U.iSf) 1+ Prol.1.9 lr? : rol, 1.11 ('^■/4/XJ

( i hi t( /6. to J.c)
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I N

secundum ogdoadem evangelicam destinatus. et hoc

istius textus et serrao testatur). These are directed ad

percipiendos fructos evangelicos.

The titles also have a special meaning: non enim

sine causa tanta rerum diversitate hie titulorum ordo

17
convertitur. * For example 'at vero cum Canticum tamtam

in titulo praeponitur, scientia in eo sriritalis, et
1 1 o

intelligentia coelestis arcani. * or, 'per corporalem

superscriptionum significationem spiritalis psalmi intell-
1°

egdtur editio'. 3 Where there is a diapsalrna, cognoscen-

dum est, demutationem aut personae aut sensus sub conver-
PO

si one nodi : usici inc-foari. ~

Some preliminary indication of the effect of these

rules on the treatment of the text, the exceptions made

to them, the change in the shape of the work in comparison

with that of the previous periods, may be gained from a

brief analysis of selected psalms.

Psalm 1 begins with an introduction. Ex cuius
21

persona does the work come? Here we note the technical

16 (Uiel. jp.H /q)
Frol -1«13a cf. Ps, 118 which 'perfectum virum secundumdoctrinamf evangelicam consummat'. The three languages
of the Old Testament have a special significance (1 f-'i)
and the last 15 Pas.have also a special significance
'qui ogdoadis et present! religions ct sperata exspect-
atione perficitur, isto cantico graduum in coelestia et
aeterna conscenditur.'

17 1.17 rj 1 .ZO(<UA} IMjs) 19 1.' g (iUd p.Hj.Z )
20

, 21
1.25 {UU p H./.l). *" In Ps ltl (CS£L 22. )
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structure of the literary criticism of the schools common

to Rome and Alexandria alike. Nunc..ex persona J?ilii non

22
posse intelligi, res ipsa absolute, docet. Despite the

emphasis in the prologue on the significance :£ the title,

the explanation of the correct interpretation is grounded
26

at once too m the text itself. " Des Its the stress of

the prologue that all may have a coelestis significantia,

and though Christ is the key to the understanding of the

book as a whole, this does not mean that every detail,

or even the interpretation of each psalm, is to be related
oh. pc.

directly to him. This is an important distinction.

The whole is a reflection not simply of Christ but of the

life of man in relation to Christ. What the criteria for

direct reference to Christ himself are, vie shall consider
26

in detail bolow. The next question runs: de quo viro?

This cannot be Christ, for the contents do not correspond
27

to the dignity of his person. This characteristic

argument, which vie have already encountered in the In

Fiatthaeum, is supported by a citation from that gospel

(though without reference to the commentary).

Here the "tractate-, proper begins. It is interpreted

in terms of the forgiveness of sins, in accordance with

the three tier structure of the whole book as set out in

the general prologue. An exemplum is given, and then

22 21
1.1 ^iUzz) i.i ()

OIL
"

1.1 ex persona filii non posse intelligi, res ipsa
pr absolute docet. liL'ef.)

1.2 s :d ubi et quando ao eum ro hotlae ipsius sermo se
raferat, rationabilis scientiae discernendum est veritate.
1.2 p.ZQ -A.Lift 27 1.3 ( ilij. p.i(MH)
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28 ✓

treated ar a moral illustration (and not as in the In

Hatthaeum. as a key to the structure of the whole text|.
The mention of cathedra pestilentiae evokes a quotation

29
from it. Hatthev/, y and is then interpreted in relation

to the woi'ds of Jesus. The concept of perpetua meditatio,

connected "by association of ideas with inilar thought in

Paul and in John, provides a christologically orientated

meditation on the life of man before God x^hich corresponds

to the Id Testament prophecy and is interpreted along the

lines of that prophecy.

?/
The reference to :li -num' apparently irreconcilable

with the literal sense, is illuminated by reference to

Genesis 2 and Proverbs (both of immense significance for

the theology of the early thurch). The reference to
a2

iroverbs now provides a link with St. Luke's gospel

(a reminder that the tractatus can only be understood in

the light of the enormous e.cegetical activity of the De

Trinitate) and to a meditation on Christ, commented upon

further by Isaiah and by Paul. The plants of the psalm

are analysed allegorically (like the fig tree in the In
33

Hatthaeun) so that its leaves are the verba )ei. ' The tree

28
1.5 this is an exemplura not as always in the In Ht. from
scrir-ture , but ex uau conscientiao eon: unis. (zl sf 20-J

29 30 31
i .io - • i'LAf. lU/tf) i. ii-n /<£<•/ bic-i) i •Hi^ fI

32
\J$ Lk,23.43. cf De Trin.1.32; 10.34- and 10.GO

33 (iiic( PHAiO
.15 V***XXXXM (t'kcfjMJ.iZ)
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is related to the redemptio ligni vitae of the crossi^and
through a reference to iudicium to the last judgement (a

reminder that even in the late period the themes of the

cross, are .judgement are not entirely lost in the -loria
X CI

of the resurrection, as is often suggested) ♦

A short reference to hearers and readers reminds

us that the first audience was very probably 'live', and

the use of the formula 'virtus ipsa verborun proprietatem
vn

dicti ov intelligentiam continet' indicates that the

concern for the literal sense has by no means entirely

disappeared. The ductus of the whole is completed in
08

the Church, in the name 'christians' and in Christ.

The knowledge of man by God and of God by ran is articul¬

ated in terms of the Pauline Adam/Christ typology (as

in the contemporary Iractatus Wysteriorum) and the whole

is brought to a close with a christological text from
4o

the fourth gospel, familiar to us from the be frinitate:

i.e. both Paul and John lend their witness to that of

the psalms and the prophets in testimony to Christ.

The above sample from the prologue and the first

psalm provides a typical example of the nature of the whole.

34 35
1AS/'V ' 1.20 I12¥)■

■' n (' P'^^^)
1.21 neglegent£/7i. audient^um et incurios&m legentiumfacilitatem dicti dominif/<sermo pcrturbat.

97 1.2 1 ftLiflL {to)8 1.22('b16?■ K~Z. ^ 9 1 •U/Uuif?26
4-0

1.24. Jn-5.22 cf De Trin.4-.29; 7.20; 11.12 cf for the
other two sections in Hilary's division of the psalter
Pss-53 and 150 (ET in Watson, op, cit,).
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The General prologue suggests a close connection with

Origen, and since the first mention of this by Jerome, it

has often been said that Hilary's work liere is a translation

or rou h translation of Origen's commentaries on the psalms.

Points of similarity and of difference have been assessed.

Relations with Origen are complicated however by the un¬

certainty as to which of his works on the psalms Hilary

used, and by the lack of extant material from Origen

dealing with the particular psalms extant from Hilary.

Rather more helpful is the often forgotten suggestion that

Hilary and Husebius of Yercelli translated the com; entary

on the psalms of Eusebius of Caesarea,. which was itself a

revised version of the work of Origen. Hilary's version

is often nearer to lusebius of Caesarea than to rigen,

but it cannot be said to be a translation of either, for

there are as many decisive differences, both in method
41

and in content, as there are similarities.

In the psalms chosen above for illustration, Hilary

follows the main lines of the rules in the prologue (from

Crigen) as a general framework for his interpretation.

But within these general guiding lines there is ample

scope for Hilary's individual interpretation. Before

going on to consider these relationships in the context

of the tractatus as a whole, it may be mentioned that

41
Origen, Hilary and Eusebius (cf.Jerome Vir.ill.81;
ep. 61.2; 112.20 cf-FL 12.948) cf.Crigen in FG 12
105 -1885♦ usebius of Caesqred C~ 2 .21-1457. he
few fragments of Busebius of Vercelli surviving (PL12)
tell us nothing in this matter.
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many of the differences from previous works in the In

j'salmos derive essentially from the nature of tlv material

itself. Here there is no history of salvation to be ex¬

plained in terms of the lex/fides motif of the In Matthaeum:

as in the De Trinitate, the wider theme, with the additional

freedom derived from acquaintance with the eastern tradition

enables Hilary to use a much wider range of imagery and

technique.

Comparison with Crimen is complicated, as already

mentioned, by the fact that we do not have the corresponding

homilies/commentaries of Origen for the surviving work on

the psalms by Hilary, and it is not entirely certain which

of Origen's works Hilary is supposed by Jerome to have used,

iiany features of Origen recall Hilary: cf,the three homilies

on Ps,36, in which the christological emphasis is clear,
Jesus Christus Veritas est, Dominus noster Jesus Christus

justitia est etc., the heretici are those who non spirital-

iter intelligunt (671D) etc. A comparison of Origen's

commentary and homilies with those of Hilary show some

similarities and many differences. In the general prologue

Hilary follows Origen in having one book of psalms and not

five, but there is nothing in Origen's prologue on the

c.lapsalma. he relation with Husebius of Caesarea appears

closer. In Fs.one there are no real parallels, and the

explanations are often very different e.g. in 1.-" . On Ps.

13.7 there is a close parallel, and in Is, 14 the quotations

are the same but the explanations given differ. Is.66 is
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very different in both but Pss ,591 65 2nd "3 show many

similarities. 3. had very little on #s( 118. In Ps, 121

Hilary is close to •?, but in Ps . 124 very different. Ps. 132.1

offers an exact verbal parallel and 156 has parallels. In

-5s.l;>8 the eneral sense is parallel but the words are not.

Taking the cross-section used before, in Ps,1 and 55 there

ar^ close parallels neither with 0 nor with H. In Is.150

[ilary's stress is found in il. but not in . i.e. in none

of these cases can we sneak of translation, and of adaptat¬

ion only in the widest sense. Jompo .'ison of v biblical

citations provides a similar picture: in - ss.1-2 Hilary
• :ivcs nearly all Origen's and nearly all .usebius' citations.

In Ps,64 Hilary's quotations are nearly all in Husebius

but not in Origan. L'he balance would indicate bhat Hilary's

use of Oriyen probably comes throu Hi usebius on the Psalms•

The details for the individual psalms com ared follow

the above sample: occasional striking similarities, often

no resemblance whatever, and the resemblances more often

with iusebius than with Origen.

a). The strvc,W f the work.

Because of its very loose nature, the literary

structure of the work no longer plays the important role

of the In Matthaeuin

but an examination of it may still shed, light on the

development of Hilary's exegesis as a whole.

It is clear that the In Psalmos arose from a series

of homilies delivered in Ghurch - cf. the reference as
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already mentioned to readings e.g. 14-,|psalmus qui

lectus est, 135.1. cum in lectionis tempore, etc, and

the frequent formulae of exhortation. These homilies were

themselves composed by reference to the homilies (probably
not the commentaries) of Origen, probably in the version

of the homilies of Eusebius of Oaesarea. At a later date

those were all put together by Hilary. It is likely that

he preached only on one section of each psalm on a given

occasion. It is very unlikely that the long textual

discussions, refei^Lnn: to the different Hss versions in
different languages, listed above, e.g. 138.37, in quibus-

dam codibus legimus etc, were mentioned in Church. Hut

in the revision no attempt was made to delete the refer¬

ences to the live situation and to produce a polished unit

in the manner of the De Trinitate. l-'ossibly Hilary would

have done so if he had lived longer. It seems probable

that the homilies in Church, complete with -cri tions at

the end, were left more or less unaltered, and connections

and extra notes wore simply inserted at the appropriate

place, much of this coming from Hilary's sources.

At the same time, it would appear that Hilary

himself used 'tractace'and cognates in the technical,

classical sense of to treat, investigate, as it was

frequently used by )uintilian, rather than in the later

sense indicated bp the well known line from Augustine

'tractatus populares quos Graeci homilia- vocant'

( Au . haer. 4- pref). This idea of invest! ation, careful
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treatment of a theme, is used of the psalmist himself

at 67.27 led suscipiendae ab unigenito Deo carnis,

adoundaeque mortis, ot per Apostolum, et nunc per

Prophetam randior profundiorque ratio tractatur. For

lilary it y also imply something* close to exegesis of

a to ~t, as at I a,15&lbrevic psalmus est, et isiinctione

Is quam tractatu ,xplicandus. Dhe relation of written

and spoken tractatus in Augustine is dealt with in

.. . 1. seven's rook on letart bid i.: a aistinus

(cf.esp.p 5 n A), for which I am indebted to . . Wright•

Hilary's use would be close to Augustine's second use

of the word, as at DDG A,A.6 tractator clivinarum scriptur-

arun, and in Sermo 170.5 scripturarum tractatores dicimur,

non nostrarum opinionum affirmatores. (v. Weegen op cit

ibid) (The articles on Tractare by Bardy in A,Oh. 35, 194-6,

211-2 5 and Iiohrmann in La Maison-Dieu 39, 1954-. 97-107,

were unfortunately not accessible to me.)

Further details of the literary structure (which for

our purpose are more important for comparison with the In

Hatt. than for the direct understanding of the In Jsalmos

itself) may he illustrated as follows:

Usually as in Ps.. 1 the exposition begins with a

prologue in which the main themes are stated. These may¬

be set out in a series of questions re -an in : r ealter and

addressee as in .hue above exanpLe. The len :th of the text

varies; in Is.-l, two verses are taken together at the

beginning then each verse is dealt with separately.
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The end of each section is marked by a rhetorical finish,

^ach psalm may ori inally have been divided u and covered

in several homilies. Despite the presence, examined

below, of much philological material, Hilary clearly has

in mind a devotional rather than an academic context in

this work.

The division of the text into verses *;o he : It with
< 1

absolute and verses to be explained in terms of a hidden

moaninas in the In flatthaeum, has cone, and is not

replaced by the epitomising method of the )e ri :tate.

Open and inner senses are no longer dealt with distinctly,

nor is all referred to the incarnation directly, as was

often the case in the De Trinitate: all this is replaced

by the heavily modified framework of Oripen's rules, the

details of which are discussed below.

Each psalm being naturally a single unit, and the

range of interpretation being much loss strict h n in the

In flatthaeurn, the use of the rhetorical structure by

building up references and cross references and in shaping;

the episodes for interpretation, though present, o longer

plays a significant role. Typical too of the looser

framework is the presence in quantity of quotations from

the Of and NT throughout. The division of the material

in units of single words or verses depending on the course

of the meditation and not upon the strict sense of the

text, as usual in the early Church, again leads to the

phenomenon of atomisation and change in the accentuation
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of specific episodes which we noted in the In Matthaeum.

A certain amount of new material (for Hilary) in the form

of grammatical, historical and philological explanation

is present (doubtless a fruit of the exile) but this is

always subordinated to the theological purpose and does

not indicate a change in the essentially pastoral character

of the work.

As in the In Matthaeum and the De Trinitate, due

regard is paid to continuity of context, as at 64-. 1 opportune

superiorew psalmuonhic qui subiacet consecutus est, 67.30

quid illud sit, mox continuat ordo dictorum etc.

The old categories of the rhetorical schools are again

evident, but their presence is no longer so vitally import¬

ant for the interpretation of the whole. This may be

illustrated from Is. 1 on exemplum:

1.1 et sumamus ex usu conscientiae communis exemplum

1.2 igitur secundum hoc propositum exemplum, impium...est

1.6 et quem in magnis aeterrae beatitudinis constituat

exemplis.

1.8 Ridiculum hoc forte et ineptum comparatae b- tit-

udinis credebatur exemplum. But the taut structure of

the In Matthaeum in which the rhetorical categories plays

a central role is no longer to be observed.

Much work has been done on the biblical quotations

of the In Isalmos. According to I Jeanotte, Hilary cites

1002 of the 2515 vv. of the psalter in the work, i.e. nearly

4-Gfi. Ochellauf's analysis showed that Hilary often quoted
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from memory. He distinguished the biblical citations

apart from the text actually being commented upon as used

to clarify, to stress and to abbreviate. The imprecision

in the form of the citation makes identification of the

text which he used difficult. Zingerle in WSUL889 noted

that Hilary*s text was often close to that of the LXX, aid

elsewhere (Comm. Wolfflin,) suggested that Hilary probably

had a (yraeco-tatin glossary before him. On the other hand

Hilary on occasions used texts other than that of the LXX

(Buttell cites 118 DaMh, 118 He 13; 158.37; 4-3.2; 14-6.10)

A list of the comments made by Hilary on the latin

translation of the Pss,is given by Feder (Studien III llOf.)

incl. non satis proprie, non ita absolute, ambigua signifi¬

cations, minus propria etc. The whole question of Hilary's

text, comments on the text and philological work in the

In Psalmos has been examined recently by Goffinet, who

simply concludes (31f) that Hilary probably used the

version of the biblical text current in Gaul in the 4-th

century. Critical comments are to be found at In Is

2.35; 51.38; 54-.1; 54-.11; 55.1; 56.1; 65.3; 65.15 etc;

118 (8 refs.);130; 136; 137; 138; 14-3. Goffinet draws
the conclusion that 'Origenes dat hij dit kritisch-filologisch

element in zijn Psalmencommentaar' but he has not considered

the possible role of Cusebius, Jeanotte, Le Psaultier,

noted Hilary's habit of referring occasionally to minute

details in the text e.g. at Ps 137.2 ad templum not in

templo, and of discussing carefully the details of trans¬

lations e.g. at Ps.54-.10; 118 lamed 2.14- etc. and variant
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Alt.

readings e.g. at 78.13; 138.6 etc.

k]. 'The principles of interpretation.

The analysis of the first psalm has already revealed

several of the distinctive features of the principles of

interpretation in the In Psalmos. Notable among these

and particularly important for the In Psalmos is the sugg¬

estion (present along with other suggestions) that scripture
42

takes the forma dominici corporis: its importance is

increased by the fact that here Hilary returns to the more

explicit exegesis of continuous texts after the epitomising

use of the Bible in the De Trinitate. The concept of the

Bible having the form of Christ's body is from Origen,

but the manner in which it is developed diverges in import¬

ant respects from Origen's treatment. We never find in

Hilary a trichotomist treatment of scripture (which is

present theoretically at least in Origen) but a dualism

of spiritalis and corporalis. This distinction, which

resembles in some respects (but is not identical with) the

inner and outer senses of the In Katthaeum, leads to a

renewed emphasis on the 'spiritual interpretation' which
43

was noticeably much reduced in the De Trinitate. '
The details may be illustrated as follows:
Coelestis is very frequent cf-15.1 exemplum nobis

coelestis doctrinae etc. For spiritalis cf.62.3 sed nos
4-/ 4 !>€ < r*- />. /£9
42

cf.Prol. 7 and cf below
!JrJ Though Hilary does divide the psalms into three parts

this is a rather different matter. On Origen's divis¬
ion of scripture cf, sect, above.
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spiritalibus doctrinis eruditi, 67.11 animalia cum essent,

facta' sunt spiritalia 118.^.5 in reference to Romans 7.13-

luia lex at spiritalis est, et umbra futurorum; 118.2tie.10

dona raecipue spiritalium gratiarum: 123.9 s; iritales enim

sumus. This is contrasted on occasion with corporalis

e.g. at 133.13 et in his quae corporaliter gesta esse

memorantur, spiritalia significari nerainiraus, 121.16

I'loyees non iara spiritaliter per ooctrinaia, sod corporaliter

per glorian fulgens ita nerainit etc. cf. boo 1;5C .17 Recti

auton habitantes cum facie Dei nihil in as cor; orale retinere

intelliguntur. It is clear from the above teat in the

In i'salmos, the spiritual is much more important than

the corporeal, a further indication of the influence of

Origen.

In addition to the contrast between the corporalis

and the spiritalis which, as we nave seer, tends bo deprec¬

iate the corporalis per se and clearly comes from Origen,

many passages indicate a simultaneous continuation of the

relation from the In Matt., now less sharply stated,

between the literal and the spiritual. On th? ono hand

Hilary can .rite, as in 1.9 absolutissimo in gesborum et

temporum historia; 123.5 fides historiae non ;ericlitatur,

si rebus effectis, inesse connexam sibi extrinsocus

signii'icantiaia existimemus; 1 .3 sed in singulis verbis singul-

ae virtutes sunt explicandae. But on the .r and, as at

.s. 55.1- multa psalmi superscriptio conpre'-ond.it, iuae

praeter rerun gostarum notionem alterius intellige ntiae

intimant sonsum, and as in In Iiatt., vellem percontari
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eos, qui otiosas esse spiritales psalnorum intelligentias

existimant. cf. too 124.1 and 131.11 volunt ergo Iudaei,

138.39 sed aliqui etc. In 125.1 there appears to be no

literal sense at all. Occasionally the spiritual sense is

Justified by reTerence to she new Testament with the comment,

'quia per Doninum dictum est' as at 1.11.

A major reason for this new accent is undoubtedly

the problem posed by the material itself. In the In

Imatthaeum, Hilary stressed the abolition of the lav;. Nov/

he returns to the law, in order to stress the role of the

spiritual lav; in ordering the life of man as seen in the
44

liyht of Christ.' (There are similarities hare to the

tertius usus lo is of 17th century theology.) ...a mentioned

in the prole ue, not all of the psalms can be brought

simply under the motif of promise and fulfilment, •••hough

this theme is certainly present. Apart from the prophecy

of Christ v;hich they contain, they form a mirror, prototype

and guide to the progress of man towards the finis of the

kingdom of God. Come parts of a single psalm may refer to

Christ directly, others to the life of man in the light of

Christ. Technically, this change of reference is male by the

Spirit in the individual psalm, and the change is indicated by

the dl&ps&ima. ^ Again, though much of Crimen's language of

mystical illumination and transformation is used, bu : ontological

completion of that transformation of man takes place, not now,

1U\
this theme is well illustrated by Ps. 118 A»5» passim.

4-5
cf. the references above to the diapsalma Typical, is
54.8.
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bub in the future finis of the kingdom of God.^

At the same time remnants of the trichotomist

division of nature and of the Alexandrian concept of

deification remain in the threefold division of the psalms

in terms of the progression of the soul, which Hilary
47

retains. It is characteristic of Hilary that along¬

side this model traces remain not only of the facta/dicta

contrast and the virtus model of the In Matthaeum but also

and more importantly, of the epitomising use of scripture

in reflection of the De Trinitate. Hilary's strength as

an exegete, like that of Luther, lay paradoxically in the

fact that he was absolutely uninterested in a theory of

hermeneutics for its own sake. The basic concern was the

theological articulation of the gospel itself. To this

end all means might be used. With this basic intention

in mind, it is possible to see the In Psalmos not simply

as a step back to the vagaries of Alexandrian allegorism

but as the mark of a stage of theological development in

which (given the premise that scripture is what Hilary

though_• it was) all kinds of means of articulating the

gospel in the context of human life may be employed without

any kind of self conscious inhibition.

46
The final consummation is discussed, in accordance
with the plan of the prologue, in the context of tss-
148-150.

47
'•• \'~m? sometimes he uses bhe Pauline twofold

envision of -man as soul and body as at Is-158 7-8 cf
i-.J. nondeau in St. Patr. VI 197'—210 ' Rewei litfuies sur1 anthropologic de 3t. Hilaire.'
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This is also the case with the lex/fides dialectic

of the In Matthaeum, which here influences several passages

but no longer plays a central role: cf the references at

51.2 to evangelica fides, 59. ' justificans ex fide, 67.9

evangelia legis supplements, 68.1 evangelicae spei fideles,

123.5 quia lex spiritalis etc. Evangelica doctrine can

refer to almost anything in the flew Testament, e.g. at

.5" 5.1 in a reference to Matt. 2 L.S3. Even the ecclesia/

synagoga contrast may be found, e.g. at 67.28 non ad

synagogue confessionem, sed ad ecclesiae benedictionem nos

cohortatur propheta.

An important result of this theologically based eclectic

ism in method is that though the presence of all of them

may be traced, neither the stoicised doctrine of inspiration

of the In Matthaeum nor Qrigen's doctrine of inspiration

nor indeed the categories of the rhetorical tradition can

be said to play the significant role of the early period.

They may lead the ductus of the interpretation on occasion

but they do not reflect Hilary's major concerns.

Such matters as the ordo are important, and as

before the rhetorical categories are interwoven in the

spiritual interpretation: cf. 11? .fil.dictorum ordo non

neglegendus est. But since the whole structure is much

less rigidly organised than that of the In Matthaeum, the

impact on the whole interpretation is less. further

examples may be seen at 59-. 15 talis autem tcmporum ordo

non nisi ex prophetica scientia distribute est; 69.5 et

idem est dictorum ordo, qui et rerum; 63. spiritalis ordo;
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65.7 Confesslonis naslrae ordinom, 65.2 rationem atque

ordinem, 118B 10 sed retentus hie ordo rationis est.

cf too 59.5, 67.3, 118A1, 118B7 etc. For ratio cf, 65.1

res ipsa et ratio deraonstrat cf'126.18. Exemplum, cf,67.7.

idque exemplum omne ad ecclesiam etc cf. 122.8. comparationis

exemplum etc. For proprietas cf 136.10. nos secundum

graecitatis proprietatem, 55.4. proprietates autem virtut-

esque verborum. cf,138.22, 178.33 etc. For dicta cf-1.12,

2.2, 2.15, 2.23, 51.5 etc. Gesta 51.2, 68.1, 141.3,

Demutatio 2.9, 2.15, 53.6, 65.16 etc. Hiapsalma 53.9, 59.3,

60.4, 66.2 etc. Sensus 53.4, 65.25, 69.9.

As the commentary in the In Fss -is usually verse by

verse, the need for the strict, condensed organisation of

narrative ,is less, and this too tends to lessen the role

of the rhetorical categories. For the res/verba pair,

cf the exx above and e.g. 1.5* nunc et res ipsas et eorum

verba tractemus.

It is in accordance with this new freedom of

expression rather than in terms of a conscious espousal

of a key technique that we may regard the use of allegory

in the In Psalmos, employed now on a larger scale than

ever before. The formal characteristics of Hilary's use

of allegory cannot be distinguished in any essential point

from those of Origen, and can be used in any exegetical

context. The actual instances are developed by Hilary

independently, and usually in terms of his own christology,

but Hilary is in no sense consciously 'anti-Origen'.
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Allegory and typology are used in the In Psalmos almost

interchangeably.

Hilary makes uninhibited reference to allegoria in

the In Psalmos in addition to the use of types as before

cf,5.15 secundum propheticam et allegoricara intelligentiam

but 62.8 quia litterae ac legis allegoricmetia praescript-

ione cessante, Deus vivae intelligentisque hostiae sit

laudibus honorandus; 67.1 allegoricorum dictorum inter-

pretatio Gal 4.21 is cited at 118.ItaL 3 as a justificatio n

for the use of allegory, cf.too 146.9 parabolicam tamen,

sive, ut apostolus ait^ allegorumenam nobis doctrinam ita
commemorata praebererik, The reference twice to Gal.-4.21

may indicate Hilary's awareness of general misgivings

regarding allegory. We have seen that it was not his

custom to justify his use of figural interpretation in the

In Matt,or the De Trin. cf too for allegory the references

at 147.10 and 13 to allegorica doctrina and allegorice,

and at 147.5 allegoroumeni consuetudinem, cf.too 118.Ba.3

and 134.1.

Typus is found at e.g. 133.5, typicu3 at 146.7 and

54.9 etc. praefigurare at 59.6 and 63.1 David qui passionem
48

Domini praefiguravit. cf.too 124,6 futuri species and

De Tit,91.1 lex meditatio veritatis. On occasion too the

figural significance may be indicated by significare e.g.

124.5 cum enim et montem significare Ecclesiam, id est

Dominum in corpore legimus. cf.too 65.11, 65.12; 67.24 etc.

Parallel again with the In Matt.is the stress on
^

On David as the type of faith cf 56.4; 121.10; 142.10;
141.3;141.1;139; 62.1; 14.1; 55.1; 55.2; 58.1; cf.list
in Reinkensj.298.
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Veritas e.g. 67.21 de divina veritatis scientia, 118.5.5.

veritatis verba, verbura veritatis etc. and virtus, cf

158.32 interius verbi huius virtutem. For parabola cf 68.2-

this is now equivalent to allegoria cf ,14-6.9 above. ITew

is the use of textus (Prole to ps. 1.13,), sanctus of christians

e.g. at 60.1, 67.2 (common in Origen) and revelatic at

25.7.

Apart from the general prologue, esp. 5 and 6a

further report on Hilary's method is given at 150.1. On

the role of prophecy cf~ 65.5, and 62.4, which recalls the

In Hatthaeum prophetiae scientia est pro gerendis gesta

memorare. We have seen that in the In Matthaeum only

those figurae which were interpreted non-metaphcdcally

were taken up into the Heilsgeschichte. In the In Psalmos

as in the De Trinitate, this is no longer the case. All

figurae may now be referred directly to Christ or to the

life of man in the light of the gospel. The meditational/

mystical effect created by this piece of exegetical

procedure adds to the impression of much greater freedom

in the use of texts than either in the De Trinitate or

in the In Katthaeum.

To some extent, as we have already seen, the use of

certain of the above principles rather than others, depend

on the nature of the psalm according to the divisions of

the book in the prologue.

This is also reflected e.g. in the use of the
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. 49
designation 'absolutus.

Because of the great freedom in the use of figurae,

the examination of the hermenautical principles themselves

is of less immediate value in assessing the work than the

wider context of the role of scripture in the theological

conception of the work as a whole: to this we now must turn.

c). T he tlieoio^ it 'i I Id I 1 K g rou n. ct.
The theological background of the In Fsalmos is

basically that of the De Trinitate: differences in detail

are of a complementary rather than a contradictory nature

(as far as Hilary is ever completely consistent) and arise

from differences in the nature of the main themes, which

in the De Trinitrate might be summed up as the defence of

orthotic* Jhristology, in the In Psalmos as devotional

meditation upon the life of man coram Deo. In the De Trinitate

49
Deferences to absolutus and cognates are found at e.g.
118 xleth.8. et sane absolutior ita sensus videbatur;
118 Daleth 4 quod utrumque absolute docetur, 136.1 absoluta
quaedam verborua species, 134.r. secundum simplicitatera
audientium absolutus etc. 137*5 absolutissime, cf-1 1.4,
131.1/:, 135*14, 140.12, etc. At 134.1 the usual contrast
between corporeal and spiritual is replaced by that
between absolutus and allegoroumena.

it,/a References are made to the LXX at 2.2, 2.3, 42.1, 118.D6,
CcVr.„oll8.He 13, 131.24, 133.4 etc. A full list is given by

Lindemann. At fs.. 69 Hilary refers to Aquila. For
translatio cf.65.26, 67.12, 118.He.5, 7 etc. Interpret-
atio cf. 67.14; translatores 145.1 etc. The differences
between latin and Hebrew thought are discussed at e.g.
138.22. Hilary holds the vie\-/ that the LXX is the
best text of the psalms. A preference for the LXX is
expressed at 118.A.4; 59.1; 131.2 and 4; 133.4; 2.3;
Trol. 2.1; 142.1; 59.1; 138.32. Reference is often
made to the Hebrew e.g. at 65.25, yet the Greek is to
be preferred to the Hebrew, as at 138.25, and to the
latin: verbi virtutem latinus sermo non tenet etc.
Such comparisons of text may be seen at 1 3.4; 38.32;
138.43; 142.1; 143.1. Cf Reinkens' discussion op„cit-
283.
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the ground, was dictated by his opponents, forcing a

concentration on the theme of the divinity of Christ:

here Hilary is free to develop a wide variety of themes

in the course of meditation on the different motifs of

the psalms. At the same time he is able to combine much

of the exegetical legacy of Origen with his own exegetical

method, developed through the In Katthaeum and the De

Trinitate.

The continuity with the De Trinitate is suggested

by many of the expressions. Hilary assumes that the

celestial significance of the psalms is to convey the

message of the gospel: cf.the references to figural express¬

ions above and e.g. 2.23 tenendus autem idem evangelicorum

dictorum ordo, qui psalmi est.; 53.1 evangelica doctrina

etc. This is also the case where as in 58.1 omnis a

historia dissentit. This is the divinus serrao (58.5)

and Verba Dei sunt, quaecuraque prophetae locuti sunt

(118. J%?2). In the prologue (7) it was said that scripture

has the forma dominici corporis. Further, sit totum illud

ad cognitionem adventus domini nostri Jesu Christi, et

corporationis, et passionis et regni et ad rosurrectionis

nostrae gloriam virtutemque referatur/2/), Christ is the key

to scripture. Of the scribes it is said - negant enim

Christum, cuius adventus opus est prophetarum, clavem scient-
iae abstulerunt ("^.Occasionally the exemplum of Christ is

stressed: Q... | i s MAm hoc (ordec i p u.u-r>-. a, se doctH b ae' su.rwi vole it:
Scilicet .

exe*«plum, hurniti,t&.Us, per d_nimqLWs
re^uidS t n u' c" n i r-etur.
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He is the ultimate reference of all the psalms: cf .1,38.1

Bon est ergo ambiguum, luin in psalmis de eo scriptum

est. Nam tametsi pler&wique in his talis. sint, ut ad

personam patriarcharum, prophetarum, apostolorum, martyrum,

generationis quoque primae et generationis sequentis reftrri
oporteant: tamen quia omnia in Christo et per Christum

sunt, quidquid illud in psalmis est sub diversorum

personis prophetarum, orane de ipso est: quia doctrine omnia,

diversis licet oraeceptorum generibus multiformis hoc per

diversos praestdt ut ipse noscatur. Knowledge of God in

Christ is given by God himself throught the scriptures:

]?s. 134.3 per cognitionem nominis Dei ad scientiam eius

perficimus; 129.1 huroana infirmitatis confessio... ex

Deo hoc solum nosse, quod Deus est. cf.cognitio dei at

69.1 and 134.27. Here, and not from 'the philosophers',
of whom Hilary i3 rather scornful,isto be found knowledge

of God: cf„ Ps;» 64-.3 cernimus namque nudis philosophos

corporibus algere...turn hoc inane atque ridi^ulum est,

et cum ipsis superstitionis causis miserabile « There is

no developed doctrine of the hearing of the Word, as in

Augustine, but the knowledge of God is planted by him in

the hearts of rnent cf, 118.1^.6corde enim per fidem patente,

et per desiderium ad hauriendum hiante, intelligentia

doctrinae coelestis accipitur. Non aniraae hoc, sed

cordis officiura est.

In the In Matthaeum the strict typological method of

the west was combined with the epistemology of the rhetorical

schools to produce a carefully controlled exegesis. In the
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De Trinitate detailed exegesis was succeeded by an epitom¬

ising use of scripture referred directly to the incarnation.

In the In Psalmos detailed exegesis returns, the whole

being seen indirectly, but not always directly in the

light of the coming of Christ, v/here this basis is secured,

it is then possible to make use of the whole range of

Qrigen's exegesis in support of it, to the extent of using

his allegory of scripture as having the form of the body

of Christ. That is to say, Origan1s complex hermeneutical

apparatus, though much used by Hilary for framework and

interpretational detail, lias for Hilary no theologically

compelling importance in itself for him, and can be

adapted and used alongside techniques drawn from his

previous exegetical works, in the context of Hilary's

own theological meditation on each psalm.

The importance of the link both with Or1gen and

with his own previous exegesis may be seen from a

consideration of the inter-relation of theology and exegesis

in some of the more controversial themes of the work.

It has often been suggested that the In Psalmos

shows the culmination of a transition from a western

theology to an Origenist position in which deification and

mystical Illumination are the main themes. This is illustr¬

ated from e.g. the lack of emphasis on the sensus corporalis

of the scriptures, which is thought to reflect Hilary's

doctrinal difficulty with the human nature of Jesus, and

from the passages in which it is maintained that God cannot

suffer.
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There are indeed grounds for this suggestion (and

for the unease with which it is often accompanied), but

they are not the grounds usually given. It is clear that

though scripture is said to have the form of the body of

Christ, the whole exegesis is not in practice related by

detailed analogy with the doctrine of the incarnation,

either in Hilary or in Crigen himself.

Again, though Origen's schema of mystical illumination

is followed and the language of deification is used, the

basic theology is that of the De Trinitate: the presence

of the same structures and the same language does not

always imply identity of function and intention. It would

however be misleading to suppose that Hilary had any qualms

about the use of Origan's ontological categories of dei¬

fication as such: it is simply that they are usually

applied in accordance with the limitations upon human

language about God detailed in the De Trinitate. Where

these limits appear to have been forgotten, it is perhaps

worth remembering that the context here is of praise and

devotional meditation (though this does not mean that

Hilary v/ould have considered any kind of language approp¬

riate in this context.)

For Hilary as for Origen, the scripture provides the

ladder of meditation towards perfection. Hilary is careful

to stress the concrete nature of the work of God in men

now: cft51*5« verbura caro factiim habitat in nobis; 125.9

spiritales enim sumus, et evolamus ut passeres. But at
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the same time it seems clear that he did not envisage

the achievement of full mystical illumination in this

life: cf, 118.p,,l omnis Dei sermo qui scripturis divinis

continetur, in SPEH nos bonorum coelestium vocat. What

is desired here is praise of, but not union with, God: c£~

154.2. et contuendum in exordio psalmi est quod ad laudem

nos Dei advocat, cum in superior© psalmo ad solan bene-

dictionem hortatus sit. cf too Ps: <-149-15 passim. /hen

we find an expression like that employed at 152.1 per

omnem. doctrinae ordinem gradibus scanditur, nam per gradus

ad superiors vehimur, we are at once aware of the background

in Origen: but on the other hand the background of such a

phrase as at $4*4 habitemus nunc ecclesiam, coelestem

Jerusalem, ut non moveamur in aeternum, may reflect not

so much a conscious Origenist ontology as a word of

encouragement to a comparatively young Church in the

midst of a still largely pagan population. If it was

one of Hilary's main services to Latin theology to have

introduced (or reintroduced) the Alexandrian exegetical

tradition to the west, and so to prepare the way for the

reception of the many translations of Alexandrian comment¬

ary which were soon to follow, it was at the same time his

achievement to show how this work could be combined with

important elements in the western theological tradition,

coming from Irenaeus. In this work of adaptation he was

to be overshadoitfed by Jerorae, and then by Ambrose. Yet

his pioneering work, as later theoigians were on occasion

to discover, was often done on a much more solid theological
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basis than that of many of his distinguished successors.

In this acheivement the role of the exegetical

tradition, eastern and western, lay largely in preparing

text and context: the critical factor ;vas the theological

insight which then moulded the available material into

interpretation which, however we may view their content

today, were often of much greater depth than those of
so

his contemporaries.

50
E. Gastaldi's thesis now casts further light on some
of the issues discussed sfi above in the following
ways. It is possible to interpret Jerome's statement
to mean that Hilary and Eusebius of Vercelli worked
independently and not jointly in using S .of C!s commen¬
tary on the iss. So Gastaldi, following Kannengiesser.
The stress on the realities in scripture, which we
noted in the In Matt, as an echo of the western trad¬
ition, is found too by G. in the In Is. cf.Fs.21.1-2 -
Tert, Adv. Jud. 10.13: non omnia imagines, sed et verit-
ates. G.has found echoes of Gyprian and Novatian in
the In.J.-'38..too. After going thoroughly into the relation
of II on the Psalms to Origen and Eusebius of Caeseraea,
Gastaldi finds no trace in Hilary of Urigen's rabbinic
or his gnostic exegesis. G too found parallels with
and differences from E. of C., i.e. agreement on the
titles of the psalms, but differences on the value
of the LXX .. G concludes that O's influence is greater
than that of E but that the continuity with, the In Mt
is still very marked, 'la tecnica qua usa Hilario para
comentar los salmos, se funda en crit^r4 en gran
parte ya adquirados por el antes de su estadfa en
orients' (66) Origen brings the linguistic, geograph¬
ical and historical details, but little else, for G.
while the only significant role of Eusebius' work is
in providing a source of scriptural quotations approp¬
riate to the various psalms, (op, cit,68.).
The full list of diaps3.m^i§" given by G op. cit 1351.
The ds.indicate 1) the author, or 2) the historical
circumstances in which the psalm was written or 3) the
circumstances of the translation of the psalms. Por
Hilary all the material An the psalms can be understood
as prophecy of Christ, &S may be seen in terms of
the life, death and resurrection of Christ cf-esp-Pa
118.1.3; quia omnia in Christo et per Christum sunt,
etc. For the citations of 3t Paul in Hilary on the
Pss„cf. A. ooutcr in JT3 18, 1917* 73-A.
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A note on the exegetical material of the minor
works of Hilary.

1.1 Tractatus Hysteriorum;

This work, composed towards the end of the In

Psalmos is usually viewed in the context of the alex-

and.rian tradition, because of the numerous allegories in

the christological interpretation of Genesis 1 and 2. To

this extent its structure is the same as that of the In

Psalmos essentially. At the same time however, as Brisson

has shown, much of the typology of the In Katthaeum is

also to be found, another indication of the state of

affairs already noted, namely that Hilary in no sense,

rejected his earlier views in going on to expand them in

new directions in the light of new information. The details

as might be expected show features of the theological

principles of the In Psalmos and those of the Be Trinitate,

which as we have seen were also carried forxfard in the

51a
In Psalmos.

50(cont«)
A complete list of references to the birth, life,
work, death and resurrection of Christ in the In
Isalmos is given by Gastaldi, op., cit„ pp. 291ff.
Gastaldi (295-8) has collected a large number of
references in the In Psalmos to the christian hope.
This eschatological reference tends to contradict
the ppular image of the In Psalmos as steeped in
_flatonist/$rigenist theology, in which all is
already fulfilled in the present.

A notxe or thr : e xegetical rmaterial of "the minor works
of _rii;lp.jey.

51a
(for the T.H. cf above all the excellent edition
by Brisson)
(SC 19)
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2. The remaining works of Hilary, of a more historical

nature, interest us only in as much as they provide

further material with which to compare the results so

far obtained. They show no significant differences or

changes, but serve to exhibit the extent to which the

principles of theology traced in the De Trinitate were

thoroughly integrated into all his thought, so that they

could be turned easily to application in polemical and

political contexts. The primacy of the claims of God

in Christ, if need be over against the claims of synods

or emperor, remains beyond debate.



Comparison and Development.
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Summary: Comparison and Development.

Constant throughout the works is a concern to relate

exegesis to the process of doing theology as a whole.^
Neither Hilary nor indeed any of the theologians of the

early church is concerned to do exegesis 'for its own

sake', but the exegesis is always related to a basic

theme: in the In Matthaeum to the Heilsgeschichte of
2

the populus Dei,,- in the De Trinitate to the doctrine
of the incarnation, or more precisely to the knowledge

of God through Christ his eternal Son, in the In Isalmos

1
It is not from our conjectures and opinions but from
the gift of understanding given by God himself that know- _

ledge of the meaning of the scriptures proceeds, cf -esp P*Tri"-
1.17-19 passim: novis enim regenerate. ingenii sensibus
optis est, ut unumquemque conscientia sua secundum
coelestis originis munus illuminet .... optimus enim
lector est, qui dictorum intelligentiam exspectet ex
dictis potius quam imponat, et retulerit magis quam
attulerit, neque cogat id videri dictis contineri, quod
ante lectionem praesumpserit intelligendum.
omnis igitur comparatio homini potius utilis habeatur,
quam Deo apta, ....

2
cf•the many refs above; typical is In Mt. 8.8 De tribuno
peg trlsse me satis est, principem esse gentium credit-
urarum.

3
cfWIrin.7»H Res exsistit in Verbo, Verb! res enuntiatur
in nomine ..... nam cum audio et Beus erat Verbum, non
dictum solum audio Verbum Deum, sed demonstratum intell-
igo quod Deus est (it must be stressed that in the De
Trin the main concern is with the understanding of
the incarnation rather than the scripture text, though
the two go together; with the reality to which scrip¬
ture points rather than the words themselves).
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to the progress of man from sin to transfiguration in

Christ.'4'

Behind this relation of theology and exegesis lies

the conviction common to this and other periods but

expressed differently at different times, that beyond

the open sense of scripture, or hidden save to the eye of

faith in the open sense, there lies a spiritual teaching

which may be unfolded, concerning the gospel of the life
5of man.-' But since this theme of the gospel is the subject

of all theological reflection, exegesis and theological

reflection, act reciprocally together - the key being

the nature of the reciprocation.0

This concern, on the one hand to recognise the

limitations of human language, and on the other hand, not

to neglect the means of doing theology -which have in fact

4
cf. Prol 11. qui consummationem diligenter advertat,
providentiam dispositorum in hunc ordinem psalmorum
cum dispensations salutis nostrae intelliget convenire.
Cum enim primus gradussit ad salutem, in novum hominem
post peccatorum remiseionem renasci, sitque post penit-
entiae confessionem regnum illud Domini *T sanctae illius
civitatis et coelestis Jerusalem tempore servatum, et
postea consummate in no's' ~elesti .gloria : Dei Patris
regnum per regnum Filii proficiamus, in quo debitas Deo
laudes universitas spirituum praedicabit cf too^cited
above.

5
cf. In Matt ,14-.3. frequenter monuimus, omnem diligentiam
hvangeliorum lectioni adhiberi oportere: quia in his,
quae gesta narrantur, subesse interioris intelligentiae
ratio reperiatur.

6
cf.De- Trin-1.17-19 above and e.g. In Matt-8.8 Atque
non nos intelligentiam fingimus, sed gesta ipsa intelli-
gentiam nobis impertiuntur. Neque enim res intelligentiae,
sed rei intelligentia subsecundat.
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been revealed, in the incarnation, may perhaps bo further

illuminated by comparison with some very similar themes
7

in the thought of Athanasius.

Athanasius, like Hilary, recognises the limitation

imposed by creatureliness on human understanding (Ad

Eliah 1.20 cf-De Trin.1.19) while at the same time acknow¬

ledging the means for attaining knowledge of God which

have been given by God himself in the incarnation of

the word (C. Ar.3,32). Here as elsewhere tthanasius operates

with concepts derived from Middle Ilatonic rather than

Neoplatonlc backgrounds. (Contrary to the popular image,

not all fourth century thought was Neoplatonic in character,}.

Like Hilary, Athanasius was convinced that what

counted in theology was not the words used but the

realities to which the i^ords referred. It was, after all,

the Arians who divorced language from reality, who said

that 'Word' and 'Son' were only names, and did not belong

to the essence of Jesus Christ (C. Ar. 1.25). It is not

the words which change the nature of things, but fche

nature of things which changes the words. In saying this,

Athanasius may have had in mind Plato's very similar
8

argument in the Cratylus.

7' Though the lack of explicit verbal parallels has led
commentators to conclude that Hilary had probably never
read the works of Athanasius, their common theological
and ecclesiastical concerns suggest that a personal
acquaintance, and some direct influence of Athanasius
on Hilary, is more than likely. On this relationship cf
esp. Heijering, op,cit ,pp, 92ff, and T.P. Torrance, Theology
in Reconstruction pp. 50ff, 4-8ff and Theological Science f>20f.
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A further close parallel with. Hilary is provided

by Athanasius' use of the person of Christ as the skopos

and key to the understanding of scripture. Christ the

skopos is at the sane time the eternal son and the man

Jesus Christ: viewed in this light, no scriptural text

can support the Arians1 doctrine (cf-c. Ar.3.28).

The same points against the Arians are made in the

correspondence with Serapion. God is not circumscribed

by the bounds of human language (Ad Serap. 1.17; 2.1):

rather, our thoughts are to be directed towards their

proper object in God through the testimony of the Word,

by means of the paradigms given in scripture (ibid:1.19),

(cf „De Uecretis 12). This direction is the work of the

Holy Spirit, yet it is precisely from knowledge of the

Son that knowledge of the Spirit comes (Ad Ssrap. 3.1-3).

This insistence that the Spirit is known only through the

Son is common to both Athanasius and Hilary. There is a

correspondence between the internal life of God and his

acts in the created world, and to this corresponds the
3>e_

scriptureh twofold way of speaking of Christ (cf.sTrin 9*5)•
It is through this correspondence too, that we come to

speak of the Spirit through the Son (cf.De Trin-8.20),

on the basis of the images used by the Word as he testifies

about himself (cf.Ibid 7.38; 4.14) in accordance with his

own dispensatio (11.17)
p
This argument was mentioned by e.g. Albinus and Jlotinus,
and it is not impossible that Hilary too, e.g. in writing
of names in the De Trin.cf.1,21 and 3.17ff> was influenced
if only indirectly through the rtetorical schools, by the
Craty'lus. But if the nature of tuings changes aha words, then
a substance can change the meaning of a word, ana so words
like ktizon, when applied to God, can have a different meaning
than when applied to man.
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However much the reflection of the contemporary

theological scene may be found in his exegesis, yet

scripture itself is for Hilary the basis of all theology:

thus the theological excursus of the De Trinitate are

related to scripture, and those of the more direct

exegetical works take their starting point from bhe

exegesis of particular passages. Though the exegesis often

reflects the interpretational conventions and philosophical
10

moods of the day, yet at the same time Hilary is concerned

to work out his interpretation on the basis of adequate

theological relation to hi3 basic concerns, neither self-
m *

consciously avoiding nor critically following current
ft

11
philosophical fashion.

This central concern in Hilary (and also in Athanasius)
to interpret scripture on the basis of the Father -
Son relationship has recently been examined in a chapter
entitled 'Hilary and the Filioque' by J. Pelikan in his
'Development of Christian Doctrine' pql20ff. Pelikan,
who reaches conclusions very similar to our own, offers
a full analysis of the congruence between the immanent
and the economic trinity, and of the crucial role
played for Hilary by images used by God as he testifies
about himself (esp*De frin 7.38 and 4.14-). His analysis
of passages relating to the divinity of the Spirit (esp-
De frin.12.55) and to the relation of the Spirit to the
Son (esp.de Prin. bks.2 and 3) are a further useful
corrective to the interpretations of the place of the
Spirit along the lines of 'Geisteschristoiogie1 and
'Stoic monism'.

"^cP. too e.g. In Matt, 17.2. St in hoc quidem facti
genere, servatur et ratio et numerus, et exemplum.

11
cf,. De frin,4.14, Intelligentia enim dictorum ex
causis est assumenda dicendi: quia non sermoni res,
sed rei est sermo subiectus.
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In the In Matthaeum, the concern for an integrated

theological interpretation enabled Hilary to produce

what was probably the first considerable biblical

commentary of the latin west. In doing so, he was able

to use the full resources of the rhetorical schools in

the service of theology to prepare the texts themselves

for interpretations in terms of this conceptual unity

of the Heilsgeschichte as the movement from the law to

the Gospel. In this process of ———-

exegetical harmonisation, in particular in the early work,

many of what would today be considered the key accents

and concepts of the biblical passages are either applied

in a completely different way from that intended by the

biblical writer (not in itself a necessarily fruitless

procedure, but still full of problems) or else passed

over in silence and so 'lost'.

The process of harmonisation is seen at its

strongest in the In Iiatthaeum, because of its special
12

structure. In the De Trinitate much of the consistency

of interpretation arises from the very high proportion of

Johannine texts dealing with the same material in similar

ways. In the In Isalmos the talcing over of the techniques

of Alexandrian interpretation enabled Hilary to construct

bis exegesis in a much less tight fashion. Here was a

technique which with modification allowed much more

attention to be paid to individual texts than was possible
1 ?

\s mentioned above, the worst example is probably In Matt.
31-53 passim, in which much of the depth, cosmic signifi¬
cance, anguish and horror of the passion narrative is lost.
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in the tradition of western exegesis, which had accompanied

a theology operating within a fairly narrow ran ;e of basic

themes. This is perhaps an additional reason why western

theology in general on reaching the complex proportions

of the fourth century welcomed so eagerly and often

uncritically the eastern techniques now available.

In terms of the theory of exegesis Hilary like

Augustine was to break away from the structures of the

western rhetorical schools. But unlike Augustine he did

not develop a new special theory of hermeneutics, but

sought, as we have seen, to relate scripture directly to

his doctrine of the incarnation itself."*"5 Yet he never

set this method down in formal terms, and in practice used

it along with other methods (this indeed was partly a

consequence of his own position - the basic point was

the focus and not the theory). This was what attracted

the reformers to his work, whatever the actual differences:

had succeeding generations followed Hilary rather than

Augustine, the course of the history of exegesis might

have been rather different. But this was impossible

because of the fragmentary and multicoloured nature of
14

Hilary's work itself, quite apart from other considerations.
15 Trip.

cf-e.g. above <snPe/ ana In Matt>5*8. In dictis Dei
Veritas est, et rerum creandarum efficientia omnis in verbo
est. ita nec quod spopondit arabiguum est, nec inefficax
quod locutus est. cffi«Trin.7.11• At vero hie Verbum Deus est:
res exsistit in Verbo, Verbi res enuntiatur in nomine. Verbi
enim appelfeitio in Dei filio de sacramento nativitatis est,
sicuti sajientiae et virtutis est nomen. De Trin-5*56 and
the passages cited in sect U above referring to Ghris-t/as the
point of reference of the biblical text are also relevant here
cf„note 16 on Hilary's influence at end of ch. Aug did however
borrow much from Hilary in his De Trin. cf -10,.r 3 •: an op cit.
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Perhaps the greatest gulf which separates the

exegesis of Hilary, along with that of Augustine and

Luther alike, from modern exegesis and the theological

use of exegesis today is however the initial 'preparation1

of the text for theological interpretation on the basis

of the rules of Roman/Hellenistic literary criticism,

in which the 'strangeness' of the historical perspective

of the world of the biblical narrative, Semitic and

Hellenistic alike, is lost. The history of Hod in

Israel, the messianic hope, the prophecy of judgement

and promise > ;he eschatological tension of the earliest

communities, the understanding of God's righteousness and

his wrath, all these had undergone enormous diffusion and

transformation through the application of the techniques

of the schools, and could not be recaptured entirely even

by so profound a theologian as Hilary. In this sphere,

the revival of Hebrew studies in the Renaissance was to

be an important aid to Luther and the reformers, though

as the case of Jerome illustrated, Hebrew was not enough.

A final illustration of the characteristic strengths

and weaknesses of Hilary's exegetical methodology may

be seen in his understanding of the relationship of Old

and New Testaments, especially of the problem of the Lav;.

The relation of promise to fulfilment, of the law to the

gospel, of the Jews to the Gentiles, was from the beginning

one of Hilary's special interests. In the In Matthaeum,

Lex is strongly contrasted with fides: in the In Psalmos
the whole of the Old Testament can be seen as a lex spiritalis
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which is itself part of the gospel, ^ It is tempting

to see this as indicating a transition from a strongly

eschatologically orientated western Irenaean tradition

to an Alexandrian tradition in which eschatology has been

swallowed up in the process of sanctification in the present.

But this as we have seen is too simple an explanation to

fit the facts (Luther's understanding of the law follows

a similar course and would be hard to accommodate in a

similar explanation).It is rather a consequence of the

theology of the De Trinitato, after which the most unlikely

of theological models, that of the lex spiritalis, can

be taken up and used with a new freedom when understood

in the light of the incarnation.

Summing up, we may say that it is his concentration

on the establishment of theology upon the Father/Son

relationship as disclosed by God himself in the scriptures,

as a basis which both recognises the limitations of all

human language and accepts the gift of genuine knowledge

which God himself through the Spirit provides in the

incarnation of the Son, which constitutes the permanent

legacy of Hilary as a theological interpreter of scripture.

Io suggest briefly how this legacy may be integrated by

present day theologians in the context of the same area

of pi'oblems vd.ll be the object of our concluding chapter.

cf. In Matt,9.3 Usque in eum (Johannem) enim lex et
propbetae sunt; et, nisi lege finita, in fidem evangelicam
eorum nemo concederet. In Is. 131*16 Sed haec omnia^in se *
sacramentum continens legis. Nunc et deitatis spiritu et
origine carnis unitum, intus scilicet ac foris agrroum est;
est enim Dorainus noster Jesus Christus in gloria®patris ..

Testamenti intra se tabulas et legis librum conservans;
sunt enim in eo verba vitae. cf. In Fs-118.13.10 da enim lex,
quam lioyses scripserat, paedagoga nobis in Christo fuit; et
idcirco super docentes se et seniores intellexit, quia legem
evangelicam. quae Moysi lege continetur, intelligit.
-£Li) S Quod iomi'ii), <t<>s,o'wp ^ ft cor (3 0 »">.s spec LCi Stolid?
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16
A note on the influence of Hilary's exegesis and
theology, (cf.note 12 above)

Hilary's exegetical achievements were rapidly over¬

shadowed, as mentioned in section 1 above, by the flood

of translations of Greek exegetical works in the late

fourth century, then by Ambrose and above all by Augustine,

whose works set the pattern for all later western exegesis.

Hilary's works appear to have remained almost unknown in

the East and were never translated into Greek.

Nevertheless his exegesis and his theology were not

entirely forgotten, and continued to exert an influence

on the western Church.

Ambrose and Zeno of Verona borrowed large quantities

of the In Psalraos for their own works on the subject and

valued Hilary highly. Jerome also borrowed, but was anxious

to play down the importance of Hilary's achievement to the

advantage of his own. Augustine had read and valued the

De Prinitate, but did not make great use of Hilary's

exegesis. Pelegius often appeals to Hilary ( eGest,Pel.

1*'!-.31f)(De Nat„et Grat-61,71161,) and John Gassian calls

him 'magister ecclesiarum (Contra Nest., VII 2d) Gliomas

refers to him often and, according to De Lubac (Exeg. Peel)
derived much of his theology from Hilary. Abelard refers

to the De Prinitate Id times and Peter Lombard has 88

references (Numbers in Grabmann Schol. I-ieth. r120-1).

Jakob Perez of ValertLa refers frequently to the In Psalrnos

(V/erbeckf 7d).

Luther valued the realist emphasis of Hilary's

exegesis and its christological concentration, with its
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stress on faith in the gospel and rejection of the law.

Hence the dictum •Nemo illorum sanctorum novit quicquam

de spiritu sancto praeter unum Hylarium ( .'A 15« 566.4—-5)

Sheling (LL op cit,4-75f, 4-93) prints parallel paragraphs

showing how Luther in his preaching on occasion follows

large sections of the In Matthaeum almost word for word

(many other references in Ebeling op cit). Calvin too

valued Hilary's theology for the same reason as Luther,

but used the theology more than the exegesis as such

(cf.refs.in McNeill/Battles index 1615). Others have

found material of value in Hilary in more recent times,

notably Karl Barth (cf.KD 1/1, 373»37^,4-56,461 etc/,
but it must be said that for reasons which are entirely

understandable, Hilary has remained an almost forgotten

theologian and exegete, and has not been remembered

according to his merits in comparison to those of many

better known and much more frequently cited figures in

the theological and exegetical tradition.



Exegesis and Method in Hilary

and

in Contemporary theology.
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Hec :: ion : Exegesis and method in Hilary and in
contemporary theology.

In the development of his exegetical methodology

and in his use of the Bible in theological work in

general Hilary was able, particularly in his use of

Origen, to step outside his own exegetical tradition, to

find new methods and to use without difficulty methods

which in his own tradition of exegesis had for good

reasons been rendered suspect, through particular histor¬

ical associations and misuses. He did not however take

over the entire thought structure of a hundred and fifty

years before - the theological scene had altered boo much

for that, bringing its own problems, and these were not

to be solved through methods evolved for dealing with a

very different situation.

Like Hilary theologians today are bound to use the

most up to date tools available, the first of which,

the historico-critical method, at once leads to a consider¬

able revision of the manner in which the text is 'prepared'

for further interpretation. Many modern theologians will

wish too to stress the common concerns of exegesis of

biblical material and of systematic theology, which then

as now has to work with extra-biblical concepts in

reflection on the testimony of the gospel. Not sharing

the theory of inspiration of the early Church in general,

most 20th century theologians would not wish to answer

all the theological questions directly from scripture,
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and they are more highly conscious of the earthen nature

of the scriptural vessel. Like Hilary they too are concern¬

ed to take account of the problems involved in applying

analogies expressed in human concepts to God, even when

these are drawn from scripture, and yet they often wish

to integrate the role of biblical exegesis fully into the

doing of systematic theology. But at the same time they

will recognise that here there are two intertwined but

distinguishable problems, that of the process of exegesis

of the biblical texts, and that of integrating the results

of that process into systematic theological construction.

To impose solutions upon contemporary problems on

the basis of patristic or indeed any other discussion in

the past without regard for the development of these

present concerns would be arbitrary and highly irrational.

Yet it may be that the very distance of a patristic

discussion from contemporary concerns can serve to illum¬

inate these because of the unfamiliar light in which the

issues (which are not identical but usually in some

respects similar) are placed. As the survey cited at

the beginning of our study has it 'Today the accent falls

on the significance of the (patristic) text, not as a

final definition, but on the dogmatic decision which it

reveals, a decision with guiding and exemplary character.

It is one voice in a choir of voices' while at the same

time 'The concept of the authority of the fathers within

the church in her earthly pilgrimage,fraught with conflict,

is always characterised by the provisional character of
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all christian activity in the aeon before the last

judgement. It is relative, not only in its historical

conditionedness, but also in its eschatological aspect.

This provisional character must not be artificially
* 1

harmonised or eliminated.

At this point it will perhaps be appropriate to

survey the key areas of discussion on the process of

exegesis of biblical texts and the role of the results

of that process in systematic theology. Though many of

the different approaches to this subject cut straight

across the confessions, others have developed especially

in particular confessions of the Church. In assessing

and developing aspects of these, the theologiah in an

ecumenical age (whatever the potential temptations of that

may be) is at least in theory freed from the role of sitting

in judgement upon the confessional contributions in the

service of a 'truly Reformed', 'truly Lutheran', 'truly

Anglican' or 'truly Catholic' solution, as the case may¬

be, in order to seek clues from the whole tradition of7

the Church towards the development of concerns common

to christian theology today.

be shall not set up the problems ourselves in order

to solve them according to the way in which we have set

them upr but shall begin instead from the analysis of

the hermeneutical process in the most recent work of

the study commission on the subject of the WCC, a group

widely representative of theology and Church.
1

New Directions, op,cit.p. 46-4-7
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'The introduction to the report contains the

significant remark 'as the findings of the regional

groups differed widely from each other, it proved
p

difficult to arrive at a common statement'. Complex

problems are involved, and constructive suggestions

towards their solution will clearly avoid simplistic

blueprints.

Few theologians would today take issue with the

common affirmation of the group bhat since the Bible is

in many of its parts the product of an historical process,

coming into being through historical events and experiences,

and through reflection upon them, the historico-critical

method is necessary for the understanding of this process.

The Bible contains a collection of very diverse literary

documents, the contents of which often stand in tension

with one another: 'where they are, as far as we can see,

really contradictory, this may go back to real theological

disagreements within the biblical period itself or may

have been occasioned by different social or historical

situations. The difficulties raised by this for systematic

theology have not been solved by us. Although the truth
Z

in Christ is one, the human witness to it is manifold.

Though theology must in the end strive to present an

overall picture which points to the same truth to which

Bible points, clearly forced harmonisation in exegesis

must be avoided. For Hilary this problem did not yet exist:

2 3
ibid, p. 32 ibid,p. 34-
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given its presence the presentation of an overall

picture is exceedingly difficult. But this does not

rule out entirely assistance from the patristic and other

past traditions in facing other aspects of the theological

problems involved.

How is the text itself to be interpreted after

matters of text and transmission have been settled. Assum¬

ing that both 'historical' and Imhistorical' layers of

tradition may be of equal theological relevance and may

be relevant in different ways, how is the relevance of

the possibly several meanings of a passage to be determined

and related to systematic theology? How far may this be

articulated in terns of different sets of philosophical

categories? What kinds of questions may we expect to be

answered by reference to scripture? What is the role of

our previous knowledge and understanding in the study of

the Bible; .hat of the 'keys' to the interpretation of

scripture provided by the various confessions? 'The

finding of the survey cited above is that 'it is doubtful

whether any one interpretative principle can be so stated

as to become a prescriptive instrument applicable in all
4

circumstances'. It can be said that particular aspects

of scripture come to the fore and demand special attention

not by reason of a confessional standpoint, not as a

result of the application of interpretations! principles,

but because a particular historical situation has developed,

and Christians must speak to it.
4
ibid,p. 39'
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In all of this discussion, differences arise on the

nature of the relationship of scripture to the Church.

For some, scripture is the sole norm of truth on which

the Church is entirely dependent. The ain principles of

interpretation, however difficult to establish, will be

dictated by scripture itself. For others, scripture is

the product of the same tradition which has had a contin¬

uous life in the Church, so that the interpretation of

scripture takes place in the context of the whole life

of the- Church, of creed and sacraments, of christian

thinking and cultural values. For yet others, the Church

is in dialogue with scripture but is fed from many sources,

in the light of which biblical statements may have to be

declared inadequate or erroneous, or as 'without meaning'

except as modified by truth arrived at from these other

sources. Rarely is any one of these positions held

exclusively. In conclusion it is suggested that 'the

awareness of the differences within the Bible will lead
r

us towards a deeper understanding of our divisions and

will help us to interpret them more readily as possible
and legitimate interpretations of one and the same gospel;

and it may be one of the important theological tasks to

draw the right conclusions from the insight that the bib¬

lical canon itself bears witness to the unity and diversity

at the very beginning of the Church.''7 The report ended

with a recommendation for a study of the problem of

authority, upon which herraeneutics in its broader sense

depends.
5

ibidap. 4-1.
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In considering the problem in the context of assessing

the possible role of patristic material in providing

assistance in the discussion, we 3hall concentrate in

the first instance on the question of the status of scripture

in Church, and so in the doing of theology, since the

details of the historico-critical process, thou h not the

theological controls for this, develop out of modern ex-

c -ctical methods unknown to the early Church.

Though popular tradition (following uarnack) speaks

of the threefold patristic criteria of scripture, the

creeds and the episcopal office, it is generally recognised

that within these three scripture was foremost in importance

as a norm for the church's life and teaching. Origen in

taking over Fhilo's allegorical system clearly believed
that all truth was to be found supremely in scripture

(facets of this truth being found elsewhere too) and that

the system of interpretational principles which he imposed

upon the text 'was to be found already reflected in scripture

itself. Provided the key to the enigmas 'were known,

scripture was self-interpreting. This belief he shared

'with the whole patristic tradition including Hilary and

Augustine, though the nature of that self-interpretation

was differently understood, different stresses being laid

on the literal and the non literal sense, etc. Most early

church exegesis was 'christological* in orientation, but

in different ways. Thus for Hilary in the be Trinitate,

as we have seen, Christ reveal3 himself through scripture,

and not through the medium of christological allegory but
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in direct creation of faith; the middle ages however,

followed in general the allegorical schema of Augustine,

the authority or the allegory being an elaborate series

of rules, sanctioned by the Church, under the general

heading of fides, spes and caritas, again with differences

in nuance between the Platonist and Aristotelian schools.

The swift rise of Aristotelian views in the later middle

ages brought a new emphasis on the authority of the Church,

beside and eventually above scripture; 'where there were

several sets of rules, who was to judge which was correct

but the Church?

In the face of this dilemma Luther came upon the

solution, already anticipated in some respects by Hilary,

that Christ is his own interpreter in the context of

scripture, and that the scripture points not to a series

of rules but to Christ himself. Instead of an enigmatic

mixture of the obscure and the less obscure, to be inter¬

preted by the allegorical key, all is plain when it is

seen in faith that the texts of scripture refer ultimately

to Christ himself. The preaching of scripture is the preach¬

ing of Christ: scripture interprets itself as Christ

reveals himself.'0 Calvin added the important modification

that the Holy Spirit reveals Christ through the scriptures

in the heart of the believer, so avoiding the limitation

of Christ to the word of scripture itself, but not; of
course, excluding the place of the written word in the

6
cf. esp. the work of Sbeling and Krause already cited.
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7
process. In the period of orthodoxy the self-revelatio n

of Christ was encased in a new legalism which was in itself

a return to the allegorical interpretation of scripture.

Theologians of the enlightenment, seeing the sterility of

the method, sought by the use of historical research and

philosophical method to purify the faith and to return to

the pure simplicity of the gospel. Thus was born the

historico-critical method, which has been of inestimable
O

value to the Church.° The difficulty was that bistor-

icism was to lead to a loss of the awareness that Christ

witnessed to in scripture was the living and acting Lord.

For Roman Catholic theology the problem was not so acute,

for scripture since the Tridentinum had been understood

as subordinate to the Church which was in itself a kind

of extension of the incarnation. Though the effect of

historical method was to make itself felt with the modernists,

this was essentially part of a larger and in some ways a

different problem.

One response to the problems of historicism came

from the 'dialectical' theologians. For Bultnann as for

Luther and for Origon, scripture interprets itself (though
both Luther and Bultmann reject Origen's doctrine of

mechanical inspiration). For Bultmann as for Luther,

Christ reveals himself to man from within the text of

7
cf» • Wallace, Calvin's Doctrine of the or- and
Sacrament, and W. Krusche, Das Wirken des Heiligen
G-eistes bei Calvin.

cf< . J reuss: The Inspiration of holy scripture.
cf. . Beholder: Lie 'mfhnge der historiach-kritischen
Lethode.
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scripture in the act of proclamation. Since nan confronted

with the text of scripture is not only a sinner who needs

to be convicted of sin, but also a modern man for whom

the gulf between the thought world of the Bible and his

own thought world has to be bridged, this bridge, which

removes the false scandal of unintelligibility in order

to allow confrontation with the true scandal of the cross,

is provided by the programme of demytholoyising. This

programme provides a special theory of hermeneutics,

related to but not an integral part of the doctrine of

the incarnation itself. The epistemology problem is

not simply to be treated as part of the general estrange¬

ment of the sinner from the open truth of the gospel (as
for Luther) but arises from the difference between the

thou t world of the Mble and that of our own time.

Hence therefore, a Vorverst&ndnis, both of the historical

particularity of the text and of the nature of the exist¬

ential decision to which he is summoned, must be reached

by the exerete before he can grasp the impact of the gospel:

and equally unless he is summoned by Jesus, he will never

understand the Hew Testament in its true historical and

theological context.'^

For Barth, following Luther too but also Calvin,

the function of the hermeneutical programme is taken by

the doctrine of the Trinity. Like Bultmann and in part,

j-juther and Calvin, he rejected the doctrine of mechanical

as comment on Bultmann's hermeneutics cf. Dcmmidthals,
'.Die Theologie Tudolf Bulinanns' and the excellent treat¬
ment by Otto Weber, Dogmatik 1.370ff.
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inspiration. Like Bultmann, he accepted in principle

the historico-critical method. Following Calvin, he held

(and this difference of nuance is paralleled in many

respects in the history of .Reformed/lutheran controversy

on the Lord's Supper) that Christ does not actually make

himself present from within the text (however understood)

but that God reveals himself in the history of Jesus Christ

as testified in the scriptures, through the seal in the

heart of the believer of the testimony of the holy Spirit.

The manner of God's approach is of waiting and asking,

rather than of demand for decision. Unintellegibility

to modern man is part of the general problem of man's

anthropocentric rather than theocentric way of thinking,

and is dealt with by the Holy Spirit in reorientating

man's whole life in the context of the proclamation of the

Word, and indeed in the ongoing life of the community, for

the movement no longer has to be that of sudden demand

for decision.^"'

While some have followed the one and some the other

of the giants, inevitably (as in the ecumenical study of

the Lord's Supper controversy) attempts have been made

to move to a new understanding which gathers insights

from both sides, despite the headshakings of the original

protagonists. Reaction against early existentialist

dogmatism, as it was thought inter alia to he, in both

Barth and Bultraann has led to a new quest of the historical
10

'On Barth's doctrine of Scripture cf.JKS Reid. he
Authority of the Bible X94f♦
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Jesus. Following Luther in seeing Christ as the 'centre'

of scripture and all theology as interpretation of

scripture, Ebeling has built up a systematic theology

around the historical Jesus in which the historical Je3us

is the centre of the kerugma of scripture.1"5' Fuchs has

combined this with Earth's concern for ontology and for

the charismatic element to provide a new ontology of

language in which Jesus reveals himself as language event

in the context of the preaching of the gospel from the
IP

text of scripture.

In his Taulus und Jesus' Jungel sought to combine

more explicitly the exegetical concerns of both Earth

and Bultmann. The Pauline theology of justification

corresponds exactly to the witness of the gospels to

Jesus. God has revealed himself as the trinitarian God

in the history of the incarnation in Jesus Christ. Man

cannot himself speak of God. But in the parables, which

are a pointed, ostensive mode of discourse about the

kingship of God which also involves his own person, Jesus

reveals himself as a language event, which is repeated

in the preaching of the word, as Jesus is brought to

expression through human words, as God's Lord in the
15

aistory of the incarnation.

11
cf.esp.C-ott u. Wort, and 'Jesus and i'aith' from ' WorcL
and Faith'?r201ff, alsoPf>305ff, 'Word of od and hermen^ics'.

x' cf. Studies of the historical Jesus, and his 'Wermeneutik*.
cf.too Gadamer, /ahrheit u. Methode op, cit^.397i» and J.
Fangmeier, 'Ernst Puchs' in Theologische Studien, lieft 80.

13
. Jiin-gel, Faulus und Jesus esp, ppw 1 >5ff •
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This understanding of parable as the place where

God reveals himself in the word of the man Jesus is

attractive, particularly in an anglo-saxon context where

it could for example, be fruitfully combined with the
14-

similar but entirely unrelated ideas of I.I.. Orombie.

The suggestion is not however without its own problems}

still there is a special hermeneutic of parable, when

this category is applied outside the parables of Jesus

himself. It might be said that the events in the history

of the incarnation itself (though not automatically the

concept 'incarnation' which is .just as vulnerable as

any other concept), events in which, Geschehen includes

Sprachgeschehen (in preference to 8prachereignis); provide
the hinge of discourse. If so, then special hermeneutic

is ossible, just as all analogies except that of grace,

which is not to be understood in the manner of other

analogies, break down in reference to the incarnation,
h the other hand if God should have chosen some special

means of self communication, e.g. the parable, in the

time of the incarnation, then this is the way things are.

We are not then automatically entitled to extrapolate

the concept of parable as the universal category for

language about God, but it may be an important indicator

among others, hven in the case of scripture, we may have

to look for other complementary ways of understanding

its use along with that of parable.

** cf. I.Fi. Grombie in 'New hssays' ed. flew and haclntyre
p.^. 109ff.
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It is possible then to conceive of different ways

in which different types of scriptural discourse nay be

understood. Scripture itself, as far as it is witness

to the history of the incarnation in Israel and in the

events leading up to and immediately following the

Resurrection, is the word of God in that here the history

of Jesus Christ the Word is brought to articulation. All

the various types of word, including that of parable, are

models for the articulation of the Word, The Word is

itself a model, but it is given by God himself in and as

Jesus Christ x*ho is the Word and whose word is also the

Word. Phis model is qualified by being understood, for

a great part of the tradition of the Church, in terms of

the doctrine of the Trinity, understood however differently

at different tines in an essential and not simply an

economic frame of reference, in which essence is further

understood in terms of the witness of the 'Word rather than

15
in terms of more classical metaphysical categories. "

Important hermeneutical consequences follow from the

above. It may be possible to make a general use of scripture

as witness to the trinitarian God as revealed in the history

of the incarnation of Jesus Christ, while at the same time

for certain purposes using special models of discourse

e. . parable etc. for the articulation of the content of

specific areas of scripture, the nature of the models being
"! f

for an imaginative restatement of the doctrine of the
Trinity, in this case an interpretation of Earth's

- doctrine, cf - J. Jiingel, Gottes Sein ist in Warden.
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determined by the results of historico-critical method,

and particularly by Formgeschichte.

Such an understanding would avoid the hin: ing of

the whole process upon the special hermeneutic of parable

as in Jiin el's model, in which the word becomes the Word
£

in a Ipracqpeignis through the text itself. Instead the
use of the trinitarian category as a key factor and the

use of different models in the. interpretation of scripture

in different contexts, and possibly too in different

circumstances, would emphasise the freedom of God through

the Holy tpirit to come to articulation as the .ord in

the ord of Jesus Christ in the context of, but not in

bondage, to the texts themselves. Such an understanding

would take up and carry further Jtingel's concern for the

concerns of both Barth and Bultmann in the context of

scripture, enabling the theologian bo exeeete in, the manner
tW

of Barth and also in the manner of RBultiaann school for

different purposes at different times, while oin/~ beyond

both in producing a new understanding of the cxe-etical

procedure itself.

... historical precedent, admittedly not created for

precisely the same purpose, is that of alary's use of

scripture. For certain purposes of systematic theology

ho employs an epitomising use of scripture in which all

ie understood as pointing to the incarnation of Goo in

Jesus. For specific areas of exegesis he uses other

nothods of interpretation including the use of typology,

allegory, the rhetorical categories, symbolic of titles,
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«

numbers etc. etc. We noted that in Hilary, the freedom

to use all sorts of different interpretations for special

purposes is grounded in the fact of the incarnation

itself. 3o, understanding the incarnation in the history

of the [trinity, it may be possible to make use of different

structures for different purposes in the interpretation

of scripture, in which God reveals himself in the history

of Jesu3 Ohrist through the Holy Spirit.

suite apart from the problem of the multiplanar

model for the interpretation of scripture indicated above,

there has been much dissatisfaction with the understanding

of scripture in the dialectical theology both on the

Continent and in the anglo-saxon world. In Britain at

least it is not the differences but the similarities between

Barth and Bultmann which have rendered them equally

unacceptable to their critics.

for Holtmann the weakness of the dialectical

theology is its failure to carry through consistently

the programme of eschatological reference which it

proclaimed. God for Barth and Bultmann is present, in the

context of scri bure and elsewhere. But the basic scripture

category is hope, promise, the new. Scripture is to be

understood entirely in the category of promise, and the

presence of God is a hope to be fulfilled at the coming

of the kin dom, for which we are now to work in the world,

the basic difficulty is that the many other accents in the

Bible, and not least the witness to the fact that all has
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been accomplished, once and for all, by Jesus in his cross

and resurrection, have disappeared in iloltmann's recon-

struction.

Pannenberg' s attitude to the S-ible and to the

dialectical theology is much more radical. (Indeed it is

not or nothing bhat Barth remarked in one of his last

seminars that ho would gladly stretch out his hand 'under

the table' to protect Bultmann from iannenbergJ) Por

Pannenberg, 'Die Aufldsung der Lehre von der Gchrift

bildet die Grundlagenkrise der modernen evangelischen
17

Theologie'.' Until in the late middle ages the authority

of the (fhurch was asserted to be higher than that of

scripture and the charge was rebutted, the position of

scriT)ture was not a matter of serious controversy. Luther's

teaching was a substantiation of the rebuttal. But the

principle of sola scriptura meant later that all theol¬

ogical work had to be grounded in historico-critical exe-
IS

gesis, and this led to the modern crisis.

L

'Die Sache' der schrift, die Luther in binne hatte,

ndmlich ^erson und Geschichte Jesu, ist fiir unser histor-

isches Bewusstsein nicht mehr in den Texten selber zu

finden, sondepn muss hinter ihnen erschlossen werden.

Dieser Situation kann die Theologie nur gerecht werden,

IS
I hope to examine at length the work of Loltmann,
Pannenberg and Ebelirig soon in another place.

in
■

ja nenberg, Grundfragen oystematischcr Theolorie, 13.
18

ibid,pfl iff.
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wenn es gelingt, das neuzeitliche Denken in dem Husaramen-

hang der christlichen TJberlieferung3geschichte einzuholen ..

durch einen Hntwurf der bcide (Gituationen) verbindenden

Geschichte sowohl bewahrt, als auch aufgehoben werden?^9

In fact (Go 1 0) 'Hit einer Mythisierung der aller-

dings ursprunglich mythischen Rede vom orte Gottes und

rait einer nackten Gehorsamsforderung an den rait der

henaupteten Autorit&t des Gotteswortes bedrohten Httrer

allein gentigt man der theologischen Au%abe jedenfalls
"*20

auf die Dauer nicht.

3o much for a theology of the lord of God, from

Hilary to Moltraann, and the use of the Bible that has

followed it. There is no doubt that Fannenberg has

provided important insights into t/eaknesses in the dial¬

ectical theology, which can be welcomed without qualific-
21

ation.~ At the same time it is clear that his own

proposals for an alternative are in important respects

more problematic than the proposals which he wishes to

replace. It is not clear that 'history1 can or should

provide us with anything other than history, and it

appears unreasonable to be asked to identify this with
22

the gospel of the New Testament witness.
19 ibid. 15 20 ibid,130
21

The present is nothing without the future and the past.
It is easy for dialectical theology to slide into a
'verbalism' in which the? concrete reality of bhe incarnation
Word made flesh is lost in an almost Gnostic preoccupation
with 'word'.

22
cf -too the critique by G. Klein. Theologie des dortes
Gotte3 und die Hypothese der Universalgeschichte'
Munich, 1964 (Kaiser).
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In the anglo-saxon world further objections have been

raised, and cannot be disregarded in a search for commonly

acceptable solutions to common problems. Here the kerug-

matic element in the theology of the v.'ord has been regarded
c

as a legacy of the radical historical scepticism of Kiv'ke-
gaard, while the account of a divine encounter with man

in the self-revelation of God in Jesus Christ is considered

logically untenable and so (theologically) unacceptable

in Barth and Bultmann alike, the one in objectivising of

knowledge of God in revelation, the other in subjectivising

qf the same. 'The Bible's role is seen as that of the

earliest historical information about Jesus; in the context

of the narration of this information the 6hurch lives and

worships, faith is created and seeks a new understanding

of itself in the reinterpretation of biblical imagery and

in the employment of new images through the thought forms

available at any given time. In theological enquiry use

of appropriate new imagery may disclose new insights, which

we then understand in terms of the providence of God, with
whom in some sense the initiative remains. If all is

seen in terms of kerugma and confrontation, grace alone,

how is it possible to find truth conditions, verifiable

and falsifiable, for the faith itself4^

In traditional .'Roman Catholicism, as in traditional

Liberal Protestantism, authority is placed in variegated

Representative of this point of view, in various Corms,
are Dietrich Ritschl (Memory and Hope), Van Harvey
(The History and the Believer) and D.M. MacKinnon
(cf, Horde...'lands of Theology, esp, p.p 55-89) •
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complex sources of Christian truth as understood today,
OIL

in which scripture is only one element. In the

Orthodox tradition, authority is placed in scripture

as guided by the general ecumenical councils, scripture

being the guide of tradition and tradition the protector
25

of scripture. In part at least of the an lican trad¬

ition, a historical approach to scripture ? critical or

precritical, combined with a parallel frame of theological

reference in philosophical theology, finds the Protestant

emphasis or the key function of scripture as the place of
pa

the self-revelation of God obscure.~

Unless we take the view that our own particular

tradition possesses the truth and that others are simply

blinded, we shall seek not simply to advocate a more

palatable variation of our own traditional approaches,

but to make suggestions which provide a real basis for a

step forward in common discussion, fully aware that a

harmonising compromise will be rightly unacceptable on

all sides.

Much debate has recently been aroused by the so-

called 'recover;,- of the Bible' of the second Vatican

council, do many non-doman Catholics who at first

welcomed this trend, examination of the documents brought
P'L

lor an able Catholic presentation of the traditional
position in its modern phase cf. J.R. Geiselmann, 'Trad¬
ition, Scripture and tho Church' in 'Christianity

oc- divided' (Sheed and V/ard)pf.39ff.
cf.P.N. frembelas, Dogmatics, 1 I9f.

Of
cf-esp.the comparatively limited role of biblical
exegesis and biblical concepts in the 'Soundings'
symposium.
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deep disillusionment.

For it seemed that despite the high density of

scriptural quotation and reference, much of the theological

argument was built up, not from the biblical witness, but

from theological systems entirely independent of the Bible,
the whole then being illustrated by biblical imagery of

27
a largely decorative nature. '

It is clear that agreement in the interpretation of

scripture (in terms of the process of exegesis and of its

role in theology), like agreement in the understanding of

the sacraments, is bound up with agreement on the under¬

standing of the theological task as a whole. In both

spheres, different traditions will doubtless long continue

to make different interpretations, which, it is to be

hoped, may gradually converge, but the process need not

be expected to move quickly. In practice, as acts of

intercommunion take place without full concurrence in

the understanding of these different traditions.make use* fi A

of studies both in the interpretation of scripture and

in theology in which scripture plays different roles in

different traditions,

7 cf.the constitution 'Dei Verbura' (Ed^Gemmelroth and
Zerwick, Stuttgart 1966). The document stresses the
central role of scripture in Christ through the
scriptures (paras,1-7) and the whole is documented at
every point by scriptural reference. On the other
hand the section on the tradition of the Church (paras.
7ff) may be read to suggest that the relationship
scripture/tradition has in no way altered since the
Council of Trent and is not intended to do so. I am
indebted to a seminar led by Prof. P. Carta for much
of my understanding of this work.
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Yet all truth in Christ is one, and so the inter¬

relations of these differences must be made clear, and

the divergences made precise. We have seen that Hilary-

made use at different times of different inter-.rotational

systems, not indeed always conscious of the contradictions

involved. In the He Trinitate he makes an epitomising

use of scripture, in which detailed exegesis is not in¬

volved but in which the passages chosen refer beyond

themselves to the incarnation itself. Such a use of

scripture to refer in the context of theological construct¬

ion tc the central truths of the faith would, be open to

many who differed in the process of exegesis of particular

passages, and even in the manner of understanding of the

incarnation. This would of course he far from universally

acceptable, but the basic role of scripture in pointing

beyond itself to Sod in Christ would bo a point of departure

for many, much a basis would also be a reminder that though

differences of interpretation have always existed, these

are part of a common striving of the whole Church towards

a deeper understanding of its faith. In this, the value

of patristic study would be of permanent value in under¬

lining the historically conditioned and eschatolofically

limited nature of the differences, showing that progress

is made only by taking these differences seriously and

thinking them through, yet at the same time pointing in

a common witness to a common Lord.
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Further note on the role of the Bible in
systematic theology.

V/e cannot know God or understand him except as the

God who for man was incarnate. This is so because it ia

of the nature of God to have been incarnate - and not

simply because this is a convenient way of helping men

to know him and also because man, created as man can only

understand and respond to God as the God who was incarnate.

Therefore our understanding of God in the present will

include reference to the historical context of the incarn¬

ation.

'The biblical witness to God's dealings with Israel

and to the incarnation is human witness and reflects the

distortions and incompleteness of the human. It is never¬

theless the chosen channel of God's work, as witness. It

follows that scripture is indeed a major part of the

context in which the word of God is understood today.

Different parts of scripture may function in different

ways in witnessing to the incarnation. There is no need

for a uniform method of interpretation, nor indeed is

this possible.

The fact for example, of Jesus having used the form

of the parable does not give this form any 'final'

character. It does however illustrate i&3 &—%© an

important aspect of the texture of theological discourse

about God, when seen against the background of the events
~ ,, j . ~ J., , ,, Jesus did not

01 the incarnation. On the other hand'
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limit himself to this form (cf-the 3ermon on the fount),
and in the resurrection all forms of language are made

available for discourse, provided that these are used in

a manner appropriate to God their creator.

The Bible is the most important single element in

the development of christian theology. Its content has

normative, uiding and indicative character, dependent

on the relation of that content to the total witness to

Jhrist, and the situation in which through the holy Spirit

it is used. But the freedom which christians ave in

having to do with the living God means that they may use

in his service forms of discourse other than those used

in the Bible, and images which go beyond the biblical

imagery, provided that in everything they seek to be

faithful to the central message of salvation.

Again though the Bible is ultimately to be understood

in the light of the centre of its witness, God in Jhrist,

it need not be understood in terms of a fixed analogical

correspondence to this centre.

Likewise, though theology is ultimately to be

understood in the light of the incarnation, it need not

bo done in any kind of fixed analogical correspondence

to that centre. This, in exegesis of scripture and in

theology alike, would be a legalist aproach to the gospel

of the divine freedom.

Towever one may interpret the theological relationship



between faith's understanding of God and the text of the

scriptures, the problem is intimately related to that of

the use of human language in speaking of God and in the

doing of theology in general. In dealing- with this matter

the nature of the relationship between the philosophical

an theological tools used in the discussion of the theo-

lo :ical subject matter, in the present case the role of

scripture in theology, is of crucial importance. All

human analogies from the things of the creation to God

break down, and alleged 'family resemblances' fail quite

to bridge the gap between creator and creation. therefore,

for ilar.y, God himself provides in the witness of scripture

to th incarnation, and in God's speaking himself through

scripture to man, the forms, in analogy with the incarnat¬

ion by which we may learn to speak of him, even though all

our speaking remains of a provisional, limited character.

tor those who would retain Hilary's str so upon the

incarnation as the ultimate basis of theological reflection

this analogia gratiae remains of crucial importance • It

is however clear that such an analogia gratiae has been

understood in very different ways in the history of theology.

the development of awareness of the problems concerning

t ' nature of perception has brought new complic; bions to

the task of attempting to do today what ailary was able

to ho in the fourth century, for a theological understand-

in of the nature of God's action in the context of script-
3.1O&i 3

ure as underlined above, some nev; articulation of an °
ratiae, possibly of a multi-dimensional nature, in which
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different elements work in different ways for different

kinds of language about God, is clearly required: the details

of an attempt to meet such a requirement cannot however be

set out here.

what then of human analogies outside the reference

of the biblical witness to the incarnation? Advance in

theological enquiry and also in the context of apologetics

often depends on the ability to use and to select from a

large number of different images and conceptual models,

from which the distinctive characteristics of a particular

model may be more clearly understood. Por this reason the

exercise of imagination in reviewing biblical images in

theology in the light of analogies in a non-incarnational

context, or in theologies not centred on the biblical

witness, and in philosophy or other disciplines, will be

important for a theology which seeks to express itself,

in terms always of the controls of its own particular

concern, in language which takes advantage of the widest

possible range of contemporary imagery for purpose of

comparison and differentiation. It is clearly better that

theology, which is in any case always provisional and

historically conditioned, should reflect the conditions

of the age for which it seeks to articulate faith in

understandable terms than those of the immediately prece¬

ding age, or of ages past. At the same time the source

of faith's reflection, the history of God in Israel and

in the incarnation, has taken place once and is not repeated.
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In this context it may in conclusion bo noted that

the use of scripture in theological construction does not

of course entail taking over the particular metaphysical

frameworks against which the theological response in

witness to the incarnation was first hammered out. Yet

at the same time, the witness then within these superseded

frameworks (which still retain their value as models for

comparison) since it is still in itself part of the original

witness to the incarnation, is as such part of the norm

for our understanding within very different frameworks,

of the action of the same God in the midst of human life

today. The crucial point is that the whole theological

endeavour has its focal point in God in Christ, as he

makes himself known in the context of the total biblical

witness to the incarnation.

the thesis that the key to the interpretation of

scripture is given by God in the tradition of the Church

is much ol er than its classic formulation by J.II. Newman.

It is not indeed scripture in the context of tradition

hut history itself which is the sphere of the revelation

of God, according to Pannenberg, and thi3 history can

only be understood in terms of its end. Revelation,

according- to beling, is in the Bible itself, and the

history of the Church is essentially a history of the

urch's attempts to interpret the Bible in its thought

and in its life. What is the role of history, or more

concretely of any given historical situation in revelation,
and how is this related to the role of scripture V
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It has been su; esteb: that a passage in the Bible nay-

gain a new central importance for a christian community

in a given historical situation, e.g. in a situation of

Apartheid the text 'in Christ there is neither Jew nor

Greek* may become of central importance in pointing to the

impact of the incarnation in that setting. For Jesus

himself certain passages of the Old Testament clearly

gained in given situations crucial importance for his

understanding of his mission. Interpretation is istori-

cally conditioned. Thus Earth's Hdmerbrief was written

under and Eiade its impact upon the basis of the 1914--18

war. On the other hand, e.g. the Arab-Israeli conflicts

and the azi regime enabled people in a given istorical

context to interpret the biblical witness to justify

inhuman treatment of the Jews, and indeed, of th-- Arabs.

It is then clear that God may reveal different

aspects of his truth to men in the contexts of scripture

at different times in different ways. Yet the given

historical situation also provides opportunity for merfto
distort the witness of scripture. Judgement may and must

be made, yet remains provisional and limited between the

times, hven a whole Church may be wrong, and the acts of

a few may be less wrong. The most perverse activities

may be justified by reference to the incarnation in the

context of scripture. Ultimately it is only in prayer

and in complete dependence upon the grace of God bhat

theology can dare to function and to use scripture at all.
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It is possible and necessary for theologians within the
C lurch to set up guidelines for the understanding of

faith and of scripture which are of assistance to the

Church: but in following them the Church may distort and

upturn the whole almost unconsciously. Faithfulness is

asked for by God but never imposed. Where theolo leal

accuracy and faithful discipleship appear to coincide,

only one observation is empirically appropriate:

soli Deo gloria.
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A note on the most recent work on Hilary.

The foliowiny works came to hand after the MS was

complete or virtually complete, and could not be dealt

with exhaustively here:

V/ille, W.: Studien sum Hatth&uskommentar des Hilarius
von Poitiers Diss. Hamburg, 1968.

Gastaldi, I.E.: Hilario de Poitiers, exegeta del Salterio.
These. raris, 1968.

f
A v

Hilaire de Poitiers, ivveque et Docteur,Et. Aug. raris 1968

Hi1aire et Hon- 'L'emrs, Actes du Golloaue de Poitiers,
29 Sept«-30 Oct. 1968. Et. Aug. Paris 1969.

Apart from the sections of their theses which Drs.

Wille and Gastaldi most generously sent me in advance of

completion, and which are dealt with ad loc., notice has

been taken of these important works in the notes. The

Hilary anniversary publications, though extremely interest¬

ing, add little to our knowledge of Hilary's exegesis.

Mention should however be made of the article in Hilaire

et Son Temps, on Hilary's exegesis by Kannengiesser, and

of the suggestion by Smulders (ibid,f175f esp.t=.185f) which
does not however yet amount to proof, that in writing the

De Trinitate Hilary may have been aware of the work of

Eusebius of Emesa. Danie'lou, ibid.f>14-3-4-7 suggests that
in the etymologies of the In Psalmos, Hilary may be

following an Antiochene writer of homilies who knew Hebrew.

If this were oo prove case> this too would go

some way to explain Hilary's marked independence of Origen,
even in the In Psalmos.
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